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Abstract xvlu

ABSTRACT

An efficient computational procedure to analyse reinforced concrete skeletal

plane frames taking into consideration material and geometrical nonlinearities

is presented, which allows structural behaviour to be followed through the

working load and overload ranges and up to ultimate load and then into the

post-collapse, softening range. A computer program SAFRAME based on this

procedure has been developed which is suitable for carrying out top-tier design

in accordance with the new Australian concrete code, 453600. The accuracy

of the program is demonstrated by comparing analytical results obtained for

columns and frames with published laboratory test results.

The program has been used to carry out a numerical study of the collapse

behaviour of a wide range of portal frames and several multi-storey frames.

The results of the numerical study suggest that the final mode of collapse of

a realistic portal frame is likely to be initiated by the formation of one or

several hinges, which may or may not proceed into the softening stage, with

final instability due to geometric non-linearity. Simple plastic collapse, with

a sufficient number of hinges forming to produce a collapse mechanism, was

only found to occur in relatively stocky structures.

Snapback instability, a phenomenon of softening structures, was also observed

in some of the portal frames analysed.

The program was also used to evaluate the accuracy of the present Australian

Standard 453600 code-based, simplified methods for the analysis and design

of slender reinforced concrete frames. Portals and multi-storey frames were

included in this study. For most frames, the simplified methods give con-

servative results, sometimes too conservative. However, these methods may

over-estimate ultimate loads in frames which fail by instability with significant

lateral displacement of loaded joints. In estimating design loads, the middle-
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tier method has been found to be unconservative for this type of frame.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1- Introduction

Collapse behaviour of reinforced concrete frames is complicated by the ma-

terial and geometrical nonlinearities present in such frames. In extreme cir-

cumstances, non-linearity can even lead to the occurrence of snapback in the

characteristic deflections. Snapback instability, a phenomenon described by

Bazant et al(1987b), occurs when a characteristic deflection exhibits one or

more local ultimate deflections , dP ldL - -@, where P is a load term and A is

the characteristic deflection. To follow such behaviour analyticall¡ procedures

have to be developed to traverse local peak load, and local peak deflections.

Much theoretical work has been carried out on the collapse behaviour of iso-

lated reinforced concrete columns. These studies, together with limited experi-

mental tests of structures such as simple frames and columns, enable simplified

methods of design and analysis to be developed. These simplified methods,

1
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though relatively simple to use, are based on a number of highly idealised

concepts. While checks have been made on the accuracy of these methods for

isolated columns, the inaccuracy when extended to more complex frames has

not been adequately investigated.

!.2 Objectives and Scope

In this thesis, an investigation is made of the collapse behaviour of slender

reinforced concrete frames under static loading. The investigation consists of

the following:

1. development of an efficient and accurate computer program to ob-

t¿in the collapse behaviour of frames with material and geometric

nonlinearities.

2. development of other computer programs to assist in carrying out

the prediction of strength of slender frames using the simplified

methods of the Australian Standard 453600.

3. study of the collapse behaviour of slender frames, including phe-

nomena such as softening, snapback and instability.

4. investigations of the accuracy and adequacy of the simplified code

methods of analysis and design of slender columns in frames.

The thesis is concerned primarily with the short-term collapse behaviour of

slender reinforced concrete frames, with major emphasis on the predictions of

the strengths of such frames.

The development of a computer program to carry out rigorous analysis, as

described in item 1 of the above list, forms a major portion of the work.

2
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Structures under investigation are assumed to be subjected only to flexural

and axial forces. Deformations due to shear and torsion are not considered.

As the investigation is concerned only with short-term loading, time-dependent

effects such as creep and shrinkage are outside the scope of the thesis.

1-.3 Layout and Content of Thesis

A review of the methods of analysis of reinforced concrete sections is given

in Chapter 2 and a review of the methods of analysis of reinforced concrete

structures is given in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 develops the underlying concept of segmental analysis and de-

scribes the computational techniques used to develop the computer program

SAFRAME. The derivations for the element stiffness matrix and the fixed end

moments are given in this chapter. The efficiency resulting from the use of a

segmented element is illustrated.

In Chapter 5, the accuracy of results obtained from program SAFRAME is

studied by comparing predictions with published test results and also with

analytical results obtained by other researchers.

Non-linear behaviour of frames is studied in Chapter 6. The softening be-

haviour of concrete structures is described and discussed. The effects of sec-

tional thrust and the amount of beam reinforcement are also studied in this

chapter. Occasionally, snapback in characteristic deflections of frames has been or " ¡ 'ru 
-i

in the analyses. Results obtained for some frames with snapback are presented

and snapback behaviour in frames is described. The collapse behaviour of two

3-storey 2-bay frames is described. The order of hinge formation is traced for

each of the frames.

3
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In Chapter 7, the accuracy and adequacy of the moment magnifier method of

453600 are investigated by analysing 144 unbraced portal frames, 36 braced

portal frames and 2 multi-storey frames.

In Chapter 8, the accuracy and adequacy of the second-tier, second-order

elastic method of 453600 are investigated by re-analysing the I44 unbraced

portal frames, 36 braced portal frames and 2 multi-storey frames.

Chapter 9 contains conclusions and recommendations for further work

A user's manual for program SAFRAME is provided in Appendix H.

4



Chapter 2

Methods of Analysis of

Reinforced Concrete Sections

2.L Introduction

Tlre analysis of member cross-sections to obtain moment-curvature-thrust (M-rc-N)

relations forms part of most analytical techniques for the "rigorous" analysis

of reinforced concrete skeletal frames.

In this chapter, computational methods to obtain M-n-N relations for re-

inforced concrete sections are reviewed. The method chosen for the section

analysis routine for subsequent use in Chapter 4 for the analysis of frames

(program SAFRAME) is also described. some factors affecting the M-rc-N

relations are also investigated.

5



Chapter 2: Methods of Analysis of Sections 6

2.2 Moment-Curvature-Thrust Relations

2.2.L Basic Formulation for a Beam Segment

Theoretical M-rc-N curves for reinforced concrete sections are determined on

the basis of three major assumptions, the first being sections that are plane

before bending remain plane after bending (also referred to as Bernoulli's prin-

ciple). The second assumption is that the stress-strain curves of concrete and

steel are known and the final assumption is that perfect bond exists between

concrete and steel.

The curvature of a concrete segment of length dr and its relationship with

the applied end moments and axial forces can be illustrated by using an ini-

tially straight segment subjected to equal end moments and axial forces. The

deformed shape is shown in Figure 2.1. The assumptions that plane sections

remain plane after bending and that compatibility of strain is maintained re-

strlt in a linear strain distribution, as shown in Figure 2.1. For an uncracked

segment with perfect bond between the concrete and the steel reinforcement,

the assumption of linear strain distributions across the sections is reasonable.

When cracking occurs in some sections, the behaviour of the segment is more

complex. Across a primary crack, the bond between the concrete and steel

is no longer perfect. This results in the strain distribution being non-linear

directly at the crack. Thus, in a cracked segment, the curvature along the seg-

ment varies as a result of the fluctuation of the neutral axis caused by cracking.

To simplify analysis, the average strain distribution over a segment of reason-

ably large gauge length is assumed to be linear. Hognestad(lg5l) found this to

be a reasonable assumption from the strains measured over a gauge length of

150mm for laboratory tests carried out on eccentrically loaded 254rnrn square

columns.
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Hence, ovel a short gauge length the average curvatule rc of a segment may be

calculated usirtg the expression given llelorv:

€s €.*e"
(2.1)

ec

kd d(l - fr)

I

K

where all the basic terms are shown in Figure 2.1.

d

STEEL R
A

M NEUTRAL AXIS

N-<-_-_

kd
M

N)

dx
STRAIN DIAGRAM
OF SECTION A

Figure 2.1: Response of concrete segment under equal end moments and axial

forces

2.2.2 Methods for Determining Moment-Thrust-Curvature

Relations

For a rectangular section as shown in Figure 2.2, subjected to axial force N

and biaxial bending moments /lf" and Il, having a_\ngwn strain distribution

STEEL
fR^cK
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where

o

8

Y
Y

X

F
dy

X

N

oreo dA

v

X

dx

Figure 2.2: R.ectangula.r section under forces

over the entire section, equilibrium equa.tions relate the internal stresses to the

external forces as follorvs:

Ll._

N

^["
Mv

odA

ogd.A

oztlA

I^

I^

I^

(2.2)

(2-3)

(2-4')

: avera8c stress acting on elemental arca d'A'

Variables ¡ and g are measured from the centre of the rectangular section

where the a>cial force N acts
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Methocls for determining moment-curvature relations are based on evaluating

Equations 2.2 through 2.4 for kn9_y_n__9uly?t_u¡-ep in a given section. The strain

distribution is assumed to be linear about both principal axes, resulting in a

skewed, planar strain distribution across the section. Moments and axial force

are obtained for a given strain distribution either by integrating directly or by

using numerical techniques to evaluate the equations approximately.

Methods of direct integration have been used by a number of researchers (Smith

and Young, 1956; Broms and Viest, 1958; Breen, 1964; Sved, 1988);

Smith and Young(1956) derived analytical expressions to predict the moment

capacity for a singly reinforced concrete section in bending about a principal

axis (See Appendix A). The stress-strain relationship proposed is described

by a single exponential curve which includes both the loading and unloading

branch. The relationship is as follows:

f:l'" "l-ef 
eo (2.5)

where

fi : compressive strength of a 150mm x 300mm

concrete cylinder; and

eo : concrete strain corresponding to fl as determined

from the cylinder test.

Breen(1964) used analytical expressions derived by Broms and Viest(1958) to

obtain moment-thrust-curvature relations for a symmetrically reinforced rect-

angular section in uniaxial bending as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Hognestad's

stress-strain relationship, shown in Figure 2.4, was used with the maximum

flexural concrete stress /j' assumed to be 0.85/: where fl is the compressive

strength of a 150mm by 300mm cylinder.

I

e

eo
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Figure 2.3: Symmetrically reinforced rectangular section
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The following expressions were obtained by Broms and Viest

11

(2.6)
N P, (f "z 

+ /"¡)
2r:'f '.'bt

M
(2.7)

f :'bt,

where

N - axial load;

M : bending moment;

Pt :A"tlbd;

€r, €2, €3t €4 : strains as indicated in Figure 2.3;

f"z : E"ezi

"f"t : E"€si

d' : distance from the centroid of the compression

reinforcement to the extreme compressive fibre;

t - depth of the section; and

ft"' : compressive strength of the concrete in the member.

The values of A, B, /"2 and /s are functions of the strains 6a and e1. Owing to

the discontinuities in the stress-strain relationship, different sets of equations

have to be derived for four cases of strain distribution. These four cases are:

(1) section in compression and maximum strain not exceeding eo, (2) section

in compression and maximum strain exceeding er, (3) part of the the section in

tension and maximum compressive strain not exceeding eo and (a) part of the

section in tension and maximum compressive strain exceeding eo. The values

of A and B lor each case have been derived by Broms and Viest.

The advantage of this approach is that it is computationally efficient, as the

analytical expressions can be solved directly. One disadvantage of this method

is that the idealised stress-strain relationship of the concrete has to be in a

form that can be integrated easily. This limits the number of stress-strain

relationships that can be used. Using a different stress-strain relationship for
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concrete would require the formulation of a new set of equations. Another

disadvantage of this method is that it does not take account of unloading

caused by strain reversal in the concrete.

The approach proposed by Sved (1988) differs from the others in that cubic

splines are used to represent the stress-strain relationship of the concrete. Sved

suggested that the use of spline functions between data points allows ease of

integration to obtain relations between moment, curvature and thrust. Fur-

thermore, this approach is suitable for use in conjunction with experimental

clata for the stress-strain relation of concrete.

Warner(1969) pointed out that the derivation of analytical expressions ceases

to be feasible in the general case of sections under biaxial bending. He proposed

an alternative approach whereby the cross-section is subdivided into numerous

small elements on a rectangular grid as shown in Figure 2.5. For known values

of curvature /, direction of the neutral axis d and the depth of the neutral

axis d,,, the strain e;¡ at the centre in the case of rectangular elements can be

calculated for each ij-th element. From the strain e¿¡ the stress ørj can then

be calculated from any chosen stress-strain relation for the material in the

element. This stress is assumed to be uniform for the element. Equilibrium

Equations 2.2 through 2.4 then become:

N D D o;¡L,x;L,y¡
i=l j=l

fn n

lnn

m

(2.8)

(2.e)M, t Ð o;¡y¡L,r;L,y¡
i=l j=l

Ms t Ð o¿¡r¡L,x¿L,y¡ (2.10)
i=l j=l

: stress at the centre of the ij-th element;

: distance of the ij-th element from the ø plastic centroidal axis;

: distance of the ij-th element from the y plastic centroidal axis;

oij

yj

it;

where
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Lx; : length of the element along the x-axis; and

Ly j : length of the element along the y-axis.

As this method uses direct summations as an approximation to the exact inte-

grals of Equations 2.2 through 2.4, a sufficient number of elements is required

for accuracy. In analyses carried out on reinforced concrete sections, Warner

found that a 10 by 10 division is usually fine enough to give acceptably small

errors in the bending moments calculated. Warner also described the applica-

tion of this procedure to sections with irregular shapes.

For a rectangular section of width ó as shown in Figure 2.6, with bending

about one axis under the influence of M, and an axial force N, Equations 2.8

through 2.10 reduce to:

N blo¡L,y¡
j=l

n

fL

(2.tt)

M, blo¡y¡L,y¡ (2.r2)

where

oj : stress at mid-level of the j-th layer;

Lyj : thickness of the j-th layer; and

y¡ : distance from the mid-point of the

j-th layer to the centroidal axis.

The advantages of this method are that it is relatively easy to program and it

allows the flexibility of changing the stress-strain relationship of the concrete.

It also allows unloading and strain reversal to be taken into account. Another

advantage of this method is that the section analysed can be of any shape.

A disadvantage of the method is that an insufficient number of elements (for

section under biaxial bending) or slices (for section bending about one axis)

j=l
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Figure 2.5: Partitioning of concrete section (Warner, 1969)
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j- th loyer A-t
ovj

N

SECTION A_A A-J

Figure 2.6: section under bending about one axis and axial load

may give rise to inaccurate solutions, but this can be overcome by means

of sensitivity analysis in rvhich the number of elements or layers is varied to

determine the number of elements or slices required.

Aas-Jakobsen and Grenacher(lg74) used this method to obtain bending mo-

rrrent M and axia.l thrust N from knorvn values of curvature æ and mid-section j

strain e* fot a section in bending about one principal axis- r'"

Virdi(1977) proposed a method based on numerical integration of Equations 2.2

through 2.4 using Gauss quadrature for reinforced and composite sections in

biaxial bending. The Gaussian quadrature approach involves replacing a def-

inite integral between the limits -l and *1 by a rveighted sum of the values

of the integra.nd at c.ertain specific points. The formula for a single integlal is:

¡ln

J_,ilÐae 
: t H'f (";) (2.13)

i=l

t5

M
X
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where

H; : weighting coefÊcients; and

€ : a¡ à're the specified Gaussian points-

The integration is exact if /(() is a polynomial of degree up to 2m - 1. Values

of H; and ø; are available in most texts on numerical methods (Kopal, 1961;

Zienkiewicz,lg67).

Double integrals can similarly be replaced by double summations:

16

(2.t4)
I-,L,r6,,n),ttd€ 

: Ë tnin,r@,,b¡)i=l j-1

Before the Gaussian quadrature formula can be applied to a rectangular section

or quadrilateral section it is necessary to map the actual area to a correspond-

ing square area bounded by the limits q -- +l and ( : tl' This is achieved

by devising the special co-ordinates (r7, () such that lines of constant 7 and {

are straight and parallel to the sides of the section. This special co-ordinate

system is shown in Figure 2.7 lor a quadrilateral section.

T[e procedure involves sub-dividing the section into trapezoidal and triangu-

lar elements. In each element, stresses are calculated at a few (2 or 3) gaussian

points. The integrations are replaced by weighted summations of these stresses

and their moments. Virdi suggested that this method reduces the computa-

tional time by a factor of a third as compared to methods which use discrete

summation as an approximation to the exact integral.

This method has the disadvantage that it involves more complicated program-

ming when compared with the method using summation a,s an approximation

to the exact integral.

Of the three methods described above, direct summation seems to be most

suitable for the present investigation and is therefore chosen to be used in the
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Figure 2.7: Section cooÌdinates proposed by Virdi(1977)

program SAFRAME. It has the flexibility to allorv any stress-strain relation-

ship for the concrete to be used. In particular, material unloading needs to be

considered, and this method ca.n accommodate such effects. The disadvantage,

of requiring more computational time, is largely offset by the availability of

modern computing facilities.

2.2.3 Numerical Techniques to Obtain Strain Distri-

bution for Sections Subjected to Known Forces

Up to this point, the discussion of moment-thrust-curvature calculations has

involved the relatively straight forrvard calculation of forces from known strain

distribution over the section. The reverse process, the determination of the

strain distribution lvhich corresponds to a knorvn moment and thrust, however,
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1

,. I

requires more sophisticated numerical techniques. In structural analysis, it is

often the case that strains in the section have to be determined for a given

moment and axial force.

One such technique is the Newton method, described by Harrison(1976) for

solving a system of non-linear equations. This technique has also been used by

Virdi and Dowling(1976) to obtain moment-thrust-curvature relations. The

application of this technique to obtain a solution for mid-section strain e,,, and

curvature rc from known moment, Mr.ou¡r.¿ and known thrust, ÀI'"n,r;'"¿ is as

follows:

. assume initial values rco and er, using the summation approach or the

direct integration approach, obtained misclosures or boundary errors rno

andno, where mois equal to (M"- M,"qui,.d) and no is equal to (lú, -
Nr"quir.d)'

o assume rco ! 6rc., eo, using the summation or the direct integration ap-

proach obtained the moment misclosure of mo * (Ôm.10rc).6rc, and the

thrust misclosure of no * (7n.f 0n).6n,

o similarl¡ assume Ko¡ €o f 6e, hence obtained moment misclosure mo I

(ôm,l0e).6e and thrust misclosure n" t (}n"f 0e).6e,

o get a better approximation of rco and eo from the following equations:

-1

l.: l:[:] lä Tl l;l (2.15)

o the cycle is repeated with the improved estimates 11and e1 replacing rco

and eo until misclosures mo and no aÍe within acceptable tolerances.

Another technique, based on search procedures, was proposed by Warner and

nonlihearLambert(197a). The basic search technique for a equation involves
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(2.16)

(2.t7)

two phases. Assume that ¿ has to be determined for a given value of yo, and

the nonlinear equatioÍL A : /(r) is defi.ned. In the first phase, a fixed increment

or decrement is applied to the unknown variable r until two values of r are

obtained, r¿ and ry, which give y values that are respectively lower and higher

than the required yo value. In the second phase, iterative cycles are carried out

whereby the mid-point x¡a between t¡ aîd zy is used within the cycle. The

value yM corresponding to r¡4 is compared with yo and asolution of ro equal

to x¡¡ is accepted when Uu is sufficiently close to y". If this convergence check

is not sa.tisfied then r¡4 is used to reduce the size of the bound (by replacing

either îL or ry depending on the value of y¡v) and the whole cycle is repeated.

As this technique arrives at a solution by carrying out intelligent searches, it

will be referred to as the search technique in this thesis.

A two-dimensional nested search procedure was developed by Warner and Lam-

bert consisting of an outer procedure to find eo and an inner procedure to find

e1, where eo is the concrete strain in the extreme compressive fibre and e1 is

the concrete strain in the extreme tensile fibre. Both procedures use the basic

search technique described above. The nested procedure was used to obtain

moment-curvature relations for reinforced concrete sections in pure bending.

The equilibrium requirements under consideration are:

where

ú,¡y and tM : sPecified tolerances; and

N and M : Ionçitudinal force and resultant moment respectively

The flow diagram of the inner procedure SBEI(EI used by Warner and Lambert

to analyse sections subjected to pure bending (where N,.qui,.d: 0) is shown

in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Search procedure proposed by Warner and Lambert(1974)
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Warner and Lambert suggested that even though this procedure is not optimal,

it has been found by them to be efficient and reliable. This technique has been

used previously by Warner and Lambert(1974), Ahmad and Warner(1984),

and Kgoboko(1987).

As the search procedure has been well tested by earlier researchers and found

to be reliable, it is used in the section analysis routine of program SAFRAME.

2.9 Section Analysis Routines for IJse in Anal-

ysrs

The generation of moment-thrust-curvature relations of reinforced concrete

sections has so far been discussed in isolation. We now consider the incorpo-

ration of section analysis routines into frame analysis programs.

In previous studies carried out on reinforced concrete frames, two different

methods have been used to incorporate the section analysis into the frame

analysis. One of these is to use a section analysis routine automatically to

generate values of bending moment, curvature and thrust values, wherever re-

quired, during the analysis. The other method is to pregenerate a series of

moment-curvature curves over a practical range of thrust values. An interpo-

lating routine is then used to obtain appropriate values of bending moment,

curvature and thrust as required.

2.3.I Automatic Generation of Values of M, K and ¡tr

In this method a built-in section analysis routine generates axial strain e- and

curvature rc for given values of thrust N and moment M, as shown in the

schematic diagram in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of the section analysis routine

The advanta.ge of the a,utoma,tic genera.tion method is that a minimum amount

of input data needs to be fed into the main analysis program. For each section,

the required input data are the shape of the section and the properties of the

component materials. This reduces greatly the task of checking the accuracy

of the input data.

This method was used by Aas-Jakobsen and Grenacher(lg74) in their analysis

of reinforced concrete structures.
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2.3.2 Pre-generated M-n-N Relations with special In-

terpolation Algorithms

MOMENT

Y

C : Crocking
Y : Telding of steel
P : Softening
U = Ultimote cr¡rvoture

K CURVATURE

Figure 2.10: Typic¿l linearised moment-curvature relation

In this method, a separate section analysis program is used to generate a large

number of data points for a full range of. M, Æ, N values. The data may

be directly fed into the main structural analysis program; alternativel¡ they

can be fitted to curvilinear equations, before feeding into the main program-

Another possibility is to fit the data with piecewise linear relations. The section

analysis routine uses these data to generate M, K, N data points as needed by

the main program.

A typical linearised relation is shown in Figure 2.10. Key points are labelled

in the figure. This may represent a piecewise linearisation of the M-rc curve

for a concrete section with a particular thrust value-

P

U
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Tests have been carried out by previous researchers to obtain moment curva-

ture relations for reinforced concrete sections. From these tests, Monnier(1970)

and Darvall and Mendis(1985) proposed the use of linearised M-rc relations.

Monnier carried out some tests on beams to obtain moment-curvature rela-

tions using the well-knorvn four-point bending test which gives a constant

moment region. The elongations and shortenings were measured along the

entire length of the constant moment region. IMonnier did not include in his

study the load softening behaviour of the section. From the study carried

out, he concluded that the moment-curvature relation can be approximated

using a trilinear lelationship. Examples of idealised AI-rc r'elations given by

\{onnier for four different percentages of tensile reinforcement are shown in

Figure 2.11, where to, is the percentage of tensile reinforcement (100A"tlBD).

The key points in the trilinear relation a.re deflned by the cracking moment M,

and the yield moment I[". Monnier gave suggestions on how these values could

be estimated. He concluded from his investigation that the uncracked flexu-

ral stiffness practically corresponds to the calculated flexural stiffness which

includes the presence of the reinforcement. It will be noted that he did not

consider the unloading, or softening, l¡ranch of the M-rc relation.

Darvall and Mendis (1985), and Tse and Darvall (1986) used a deformation-

controlled testing system to obtain experimental moment-curvature relations of

reinforced concrete sections, a.nd included the softening portion of the curves.

A trilinear approximation rvas used by Darva.ll a.nd Mendis to represent the

behaviour of reinforced concrete sections. The trilinear curve represents three

different stages in the behaviour of the concrete section: elastic, plastic and

softening. A typical trilinear moment-curvature curve is shown in Figure 2.12.

Normally only the key points of moment-curvature relations are stored. A

moment-thrust-curva.ture point .u,r, t" determined by using a simple linear

interpolation between two adjacent data points for given values of thrust and
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Figure 2.11: Examples of idealised M-rc rclations (Monnier,1970)
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Figure 2.12: Trilinear moment-curvature Ìelations (Darvall and Mendis,1985)
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curvature if the thrust corresponds with that of one of the pregenerated curves.

If the thrust value does not correspond to those of the pre-Senerated curves,

two moment-curvature points are first determined using simple interpolation

within the respective curves to give the required curvature. As these two points

do not have the required thrust value, a further linear interpolation is carried

out between them to obtain a solution point with the required thrust value.

This process is illustrated in Figure 2.13.

The advantage of this method is that the section analysis is carried out sep-

arately, thereby leducing greatly the times required for the analysis of the

structure. It also allorvs experimentally determined l4-rc relations to be used.

Furthermore, the states of the sections during loading can be easily visualised

from the pregenerated curves. This assists greatly in determining the state of

hinge formation at time of collapse.

The disadvantage of using this method is that linearisation and interpola-

tion decrease the accuracy of the solution. Another disadvantage is that this

method requires additional work involved in pÌe-generating and linearising the

M-x-N curves. If this is carried out manually and the processed data are man-

ually fed into the routine, more time lvill be required to prepare input data

than for those methods lvhich automatically generate values of. M, rc and N

as and when required. This can be overcome by not linearising the data and

programming the routine to read in directly the M-rc-N data pre-generated

and previously stored onto disk files by the sepa.rate section analysis program.

2.4 Section Analysis Routine for SAFRAMtr

In the course of the structural analysis developed in Chapter 4 of this thesis,

a section analysis routine is used to provide data point" (M, t, N) for a large

number of segments.

26
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Figure 2.13: Interpolation algorithm
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Figure 2.14: schematic diagram of the section analysis routine

As described in Section 2-2.3, two search procedures must be used to deter-

mine unknowns €,?¿ and rc from known values of N and M. By choosing the

appropriate variables as unknown when updating the flexural and extensional

stiffnesses, it is possible to reduce the number of search procedures to one,

hence improving the efficiency of the program. For the section analysis rou-

tine of SAFRAME, the known variables are selected to be the axial thrust

N and the curvature ,c, and the unknown variables are the bending moment

It[ and the axial strain e-. This is illustrated by the schematic diagram in

Figure 2.14.

The section is modelled numerically by a number of thin concrete layers and

a number of reinforcing layers based on the approach of Warner(1969). In the

present work it was found that 15 concrete layers were usually sufÊcient to

provide moment-thrust-curvature relations of acceptable accuracy. Based on a

trial value of the top extreme fibre strain eo and a predetermined curvature rc,

the linear strain distribution across the section is specified, and so the stresses
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and hence the forces in each concrete and steel layer can be determined by

means of appropriate stress-strain relations. The stress-strain relationship used

for concrete in the program SAFRAME is that proposed by warner(1969),

and an elastic-plastic relationship is used for the reinforcing steel. To enable

realistic modelling of material behaviour, unloading paths have been included

in the stress-strain relationships (Figure 2'15)'

The equations defining the curvilinear stress-strain relationship are:

¿" < 0.0

0.0<¿"<1.0

1.0 < e" 1'lz

ë") 1z

"f" 
: 0'0

f . : .ttE"+ (3 - 2tì1* (z' - 2)1

f.:r - (1 - 2¿"+1)l(r -Ztr+"Ê)

.f" : 0'0

(2.18)

(2.1e)

(2.20)

(2.2r)

where

ãc : rrormalised strain equal to e"f e. o";

,f1 : ttor*alised stress equal to f"lf "*o";

1t: Eo x e"tnotlfono"i

Eo : modulus of elasticity of concrete;

f *o": strength of concrete; and

ectnor : strain corresponding to stress l. n"

The unloading paths are assumed to be parallel to the initial loading path of the

stress-strain relationship. No arbitrary upper "collapse" strain is assumed for

the concrete, so that the strain can increase indefinitely. The unloading effects

of the concrete and steel are ta.ken into considera,tion by storing the peak strains

of all the layers and their corresponding stresses in an array. The values in

this array are updated at the ends of the computational steps used to trace the

behaviour of the structure under increasing load- In program SAFRAME, the
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Figure 2.15: Stress-stra.in relationships used in program SAFRAME
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computational steps represent increasing curvatures in a chosen key segment

in the structure. The flow charts to calculate stresses for the concrete and steel

layers, including the effect of unloading, are given in Appendix B.

Summation of the forces in the concrete and steel layers gives the thrust N

(see Figure 2.16):

nloyet n,steel

N D
i=1

ociAci+ D o"jA"i
j=L

(2.22)

where

oc¿

A.;

osi

A"j

: stress at mid-level of the i-th concrete layer;

: area of the i-th concrete layer;

: stress at mid-level of the j-th concrete layer; and

: area of the j-th concrete layer.

¿o

d"¡

ct

M
N

stroin stress

Figure 2.16: Cross section, stress a.nd strain distribution, and forces

Adjustment of the value of eo is made using the searcþ procedure described

earlier in this chapter until the calculated thrust is equal to the desired thrust

to within an acceptable tolerance.

REFEREN CE

AXIS
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Having obtained the required eo value, the bending moment in the sectlon

about the reference axis is calculated as :

nlayer nsteel

l/[- D o"¿A.¿a"t+ t o"jA"j\"i Q.23)
d=l j=l

where

Uci : distance from the mid-level of the i-th concrete layer

from the reference axis;

A"j :distance from the mid-level of the j-th steel layer from

the reference axis;

nlayer: total number of concrete layers; and

nsteel: total number of steel layers.

The convergence criterion described above, which is based on the thrust values,

has been found to be inefficient as it is diffi.cult to decide on whether the present

iterate is sufficiently close to the true solution. A more efficient convergence

criterion based on the top strain of the section eo is therefore used. Convergence

is assumed to be achieved when:

e.(neu;) - e,(old)
1 tolerance (2.24)

e,(old)

where

e,(old)

e,(new)

- top fibre strain of the previous cycle; and

- top fibre strain of the current cycle.

Table 2.1 shows the results obtained by using the two different convergence

criteria described above for a reinforced concrete section shown in Figure 2.17.

The use of a deformation-based criterion was found to reduce the computing

time significantly. The results obtained indicate that a tolerance of 1.0 x 10-3

gives solutions of acceptable accuracy.
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Figure 2.17: Reinforced concrete section analysed

Table 2.1: Bending moments in kNm for N/N", : 0.30

force

criterion

deformation

criterion

Curvature

(*-')
lN*"- - N'¡¿l

(5x10-3ËN
tol:

5 x 10-2

tol:
1 x 10-2

tol:
1 x 10-3

tol:
1 x 10-5

0.0010

0.0050

0.0100

0_0150

0.0200

17.45

68.32

97.t2

117.96

134.7r

17.47

69.14

95.78

117.93

r34.67

t7.44

68.52

96.97

Lr8.24

134.88

17.45

68.34

97.12

rr7.97

134.70

17.45

68.32

97.L2

117.96

r34.7t
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2.5 Testing of Section Analysis Routine

Two reinforced concrete sections, tested under pure flexure by Iqbal and Hatcher

(1975), were analysed using the numerical procedure described here. The pro-

gram was modified slightly to avoid non-linear unloading effects in the mate-

rials which were not taken into consideration.

In the tests carried out by Iqbal and Hatcher, the beams were unbound (with-

out stirrups) at the constant moment region. Figure 2.18 shows the config-

uration of the beams tested. A stiff loading system was used to obtain the

softening branch of the moment-curvature relation of the section.

The beams chosen for analysis are beams A,Ã3 and 82; details of which are

given in Figure 2.19. According to Iqbal and Hatcher, the reinforcing index

g was chosen so that the steel would not strain harden in the post-crushing

range for the concrete. Stress-strain plots for the reinforcing steel of beams

AA3 and 82, shown in Figure 2.20,, are reproduced from those obtained by

the investigators.

Bending moment plots obtained using the section analysis program for beam

AA3 are plotted in Figure 2.21. One of the plots is for the section with con-

crete strength for the structute f *n, equal to fo ("f"- it the average cylinder

strength of concrete) and the other lor f"*o" equal to 0.85/"-. Analytical

results obtained by Ahmad and Shah(1979) for the same section assuming

stress-strain relationships of concrete to be those of Ahmad and Shah(1979),

Desayi and Krishnan(1964), and Hognestad(l95l) are also given in Figure 2.21.

The stress-strain relationships proposed by Ahmad and Shah, and Desayi and

Krishnan are shown in Figures 2.22 and 2.23 respectively. For the stress-strain

relationship proposed by Ahmad and Shah, the four constants A, B, C and D

are determined from four key points. These are the secant modulus of elas-

ticity ai 45 percent of the peak stress; the peak stress and the corresponding

34
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Figure 2.18: Configuration o[ beams testecl by lqba.l and Hatcher (1975)
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Figure 2.19: Details of beams AA3 a.nd B2
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Figure 2.20: Stress-strain rela.tionships of reinfolcing bars of beams AA3 and

strain, the inflection point a.nd a.n arbitla.ry point on the descending portion

(Desayi and l(rishnan, 1964)- The pea.k stress lv¿Ìs assumed to be equal to the

mean cylinder strength f-". in all three cases.

Similar plots lvere also obta.inecl for the section of beam 82. These plots are

shown in Figure 2.24.

Two values of peak stress for the concrete .fcmcz w€t€ used in the analysis of

the section. This is because the conversion factor between the peak strength

óf concrete in structural members a.nd the mea,n cylinder strength depends, to

a certain extent, on the pla.cement of concrete in the structural meml¡ers. This

observation was pointed out by Breen(1964). Br-een found that the calculated

moment systematica,lly showed less moment than that actually present. The

magnitude of this error, he suggested, is caused by making the assumption
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Figure 2.21: lr{oment cun'a.ture plots of beam AA3
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Figure 2.22: Stress-strain relationship of concrete proposed by Ahmad and

Shah(197e)
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Figure 2.23: Stress-strain relationship of concrete proposed by Desayi and

I{rishnan(1979)
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that f",no, equals 0.85/"- in horizonta.lly cast members'

Results obtained from the present analysis indicate that the section analysis

routine of program SAFRAI\,IB gives reasonable estimates of the behaviour of

reinforced concrete sections.

2.6 Factors affecting Moment-Curvature Re-

lations

It must be appreciated that the overall behaviour of a reinforced concrete frame

is strongly dependent on the behaviour of cross-sections and segments in the

high moment regions. The shape of the /ì4-rc curve is therefore of considerable

interest. One of the most important properties is ductilitg or the ability to

undergo large deformations under conditions of ultimate strength. Ductility

governs the rotation ca.pacity of hinging zones and hence the redistribution of

moments in an indeterminate structur-e. This enables structures to adapt to

differential foundation settlements a.nd also safeguard structures from sudden

local overloads within parts of the structure.

The ductility of a concrete section is measured by a widely accepted parameter.,

rcuf ny, which is knorvn as the ductility factor. The yield curva.ture rc, is defined

as the curvature at which the tensile steel yields. Several definitions have been

used for rc,,, the ultimate curt'ature of a section. In most design codes, rcr,

is defined by an arbitrarily chosen limiting value of the concrete strain, nor-

mally taken to be 0.003. Rüsch(1960) proposed a more satisfactory definition

of n, based on the va.lue of concrete stt'a.in €r¡ corresponding to the maximum

moment carrying ca,pa.city. Pa.rk a.nd Sa.m¡rson(1972) argued that many sec-

tions have considerable capacity for plastic rotation beyond the peak of the

moment curvature cnrve and they defined ,cú as the curvature corresponding
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to 0.9M. along the softening bra,nch of the lf-rc diagÌa,m. Ghosh and cohn

(1972,1974) in their a,nalytical studies chose to use the rc,, proposed by Rüsch'

They found that the conventional definition based on a lirnitiug strain of 0.003

grossly underestimate the deformability of a section. Therefore, if the con-

ventional definition of the ultimate curvature is used, a very safe estimate of

the strength of structure a.na.lysed is obtained. The conventional definition is

useful for design purposes. The ratio of rc., based on Rüsch's proposal to that

based on the conventional definition was found to be as la.rge as 4-5 for section

failing in tension.

Moment-curvature lelations of concrete sections aÌe governed by the amount

and type of ,éinfo.cement, the strength of concrete, the magnitude of thrust

acting on the section and tension stiffening'

2.6.L Effect of Thrust

The moment curvature relation of a section under combined bending and thrust

differs significantly from tha,t for a section under pure bending. The main dif-

ference is the reduction in ductility due to the presence of the axial load. The

ductility of reinforced concrete sections subjected to combined bending and ax-

ial loa.d has been studiecl by Pfra.ng et al(1964), Mirza and Mccutcheon(1974),

a.nd Ghosh a.nd Cohn(1974).

In all the studies mentioned, it rvas found that as the axial force increases, the

rotation capa.city of the section clecreases. Pfrang et al carried out analytical

studies on the effect of thrust on the dtrctilit5' of rectangular sections' They

found that the sections have large amounbs of cluctility at low axial thrust

levels. As the axia.l tþrust increases, ductility decreases markedly- They also

found that at_balance axialrload, only a negligible amount of ductility remains

for the sections.
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Ghosh ancl Cohn(1974) carried out an extensive a.nalytical study on the be-

haviour of reinforced concrete sections under combined bending and compres-

sion. In this study 405 symmet.-ically reinforced rectangular concrete sec-

tions of width 250mm (10in) and depth 500mm (20in) with varying concrete

strengths, steel grades and reinforcement percentages lvere subjected to vary-

ing magnitudes of thrust. They found irregularities in the failure mode when

failure was defined in terms of sectional moment capacity as compared with

that defined in term of a conventiona.l atbitraty maximum strain of 0.003.

These irregularities a,re: (1) the moment capacities under pule bending ale

larger t[an those uncler l>ending combined rvith lorv axial loacls ancl (2) the

ultima.te curvatures sometimes increase rvith incleasing axial loads around the

balancecl point. Two plots illustrating these irregulalities observed by Ghosh

and Cohn are shorvn in Figure 2-25. ln these plots Il['is the ultimate moment,

P, is the ultimate axia.l force, ó is the rvidth of the section, å is the total depth

of the section and / is the sectiona.l curvature-

Mirza and McCutcheon(1974) tested 20 beams both analytically and exper-

imentally. They found that the ava.ilable rotation capacity decreased by .p-

proximately 25 per cent as the a.xial compressive loa.d was increased from zero

to the balanced column fa.ilure load. They also found that beyond the balance

point, available hinge rota.tion diminishecl gra.dua,lly, becoming zero for the

case of pure axial complession.

I{oment-thrust-curvature plots of a section shorvn in Figure 2.26 with diffetent

amounts of thrust are shorvn in Figure 2.27. h this figure N"o is the squashed

load of the section. The section was ana.lysed using a section analysis routine

described earlier in this chapter. The stress-stra.in relationship for concrete is

assumed to be tha,t of \[¡a.rner(1g69). For the concrete, mean cylinder strength

value -f.- was assumed to be 35 I\{Pa. Value .r. o" is assumed to be 0.85¿-,

and value of parameter 1z was assumed to be 3.0. Value E" was assumed to

be 5000r/flã. These plots indicate the decreasing ductility of section with
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B : JOOmm

f.v = 460 MPo

fL : J5 MPo
50mm

D- 30O mm
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Figure 2.26: Doubly reinforced concrete section subjected to thrust
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increasing thrust.

2.6.2 Effect of the Amount of Reinforcement

For a singly reinforced concrete section, ductility decreases as the amount of

tensile reinforcement increases. Plots of moment-curvature for the singly re-

inforced concrete section (Figure 2.28) are given in Figure 2.29. The analysis

was carried out using the same routine as described in the earlier section. Ma-

terial properties are assumed to be similar to the section analysed in the earlier

section. These plots indicate the effect of the amount of tensile reinforcement

on the ductility of a singly reinforced section.

B - 300mm

f"y:460 MPo

fL : 35 MPo

D_ 30O mm

50mm

Figure 2.28: Singly reinforced section subjected to pure bending

Pfrang,- Seiss and Sozen(1964) found that the general character of the M-n

relation is not markedly affected by the ratio of reinforcement for the symmet-

rically reinforced concrete sections analysed by them. Ductility of the sections,

however, was found to be reduced by increasing the amount of reinforcement.

Ast : 0.01 pBD
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Figure 2.29: Moment-curvature relations for section with various steel propor-

tions

Cohn and Ghosh(1972) found tha,t section ductility can be increased by the

addition of suitable amounts of compressive reinforcement.

2.6.3 Effect of Tension Stiffening

Ðven after the forma,tion of cracks, it is possible for the tensile concrete to

continue to carry some forces betrveen the cracks. The contribution to flexural

stiffness by the concrete in the tension zone has been observed by previous re-

searchers(Sawyer and Stephen, 1957; Yu and Winter, 1960; Corley and Sozen,

1906) who found that the stiffness of a cracked section is greater than that

calculated assuming no tensile strength in concrete.
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CURVATURE(1/m)
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PERCENT

----p=2PERCENT
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Two commonly used techniques for modelling are: (1) to assume an average
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tensile stress to act over an effective area of conclete surrounding the bars

in the tension zone (Lin and Scordelis, l9?5; Clalk and Speirs,1978) and (2)

to modify the steel stresses to include the effect of tension stiffening in the

surrounding concrete (Borges and Oliveira,l963)-

Gilbert and Warner(1978b) used both techniques in predicting slab deflections

using a layered finite element approach. Three stress-strain relationships used

for the concrete in the tension zone based on the first approach are shown

in Figure 2.30. The first relationship, shorvn in Figure 2.30(a), has stepped

dia.gra.ms similar to that proposed b)'Scanlon and Mut'ray(1974)' but the num-

ber and magnitude of the steps have been reduced in the once-rernoved and

trvice-removed layers. The second relationship, shown in Figure 2.30(b), has

unloading curves similar to that of Lin a.nd Scordelis, but as in the earlier case,

the shapes of the unloading curves have been adjusted to reflect the position of

the layers relative to the reinforcement. The third relationship, shown in Fig-

ure 2-30(c), h* piece-rvise linea.r diagra.ms rvith a. discontinuity at the initial

cracking stress. This third relationship was proposed by Gilbert and Warner.

The stress-strain relationship for tensile steel, based on the second technique,

is shown in Figure 2.31. The cracked concrete is assumed not to ca.rry any load

but an additional stress is carried by the steel. The additional force acting on

the steel represents the total interna.l force carried by the concrete between

the cracks. Gilbert and lVarner suggested using the second technique as it re-

quired considerably less computing time and yet produced good results when

compared with the first techniclue.

The effect of tension stiffening is ignoled in the present study because the main

concern is to ol¡tain the ultima,te loa.cls of frames under short term loading.

Though tension stiffening is impoltant around and below the working load

regions, it usually has little effect on ultin-rate loads.
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2.7 Sumrnary and Conclusions

The literature review carried out in this chapter looked into different meth-

ods to obtain the moment-thrust-curvature relations for reinforced concrete

sections. These included the use of direct integi-ation, numerical integration

in the form of Gauss quadrature, and the use of summation directly as an

approximation to the integrals. From this revierv, it was decided to adopt the

direct summation method in the plesent stud5'.

Two techniques to obtain a.xial strain aud cttrvature from knorvn axial force

ancl bending moment rvere described. The sea.rch technique is selected fot use

in the program SAFRAMB.

Two methods for carrying out section ana,lyses for use in structural analysis are

described. One relies on the automatic generation of. AI-rc-N data points; the

other uses pre-generated ll.[-rc-N relations. The former is chosen as it requires

less input data and thus is less prone to human error. It also allows the effect

of thrust to be taken into consiclera.tiou ea-si15' and accurately'

The section analysis routine of program SAFRAME is described. The use of

N and rc as inputs and e a,nd I'f as the output va.riables improves the efficiency

of the routine by reducing the number of sea.rch procedures from two to one.

A few factors affecting the Àt|-rc-N relations are discussed and it was found that

sectional thrust effect is importa.nt in numerical modelling of the behaviour of

sections under the influence of a significant a.mount of thrust.

The tension stiffening effect and its numerical modelling are desclibed. This

effect is ignored in the present study as the ma.jor concern is to determine the

ultimate load of concrete structures. Nevertheless, the techniques described

for including the effect of tension-stiffening ca.n be incorpora.ted easily into the

present section ana.lysis routine for future studies.



Chapter 3

Methods of Analysis of

Reinforced Concrete Structures

3.1- Introduction

In this chapter, several basic methods for the analysis of reinforced concrete

structures are reviewed. Section 3.2.1 describes numerical models which take

account of material non-linearities. In Section 3.2.2, numerical models which

take into account of geometric non-linearities are described. Such elastic anal-

yses which allow only for the effect of geometric non-linearities are useful for

approximate analysis and are referred to in existing concrete design standards.

In Section 3.3, the tangent stiffness approach, the secant stiffness approach and

the initial stiffness approach are considered as procedures for obtaining solu-

tions for non-linear problems which result from material nonlinearity and/or

geometric nonìinearity.

50
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In Section 3.4, several numerical models for the analysis of reinforced con-

crete frames, including the effect of material non-linearity used by previous

researchers, are described and discussed. In some of these u,rr.ly."r,ìf,å.-"r.i- "'.\,

,A

cal non-linearity effect is included in the numerical models-

The use of the tangent stiffness, secant stiffness or initial stiffness approach

by itself, generally, does not enable the softening behaviour of reinforced con-

crete frames to be obtained. They have to be used in conjunction with other

techniques. Several strategies suitable for tracing the softening behaviour of

frames are described and discussed in Section 3.5.

Previous analytical studies of the softening behaviour of reinforced concrete

structures are described and discussed in Section 3.6. Several previous propos-

als for hinge length are also described in this section.

3.2 Nonlinearities

Concrete structures display increasingly non-linear behaviour as they progres-

sively deform under load. There are two major causes of nonlinear behaviour

under short-term loading. The first is material nonlinearity resulting from the

non-linear stress-strain relationships of concrete and steel, and the nonliPear

material unloading effects resulting from material strain reversal. The second

is geometric noúiinearities resulting from the deflections along the members

and the displacements of the nodes of the frame under loading. For long-

term loading, time-dependent material effects such as creep and shrinkage of

concrete also contribute to the non-linear behaviour, however, they are not

included in the present study.
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3.2.L Material NonlinearitY

Earlier approaches to analyse reinforced concrete frames followed those used

for steel structures. Material non-linear effects were considered by assuming

that perfect plastic hinges formed at the critically stressed section once their

moments reach the plastic moment required for the formation of a "plastic"

hinge. These hinges were assumed to be localised at a point.

Baùant et al(1987b) pointed out that when the hinge size is reduced to zero,

strain-softening material models give physically meaningless solutions as the

energy dissipated tends to zero. This indicates that the approach mentioned

above is not suitable for modelling the strain-softening behaviour of concrete

structures.

Recognising the limitation of using a point hinge, Cranston(1965a) and Dar-

vall(1983) used hinges with finite length. This allows the softening behaviour

of regions to be included in the analysis.

Another shortcoming of using localised hinges is that the positions of potential

hinges have to be pre-determined before the analysis as they are modelled to

occur at the ends of the elements. The analysis gives errors in predicted peak

loads if the positions of pre-assumed hinges do not correspond to the positions

of actual hinges. Furthermore, the accurate prediction of the positions of

potential hinges is difficult in cases where the frames have complicated load

patterns.

The variation of secant stiffnesses along members in a structure is modelled by

Aas-Jakobsen and Grenacher(1974) and Gunnin, Rad and Furlong(1977) by

discretising entire members into small elements. This approach not only allows

the non-linear behaviour at the most highly stressed element to be taken into

consideration, but also includes the non-linear effect of all the elements along

a member. The position of hinges can be at any of the numerous elements
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making up the structure, thereby doing away with the need to pre-assume the

positions of concrete hinges.

The advantage of this approach is that it is easy to develop a computer pro-

gram to carry out the analysis as it requires only the modification of either

a linear-elastic frame analysis (Gunnin et a1,1977) or a second-order elas-

tic (with geometric nonlinearity built-in) frame analysis (Aas-Jakobsen and

Grenacher,1974). The disadvantage of this approach is that it requires a large

amount of computer storage and involves the manipulation of large matrices

which is inefficient with respect to both storage and program execution speed-

3.2.2 Geometric NonlinearitY

In order to allow for geometric nqilinearities, the equilibrium equations have to

be formulated for the deformed frame. This results in nonlinear relationships

between loads and displacements. Several procedures to obtain moments and

deflections, taking into consideration the effect of geometric nonlinearity are

outlined:

3.2.2.1 The P-A Method

An iterative method to estimate the second-order shears, moments and forces

in an elastic structure, such as a tall building designed for normal deflection

limitation, can be obtained by an iterative calculation which make use of fic-

titious "sway forces" induced by the P-A moments (Macgregor,1972). The

computation of sway forces involves the use of a first-order elastic analysis

to calculate the relative lateral displacements A; in each storey. Additional

storey shears due to the vertical loads (assumed to act at floor level) are then

calculated us (D P;L;) f h;, where D P; is the sum of the axial forces in all the
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Figure 3.1: Calculation of storey shear (after MacGregor and Hage,1977)

columns of the i-th storey and /¿; is the height of the storey. At any given floor

level, the srvay force is the algebraic sum of the storey shears from the column

above and below the floor (see Figure 3.1). The sway forces are then added to

the applied lateral loads for the computation of the total forces and moments

in the structure in the next iterative cycle. One or two cycles are generally ad-

equate to obtain a converged solution. This method has the advantage that it

can be easily understood and requiring only a first order linear elastic method

of analysis.

An alternative method proposed by Fey(1966) and Parme(1966) involves the

direct determination of the second-order effect without the use of iteration.

They have shown that the second-order deflection, A2¡ in the i-th storey of an

elastic structure can be evaluated approximately using the equation below:

Ar¡
az; : (3.1)
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H; : shear in the storey due to the applied lateral loads; and

: height of the f-th storey.

where

h;

A second-order analysis using this method requires

o A first-order analysis to determine Ar; in each storey.

¡ Calculation of the second-order deflection in each storey using Equa-

tion 3.1.

o Evaluation of the sway forces as in the case of the iterative method

described earlier in this section.

o Carry out another first-order analysis for the frame subjected to the

applied vertical and lateral loads, plus the sway forces calculated earlier.

This gives the second-order moments and forces.

The methods described above take into consideration the geometric non-linearity

effect resulting from the deflection of the joints of the frame but do not allow

for the P-A effect within the length of the members.

3.2.2.2 Second-Order Finite Element Methods

Solution for second-order analysis, including the effect of geometric nonlinear-

ity, can be obtained more accurately by means of the finite element method

(Jennings,1968; Przemieniecki,lg68; Gunnin et aI,Ig77) -

One commonly used approach is to use a geometric element stiffness matrix k,

to augment the normal element stiffness matrix k". Derivation of this matrix

is given in a number of publications (Przemieniecki,1968; Young,1973). The
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matrix kn is given below for the case of a prismatic member:
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The secant stiffness matrix of the memllel k is obtained from:

(3.2)
SYMAIE_

T RIC

where

: axial folce acting on the element; and

: the length of the element.

k:ke*ke (3.3)

This approach was used by Aas-Jakobsen and Grenacher (1974) to include the

P-A effect along thç members, and a solution procedure using this approach

is described in greater detail in Section 3-4.1-

Another approach is to use a.n updated Lagrangian formula,tion which separates

the effect of pure member deformations from the joint displacements. This

is achieved by introducing a loca,l, convective reference system attached to

the members. Jennings(1968) has derived matrices based on this approach.

With this approach it is possible to determine the behaviour of an elastic

skeletal plane structure until it has deformed so much that the deformed shape

bears little resemblance to its origina.l configuration (Jenning,1968; Meek and

Tan,l983).

Yet another approach is to ignore deformations within the length of the ele-

ments and assume that changes in geometry are reflected only by node point

movements (Gunnin et al,L977; Saafan and Brotton,1962; Oran,1973; Oran
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and I(assimali, 1976). The deformed sha.pe of the sttucture, specified by the

most recent position of the nodes, is used for the tra.nsformation of forces. An

iterative technique is used to calculate the out-of-balance forces at the nodes

at each iterative cycle and the forces are added to the load to be used for the

next iterative forces until tl'rese out-of-balance forces ate negligible. When this

occurs, an equilibrium position has been obtained for the frame in its deformed

configuration. Ignoring the P-A effect n'ithin the length of a member can al-

ways be made acceptable by including a sufficient number of nodes along the

{eformecl memþer to trace its deflected sl.rape. This has the effect of shor:tening

the length of the element and tl-rerell)' t'educiug the ina'ccuracy caused by not

taking the P-A ellect along the element into considera.tion.

3.3 Analysis for trbames with Non-linear Be-

haviour

The non-linear behaviour of a fra.rne under loa.d cannot be determined in a

direct manner, and iterative techniques therefore have to be developed. Re-

peated cycles of linea,r analysis usuall5' provide the basis for the solutions.

One such iterative approach, commonl,v referred to as the Newton-Raphson or

tangent stiffness a.pproa.ch is described in the text by Livesley (1975). This

approach is illustrated in Figure 3.2a. For the first iterative cycle, the starting

point is chosen to be at displa.cernertt zero. The structura.l stiffness at this

point is ,I1,. Using this stiffness, the cleformation of the frame A1 is obtained

from the rela.tion:

A
À-

' I(o
(3.4)

where l- is the total applied load

For the displa,cement 41, the corresponcling loa.d level À1 is determined, and

hence the structural stilfness at this stage is upda.ted to 1(1. The out-of-balance
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load is (À- - lr). A second iterative cycle is then catried out to get a better

estimate of the deformation using the lelation:

Lz:A, * ? (3.5)

Thus, for the i-th iteration:

(3.6)

In the above equation, the calculation of 1í;-r inclucles the effect of all non-

linearities

Iterations are carried out until either the out-of-balance load at the end of

the iterative cycle, or the change in deformation betlveen successive iterative

cycles, is less tha.n a pre-determined tolerance.

The process described above rvill not converge if the starting point is too far

away from the solution (Livesley,1975). This can be overcome by dividing the

load into nunerous load steps. The solution of each load step is obtained in

turn, starting from the first increment, until the final load is reached. The

starting point of each loa.d step is talten to be the converged solution point of

the previous load step. This a.pproach has the advantage tha.t in addition to

obtaining the final solution point, the entite loading path up to this point is

also obtained.

Variations to the tangent stiffness approach have been used ìty other resea.rchers

The commonly used va.riations a.re the seca,nt stiffness a.pproach and the initial

stiffness approach. Both these approaches are similar to the tangent stiffness

a,pproach except that different stillnesses are used. As the na.me suggests, the

secant stiffness approach makes use of the secant structural stiffness through-

out the analysis (Figure 3.2b). In the initia.l stiffness approach, the stiffness at

the beginning of the first cycle is used thloughout the analysis (Figure 3.2c).
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Of the thr-ee approaches described ea.rlier, the tangent stiffness approach re-

quires the least number of cycles to obtain the solution for a given load step.

This can be seen in Figure 3.2.

Both the tangent stillness a.pproach and the secant stiffness approach require

the updating of the structural stiffness ma,trix (to reflect the most recent state

of the structure, including non-linear effects) at the beginning of each cycle.

In contrast, the initial stiffness approa,ch uses the initial stiffness throughout

tþe analysis, thereby eliminating the considelable effort lequired to update the

stiffness matrix. The initial stiffness approa.ch requires ltroÌe cycles to obtain

a solution for a given load step as compared to the other two approaches-

This approach is suitable for structules rvith stiffnesses tha.t clo not changè, i'

change much rvith loading and is therefole not suita.ble for highly non-linear

structures.

Though all three techniques described earlier are suitable for analysis up to

the peak load, they generally fail to give a satisfactory solution beyond this

point- This is due to: (t) the tangent stiffness of the frame being zero at the

peak load;(2) the multiple stable solutions availa.ble for a single value of load;

and (3) snapback insta.bilities in softening structures caused by some parts of

the structures either unloading as a result of strain-softening or strain-reversal.

Strategies for predicting post-limit response have been proposed by previous

researchers and some of these are described in Section 3.5.

3.4 Non-linear Analysis of Concrete Flarnes

In modelling the behaviour of reinforced concrete fi'a.mes it is common practice

to use a large number of line elements. The stiffness of an element is normally

assumed to be uniform rvithin its length and is deter-mined from the behaviour

of a section at mid-length. Based on the moment-curvature thtust relations
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of this section, the stiffness of each element in the structure, and hence of the

entire structure, is determined. It is common in this approach to follow the

non-linear behaviour of the frame by iteratively solving an equivalent elastic

frame with the element properties being updated at each iteration by means

of a non-linear section analysis carried out for a section in each element.

This approach was used by Aas-Jakobsen and Grenacher (1974) and Gunnin,

Rad and Furlong (1977). This approach will be referred to in this thesis as the

Iine element approach.

An alternative approach for modelling concrete frames is to use the properties

of layered elements directly in the formation of the element stiffness matrix.

In this approach, section analyses to obtain moment-curvature thrust rela-

tions are not required. The layers are used to model the behaviour of the

steel reinforcement and concrete within the elements. This approach was used

by BaZant et al(1987a); Blaauwendraad (1972); Kreonke, Gutzwiller and Lee

(1973); Menegotto and Pinto (197a); Aldstedt and Bergan (1974);and Kang

and Scordelis (1980) for the analysis of frames. A similar approach was also

used for the analysis of slabs by Gilbert and Warner (1978b). In this approach,

the entire frame is modelled by elements consisting of steel and concrete layers.

The terms in the element stiffness matrix are formed directly from the stress-

strain relationships of the materials of the layers making up the elements. This

approach will be referred to as the layered element approach.

Numerical models based on the line element approach and those based on the

layered approach are presented in Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respectively.

3.4.L Linè Element Approach

Lazaro and Richards (1973) used a procedure which they referred to as the

"successive linear approximation" approach (Lazaro and Richards,l973). This
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approach is similar to that of Becker (1967, cited by Lazato and Richards,1973)

who modifi.ed a flexibility approach developed by Cranston(1965a) for simple

frames.

The approach of Lazaro and Richards involves the modification of an existing

stiffness approach for elastic frames to analyse reinforced concrete structures.

The authors stated that this approach is superior to the plastic mechanism

approach for the determination of collapse load as it eliminates the guesswork

required to determine all possible failure modes in the latter approach.

According to Lazaro and Richards, the method developed can be divided into

two main phases. The first phase involves the formulation of the stiffness coef-

ficients and the fixed end forces, and the solution of the resulting simultaneous

equations for the joint forces and displacements as in the case of a normal stiff-

ness approach for an elastic structure. In the second phase the cross-section

properties of the elements are modified as the analysis progresses. Geometric

nonliriearities were not considered in the method. The method is illustrated

by Lazaro and Richards using the flow diagram reproduced in Figure 3.3.

Aas-Jakobsen and Grenacher (1974) proposed a non-linear analysis of

concrete frames which takes into account both material and geometric

earities.

In this method, the concrete frame to be analysed is discretised into numerous

line elements. Each of these elements is assumed to be uniform, having axial

and flexural stiffnesses equal to those of the sections at mid-length of the

elements. Loading is assumed to be applied only to the nodes.

A -displacement control, secant stiffness approach was used. For each value

of the specified displacement t¿ (chosen to be the sway displacement at beam

level by Aas-Jakobsen and Grenacher), the corresponding load factor À is ob-

tained interactively. First, stiffnesses are a,ssumed for all the elements. The

""ríiil-
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load factor is then increasecl in steps until the calculated and specified displace-

ment coincide. Updated axial and flexural stiffnesses are then obtained from a

cross sectional analysis taking into consideration the stress-strain relationship

of both the concrete and reinforcing steel. The procedure is repeated until

agreement is obtained between the assumed and calculated stiffnesses. The

displacement control procedure enables the onset of instability of the frame to

be determined.

Geometric nonlinearity within the elements, caused by the interaction of axial

forces with deflections, is accounted for b)' the addition of a non-linear geo-

metric stiffness matrix kn to the normal first order elastic stiffness matrix k".

These two matrices are given in Figure 3.4. Derivation of the kn matrix can

be found in a number of papers and texts (Przemieniecki, 1968; Young, 1973)-

For the start of the analysis the axia.l forces in the elements are ¿ìssumed to

be zero and the stiffnesses of the elements are calculated from uncracked gross

section properties. The element stilfness matrix in local co-ordinates is formed

from the expression below:

k : k" * kn (3.7)

Using standard procedures (Hall and l(a,baila, 1977; Cheung and Yeo, 1979),

the global stiffness matrix K of the structure is obta,ined. The equilibrium

relation of the structure is:

Q:KxD (3.8)

where

: load vector in the sttuctural system; and

: deformation vector in the structural system.

Solving the equations above gives nodal deformations rvhich in turn enables

nodal forces to be obtained. Flom these, the updated a.xial and flexural stiff-

64
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nesses are obtained from the moment-curvature relations. These updated val-

ues are then used in the analysis for the next cycle. Iterative cycles are carried

out until the stiffnesses converge.

The analysis of Aas-Jakobsen and Grenacher is illustrated by the flowchart

shown in Figure 3.5. This procedure is not suitable for obtaining post collapse

behaviour of frames.

In the form proposed by Aas-Jakobsen and Grenacher, the method does not

take into consideration the geometric non-linearity caused by the moving of the

joints as the structure deformed. The modelling of the material nonlinearity

effect by using numerous elements results in the need to store and manipulate

large matrices. This results in inefficiency with respect to storage and program

execution time.

Gunnin, Rad and Ftrrlong (1977) proposed a line element approach which

differs from that proposed by Aas-Jakobsen and Grenacher in that it not only

includes the effect of the geometric nortiilearity caused by the lateral defor-

mation of the members but it also includes the geometric no{-lihearity caused

by the displacements of the joints during loading. The movement of the joints

is included in the analysis by updating the positions of the nodes (by modi-

fying the transformation matrices of the elements). The out-of-balance nodal

forces for the frame under loading are calculated and these are used to adjust

the applied forces until the out-of-balance nodal forces become zero. When

this occurs, an equilibrium position has been obtained for the deformed frame

under the prescribed loading.

This, as in the case of the earlier method, requires large number of elements

and suffers the same inefficiency.

Darvall and Mendis(1985) proposed a method to carry out analysis of

softening frames. This method differs from those described earlier in that the
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structure stiffness matrix is formed from elements which can soften at the ends.

This was an extension of an earlier approach proposed by Darvall (1983) to

study softening effects in concrete structures to include the effect of geometric

trottÍià"urities. The softening behaviour of a typical element is defined by the

softening length lo and the linearised moment curvature relationship of typical

sections.

The linearised moment-curvature relationship is assumed to be made up of

three portions, a linear elastic, a plastic and finally a linear softening branch.

Parameters ø and ó control the degree of softening of the finite-length hinge

at the left and right end of the beam respectively (see Figure 3.6). Beam tests

carried out by Darvall and Mendis suggested that the linearised relationship

is a reasonable model for the behaviour of reinforogiäåncrete sections without

thrust"

Mendis and Darvall(1987) derived stability functions for elements with soften-

ing hinges at the ends of the elements. Such an element is shown in Figure 3.6.

The functions proposed reduce to the well known stability functions of Livesley

and Chandler(1956) for a beam without any plasticity. The accuracy of this

approach depends on the values of the hinge lengths used in the elements. To

obtain good accuracy these values need to be comparable with the actual val-

ues in the real structures. The behaviour of concrete hinges depends on many

factors, some of these being thrust, amount of reinforcement and shear force.

Extensive test programs must therefore be carried out to determine suitable

hinge length values for diferent types of elements. The positions of potential

hinges are constrained to occur at the end of the elements. To obtain accurate

modelling of the behaviour of frames, finite elements have to be placed cor-

rectly in the-computer model so that the hinge positions of the computer model

correspond to the actual hinge positions in the real structure. The position

of hinges cannot always be determined with certainty, especially in building

frames under a combination of imposed loading on the beams and wind load-
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ing at floor levels. In such cases some trial and error would presumably be

required to locate the hinges.

The effect of sectional thrust on the moment-curvature relation which affects

the behaviour of softening hinges cannot easily be incorporated into the analy-

sis. This would require the pre-generation and pre-linearisation of the moment-

curvature relations for key sections along the elements. An alternative ap-

proach which requires less input data is to automatically generate the moment

and curvature values as and where required during the analysis.

3.4.2 Layered Element APProach

Blaauwendraad (LSZZ) used a layered finite element technique to model

reinforced concrete frames. The structure is divided into members and the

P
P

MM
EI
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members are divided into layers of concrete and reinforcing steel. To take

into consicleration the varying position of the centroidal axis resulting from

cracking and plasticfication, he assumed a parabolic variation of u along a

fixed reference axis, where u is the axial deformation'

He included geometrical nonlinealities in his formulation: these include the

effect of axial deformation along the members, and the effect of movements

of the encls of the membeÌs as a result of loading. Hence, he included all the

geometricat "ot[!ì""rities 
likely to be present in a structure.

Retaining the author's notations, the folmulation relating the member end

forces k" and deformations vt (Figure 3.7) is:

70

where

a.nd

lvhere So

H¡ V It[¡ H¡ U Ã[¡

T
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(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)
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(3.16)

(3.17)

k"
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The member stiffness matrix Se in global co-ordinates given in Equation 3-9

is obtained from the expression belorv:

S.

c
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l
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(3.18)

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.31)

Dzt

where

E

A

I
ó

: secant modulus of material;

: cross-sectional area;

: second moment of area of the layer under consideration;

: rlL rvhere ,L is the length of the member and

ø is the horizontal distance measured from the centroid

of the layer to the left end of the member; and

: distance measured from the centroidal axis of the layer

to the chosen reference axis.

U.

The term AStt in Equation 3.12 takes into consideration the effect of geo-
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metrical noqlînèari ties. The expression for this term is:

AS'''
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where AS'

0

N
L

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0
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N
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00
(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

0

0

0

0

0

N_T

0

0

2NL

The transformation matrix C in Equations 3.12 and 3.32 is given by the ex-

nand S l5
NL

_NL
30

2NL
15

c

30

presslon:

C- (3.35)

The solution procedure is illustra.ted in Figule 3.8 by a florv diagram repro'

duced from Blauuwendra¿d's paper (Blauurvendraad, 1972). First a reference

axis is chosen for each member. At the start of the analysis axial thrust N is

assumed to be zero and the modulus of elasticiicy E is taken to be the value at

the origin of the stress-strain diagram. \{atrix S! is obta.ined using Expression

3.13. N{a.trix AS" is obta.ined using Expression 3.32. The total element stiff-

ness matrix in global co-ordinates Sc is then obtained from Bxpression 3-12.

The assembling of the globa,l stiffness ma.trix S from the element stiffness ma-

trices follows the normal procedure as that for a linear analysis. The global

displacement ma.trix v is obtained by solving the follorving equation:

Sv: k (3.36)

-l 001 0

o;10-i
o ;oo -i

0

0

0

where k is the load matrix in the global co-ordinates.
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ìES

Figure 3.8: Flow diagram for non-linear analysis of frame using Bla¿uwen-

draad's approach(after Bla¿uwendraa.d, 1972)
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Member displacements ve and axial thrusts N are then obtained for all the

members and an updated Se is then used for the next cycle of calculations.

The updating of E for each layer is carried out by using information obtained

from the displacement matrix ve. From this matrix, the axial extension at

midspan of a typical member ?.r¡ and the rotations at the ends of the member

d¡ and 0¡ arc obtained thus:

0; ó;
(u¡ - ur)

0¡ ö¡

L
(r; - rt)

L
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(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.3e)_Sn ("r¡-r,l -#rr-#r,uk
^9r 1

Based on knorvn values of tl;, u¡rttrkt 0; a.nd 0¡, the strain at referencelevel en

and the curvature K are calculated from the expressions :

eg

K

(3.40)

(3.41)

Once eo and K ate knorvn, the stra.in distril¡ution across the section is known.

The modulus of elasticity for each layer can then l¡e obtained from known

sttess-strain relationship of the material-

The der-ivations for all the formulae given above for this approach can be found

in the paper by Blaauwendra¿d (1972).

BaZant, Pijaudier-Cabot and Pan(1987a) also used the layered finite

element approach (Zienkiervi cz,l977) for the analysis of some softening beams

and symmetrically loaded frames. Geometrical non-linea.rities are not included

in the analysis. Their ana.lysis rvas ba-sed on a seca,nt stiffness approach using

deflection control. The entire structure is divided into a number of elements.

The secant stiffness matrix genera.ted includes the effect of variation of stiffness

across the section and along the elements. Sections are divided into finite layers
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and the section properties are obtained by summation of all the concrete and

steel layers as an approximation to the integration required. He used a linear

shape function for the axial deformation along the arbitrary chosen reference

axis. BaZant et al used a deflection control procedure to follow the softening

behaviour of reinforced concrete structures. The derivations of the matrices,

reproduced from the paper by BaZant,et al(1987a), are given in Appendix C.

i;'t I

Kulicki and Kostem (1974). earlier used an approach similar to that of

Bazant et al(1987a). Instead of using one matrix, two matrices were used to

form the element stiffness matrix in their studies on the behaviour of concrete

beam columns. These matrices are k" and the geometrical stiffness matrix kn.

The element stiffness matrix k" is of the same form as that used by BaZant et

al except that they used a tangent stiffness formulation.

Kang and Scordelis (1980) used a tangent stifness approach for the analysis

of reinforced and prestressed concrete structures. In obtaining the tangent

stiffness matrices of members, layer integration for the steel reinforcement

and concrete is carried out at the centre of the elements. However, in the

evaluation of the internal resisting forces, Gaussian quadrature integration is

based on three points along the element.

The modelling of a structure using this approach is shown in Figure 3.9. The

structure is divided into numerous elements with each having the usual six

degrees of freedom at the ends. The standard shape functions along the ele-

ments are assumed to be linear for the axial displacements and cubic for the

transverse displacements. Shear deformation was not included in the analysis.

The local co-ordinate system of each element passes through the ends of the

element, and is assumed to follow the element as it deforms. This approach

where the local co-ordinate system changes with the deformed shape of the

structure is commonly referred to as the updated Lagrangian approach.

The geometric effect within the element is taken into consideration
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by adopting u, ,rodlillear geometric stiffness matrix kr. The nodal positions

and the element transformation matrix betrveen local and global co-ordinates

are reqularly updated.

The cross section at mid-element is assumed to be representative of the sections

along the element when forming the element stiffness matrix. The section,

symmetrical about the local y-axis, is divided into concrete and steel layers.

Each of these layers is assumed to be under uniaxial strain.

Other basic assumptions made in the a,na.lysis are:(1) plane section remains

pla.ne after bending, a.nd (2) bond slip cloes not occur betrveen the intelfa.ce of

the reinforcing bars and the concrete.

Employing the unusual order used by the authors for labelling the degrees of

movement, the incremental equilibrium equation rela.ting incremental load dq

to incremental nodal displacement dr in the local co-ordinate system is:

k¿ dr

where kt

and, r

and, q

: d.q

: k.*kn

0

0 0

12#

12#
12#

ES
L

ES ES

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

T

T

l1 T2 ?^3 T4 t"5 T6

Qt Qz 9s 8a 8s Qa

The component stiffness matrices k" and kn ale given below:

EA EA
L _-T 0

ES
L

EA
L
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L
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L
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00 00 0

0

N
lo

_N
lo
NL
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(3.47)

0

0

N
lo

00 0

6N
SL

fl¿

6N-iEkg:

sY Àt 
^,r 

ET RIC ry* 30

6N _N
5L 10

lls

2NL
15

wheÌe EA : ÐE",A"r*lE";A"¡

Kú AR: AQ

(3.48)

ANd ES -DE.tlJ";Ac; - )ì E";y";Á"; (3.49)

i=1 i=1
fL¿ fù¡

i=l i=1
fL¿ fl _.

a.nd EI Ð E"ry"r,q"i + t E";1J\;A"; (3.50)
i=l i=l

where r¿c and n, are the number of concrete and steel layers respectively, and

the subscripts c and s refers to the concrete and steel respectively.

The structure or global tangent stiffness matrix K¿ is assembled from the

element tangent stiffness using standard procedutes (I{all and l(aba.ila' L977;

Cheung and Yeo, 1979).

For a typical step where the load increment is AQ, iterative cycles are carried

out to obtain convergence. Within each cycle, the tangential equilibrium Equa-

tion 3.51 for the structure is solved for global displacement increments, AR.

These increments are then tra,nsformecl to give loca,l displacetnent increments,

dr for each element.

(3.51)

Strain increment Ae a.t any Point (defined by x-ordinate p : rlL and y-

ordinate y) rvithin the element is obtained frorn the expression below:
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Ae

where B

(3.52)

#v?t + zp) lu\ - sn) ivl - zn) f (3'53)

o o i?P+Pz)

2þ- p') | - 4p *3p' -2p *3p2
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: [+ i #vl-2p)
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(3.54)

and C

B is the strain-displa.cement ma.tr-ix for large cleformation; and C is the strain-

displacement matrix for large deformation.

The strain increments are obtained for the layers of sections at three Gaussian

quadrature points along the lengths of the elements. Based on these elemental

strain increments, the total strains are obtained for the layers. From these total

strains and predefined stress-strain rel¿tionships of materials, total stresses are

then calculated. The interna.l end forces of each element in local co-ordinates

are then computed by integrating the current total stresses of the layers. These

end forces are then transformed into global co-ordinates using the updated

transformation matrices, and they are assembled into ¿ matrix consisting of

the internal resisting joint forces R'-

From the resisting force Ri and the cult'ent total a.pplied joint loads Qr, the

out-of-balance loads Q" ale obtained, i.e.,

Q":Q'-R' (3.55)

These out-of-balance loads are applied as forces for the next iterative cycle,

and the cycle is repeated until the out-of-ba.la.nce loads are rvithin acceptable

tolerances. The updating of the nodal forces is represented by the expression:

aQ: Q" (3.56)
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The out-of-balance loads are then added to the load increment for the next

load steps and the whole plocess of carrying out iterating cycles is continued

until convergence.

As the cross section at mid-element is assumed to be representative of the sec-

tions along the element lvhen forming the element stiffness matrix, numerous

elements are required to give accurate modelling of the material non-linearity

effect for the structure. This rvill result in inefficiency lvith respect to program

execution time and storage.

The layered element apploach does not require the use of separate sectton

analysis to genela.te the mornent-thrust-curvature relations. Instead of using

flexural stiflnesses of the elements to form the global stiffness matrix as for

the line element approach, the properties of the layers are used directly. The

layered element a.pproa.ch is not suita.ble to be used for deformation control

technique rvhich uses curva.ture as the control criterion. This is because the

stiffness of the structure is not formed directly from the stiffnesses of the

elements but rather from the material a.nd geometric properties of the layers.

3.5 Strategies for Tbaversing Limit Points

Limit points exist in a structure at pea,k str-ength (where dP/dA-0) or at local

ultimate deflection (rvhere dPld\:-oo). Typical limit points are illustlated

in Figure 3.10 for a one degree of freedom structure-

In Figure 3.10, point A represents a limit point for a structure under load

control, rvhile points B and C represent limit points for a structure under

displacement control. Bellaviour that gives rise to both point B and point C

is referred to as snapback instability, a beha.r,iour shorvn numerically to exist

by BaZant, Pijaudier-Cabot and Pa.n (19S7b) for a softening beam with elastic
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DEFLECTION,D

Figure 3.10: Limit points

end restraints. (This phenomenon of sna.pback instability had independently

been observed to occur in portal frames in computations carried out during

the course of the present studY.)

For a structure lvith the behaviour shos'n in Figure 3.10, a load control pro'

cedure using monotically increasing load ca.n only follow the behaviour up to

approach point A, unless special techniques are devised as discussed below- If

the displacement D is to be prescribed as the displacement control parameter,

and this displacement is monotically increased, the limit point A can be tra-

versed and the softening ra.nge AB can be traced. Horvever, such a procedure

would fail at a point approaching limit point B. For a one degree of freedom

structure, the ability to tra,ce the behaviour up to this point is normally suffi-

cient to give an indication of the peak load. For structures with many degrees

of freedom of movement, a rvrong choice of the displacement control parameter

can result in premature termination of the analysis before reaching the peak
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load. Such termination will occur if the chosen control parameter is not monot-

ically increasing, i.e., there is a reduction in the value of the control pa,rameter

as the global structural load continues to either increases or decreases. This

would amount to forcing the control para.meter to take on a value larger than

its peak value which lvill result in non-convergency of the solution procedure.

To ensure that such premature termination does not occur during the analy-

sis, numerical strategies have been developed to traverse limit points. Some of

these are reviewed below.

3.5.1 Strategy of Bergan

Bergan (1980a) introduced the concept of a curtent stiffness parameter .9o.

The parameter So at a point on the loa.d-dellection curve is the ratio of the

current slope to the initial slope of the cuÌve. I\{athematically this parameter

is defined by Bergan as (see Figure 3.11):

83

(3.57)

rvhere the basic terms are shorvn in Figure 3.11

The current stiffness parameter starts off with an initial va.lue of one at the

origin and progressively reduces until it reaches a value of zero at the singular

point. This parameter is therefore useful to sense in advance the approach

of a limit point- Bquilibrium is disregarded by Betgan rvhen the magnitude

of the parameter is less than a. threshold value to prevent non-convergence of

the solution procedure. The solution procedure, based on load control, can

therefore bypass the limit point and advance along the solution path. In the

softening region, the current stiffness parameter .So is negative and when this

occurs the load increment is reversed. The negative load increment is then

. - 
(#), 
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Figure 3.11: Figure illustrating the solution procedure of Bergan (1980a)

continued until the next limit point is reached

The low stiffnesses of the structure around the limit points can produce un-

controlled displacements which may ca.use divergence. Small load increments

are therefore necessary to prevent drifting arvay from the equilibrium path.

Bergan pointecl out that even u'ith small load increments, the displacement

can still be large. A simple method to prevent this, he suggested, is to cal-

culate a norm of the displacement increment and scale down both load and

displacement increments to be less than a specified maximum value.

3.5.2 Strategy of Crisfield

A popular method for traversing limit points is solve for displacements by

incrementing the loa.d pa.ra.meter up to the limit point, a,nd from then on
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incrementing a characteristic displacement to obt¿in the corresponding load.

This approach will work only if the control dis¡rlacement component is monot-

ically increasing. If the controlling displacement is poorly chosen and is found

to snap back on incrementing the load, then this approach will not converge.

Thus a proper choice of the controlling displacement is essential and for some

structures this choice is not obvious.

A procedure, first proposed by Riks (1979) and wempner (1971), can be used

to overcome the problem described ea.rlier. They ploposed the use of a com-

plete displacement vector as the constra.int pa.rameter instead of using a single

component of the displacement vector. The proposed explession to constlain

the load step A) is:

aurau+aÀ2aPraP:a¿' (3.58)

where

: load vector;

: displacement vector;

: constrained vector; and

: load factor.

Originally this constraint equation rvas added to the incremental stiffness ex-

pression but unfortunately this resulted in the loss of bandedness and symme-

try in the stiffness matrix.

R¿mm (1981) modified the stra.tegy of Riks and lVempner by using a two step

technique, similal to the one first ploposecl by Batoz a.nd Dhatt(1979). This

modified technique allorvs both iteration in a "plane" normal to the tangent

and iteration in a *sphere'. The solution paths of Ramm are illustrated for a

single degree of movement problem in Figure 3.12.
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lnitiol solution
Normol to tongen t
Finol Solution

Sphericol poth

DISPLACEMENT. U

Figure 3.12: Figure illustrating the solution procedure of Ramm(1981)

Crisfreld(l980) proposed the use of a spherical constraint surface which he

claimed (Crisfield,1981) is less likely to fail than would a planar constraint

surface. The constraint equation proposed by Crisfield is:

AurAu: (At)2 (3.59)

where

: displa.cement vector; and

: arc-length.

Crisfield(1986) proposed that an initial guess of the arc-length can be used

and, thereafter, the arc-length adjusted a.ccorcling to the expression belorv:

u

^r

where

al¡ : (?)ar¡-r (3.60)
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Lt¡ : arc-length to be used for the j-th increment;

al¡_r - arc-length required for the preceding increment; and

I¿ : desired number of iterations.

Crisfield suggested that if convergence is not achieved rvithin a specified max-

imum number of iterations, the arc-length may be reduced'

The constraint arc length strategy of Clisfield applied to a structure with one

degree of freedom of movement is shorvn in Figure 3.13. Details of this strategy

can be obtained from crisfield's papers(crisfield,1980;1983;1986).

The procedure, when applied to the materially no4linear analysis of rein-

forced concrete beams and slabs has limited success (Crisfield,1983), particu-

larly when significant strain-softening occurs in the constitutive laws. Crisfield

(1gS3) successfully obtained solutions using standard displacement control af-

ter introducing line searches and simple accelerations into the analysis'

3.5.3 Strategy of 'W'arner

lVarner (1984) proposed a stra.tegy suita.ble for the analysis of softening b.-

haviour of structures. This strategy has been used to study the ductility of rein-

forced and p¡estressed concrete beams (Wa.rner and Yeo, 1984a; 1984b;Ahmad

and warner, 1984) and partially prestressed bridge girder (I{goboko, 1986;

I(goboko, Wyche and Warner, 1987).

A brief description of the strategy is given here. This strategy is described in

greater details in Chapter 4 of this thesis. \\Iarner modelled the entire structure

using members, divided into small segments. The solution procedure involved

carrying out, iteratively, a linear ana.lysis on an equivalent elastic frame with

segments having flexural stilTnesses reflecting the most recent updates of the
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Figure 3.13: Arc-length Procedure (after Crisfield,1983)
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segment properties. The analysis of the structure is carried out by selecting

a *key' segment and imposing upon this segment increments of curvatures.

The flexural stiffness is assumed to be uniform within each segment and is

obtained from the properties and state of stress of the section at mid-segment.

The linear elastic equivalent frame is solved to give forces and deformations. If

the deflected shape does not give the targeted key curvature in a pre-selected

key segment, then the secant stilÏnesses of all the segments are updated and

the linear frame is solved again. This calculation cycle is repeated until com-

patibility and equilibrium are achieved in the equivalent elastic frame. When

this occurs, the solution for the a.ctual frame is assumed to have been ob-

tained. The behaviour of the fra,me is obta.ined by proglessively increasing the

curvature of the key segment by a small increment-

Warner and Yeo(1984) used this a.pproach to study the collapse behaviour of

indeterminate concrete beams with limited ductility. The nonlinear analysis

was carried out by incorporating a standard linear elastic frame analysis. Seg-

ments are represented by individual elements and therefore require substantial

computer storage capacity.

Ahmad and Warner (1984) used a similar approach to study the overload,

collapse and post-collapse behaviour of continuous reinforced concrete beams

with limited ductility. The analysis rvas based on a flexibility type approach

which, a,ccording to Ahma,d a.nd \\¡a.rner, is mole efficient than the stiffness

matrix approa.ch when a.pplied to the a.nalysis of a. continuous beam-
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3.6 softening Behaviour of Reinforced con-

crete Structures

3.6.1 Hinge Length

Based on experimental investigations, BaZant(1984) found that strain soften-

ing is frequently distributed over finite-size regions of a heterogeneous material.

These regions are normally referred to us hinges. At present, there is no sat-

isfactory theoretical prediction for the length of these hinges. As hinge length

lo is an important parameter in softening analysis, several of the proposed

formulae for determining it are described below.

The I.C.E. committee (1062) recommends the following formula for the

equivalent plastic hinge length, lo. The variable Io is defined as the equivalent

length over which plastic rotation occurred with constant curvature in that

length.

90

rp -- krtc2k" (1)r o (3.61)

where ß1 0.7 for mild steel

: 0.9 for cold-rvorked steel

P
)(r+0.5

o.e-ffitr:-11.2)

fl is assumed to be 0.85 x the cube strength of

concrete (/l it in I\{Pa);

z is the distance of critical section to the point

Pu
Ic2

lez

where
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of contraflexure;

d is the effective depth of the member;

P is the axial force on member; a'nd

P, is the ultimate compressive strength of

the member under axial load without bending moment

Cohn and Petcu (fOOe) observed from tests carried out on two-span beams

that the length to one side of the plastic zone at the internal support is between

0.3d and 0.9d.

Baker and Amarakone (1964) proposed the follorving formula on the basis

of experimental investigation of beams both rvith and without confinement by

transverse steel.

tp : O.Sfrrßa (1). (3.62)

where c is the neutral axis depth at the ultimate moment and the other symbols

have the same meaning as in Bquation 3-6I-

Sawyer (1964) proposed the following formula for the equivalent length of

the plastic hinge:

lp:0.25d * 0-0752 (3-63)

The above equation is based on the assumptions that the maximum moment

in the member is the ultimate moment' that 1ìl'/r1" : 0'85' and that the zone

of yielding is spread dl4 past the section in rvhich bending moment is reduced

to ll[o.

Corley (1966) proposed the following formula for the equivalent length of

the plastic hinge based on the results of tests on simply supported beams:

rp:0.5d, + o.r,/a (1) (3.64)

Mattock (1967), in discussing Corley's Pa.Per, suggested a simpler fotm of

Equation 3.64 that fitted the trend of the data obtained in investigation at the
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Portland Cement Association. This equation is

lp:0.5d * o.o5z (3.65)

Park et al (1982) found that the experimentally measured equivalent lengths

of plastic hinge are comparatively insensitive to axial load level and had an

average value ol 0.42h where l¿ is the overall section depth. Since the columns

tested had overall depth of 550mm and effective depth, d,, oL 488mm, the

average value of lold is approximately 0.48.

'W'arner and Yeo (198ac) considered the flow of forces in a hinging regron

at an intermediate support, and concluded that in regions subjected to shear

cracking, the region of steel yield spreads outward from the face of the support

in steps of the stirrup spacing, s. Based on this observation, they suggested

that a reasonable estimate of the final length of the hinging region to one side

of the support was a multiple of s which is less than or equal to the effective

depth, d of the beam.

BaZant et al (1987b) found that when the element size is refined to zero,

strain-softening material models give physically meaningless solutions as the

energy dissipated at failure tends to zero. Therefore, a certain minimum length

of the strain-softening segment of the beam must be imposed. He suggested

that this length may be approximately taken to be equal to the beam depth.

This concurs with BaZant's earlier suggestion (BaZant,1976) that the element

length must not be shorter than both three maximum aggregate sizes and the

beam depth, 11. The second condition is a consequence of the assumption of

plane cross sections and in practice it always govern (Bazant et al, 1987b).
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3.6.2 Previous Analytical Studies of Softening Behaviour

Softening behaviour has so far been observed experimentally in structures

such a^s beams (Darvall and l\{endis, 1984) and some portal frames (Cranston,

1g6bb) under the effect of point loads. To enable such behaviour to be studied

in more complex structures, analytical studies to include the effect of strain

softening have to be carried out. This section described several previous ana-

lytical studies on the softening behaviour of reinforced concrete structures.

Cranston(1965a) used a flexibility ma,tlix approach to analyse a pin-ended

portal frame subjected to syrnmetrical trvo-point loa.ding on the beam span.

The frame rvas tested by him and is described in a'nother paper (1965b)- He

assumed two falling branch hinges: one at the mid-span of the beam and the

other at the top portion of the colnmn, just belorv its intersection with the

beam. The discontinuity length was assumed to be be approximately equal

to 4 per cent of the corresponding member length. The analysis carried out

made use of experimentally derived moment-curvature curves. The results

obtained show that the load falls only after the formation of the second hinge.

The agreement betrveen analytical and experimental results was good at all

loading stages-

Ghosh and Cohn (1972) proposed a method of non-linea.r small-deformation

analysis of reinforced concrete structttres, considering the effect of the descend-

ing branches of the moment-curvature dia.grams. The analysis of reinforced

concrete structure of knorvn configutation and geometry by this approach be-

gins with the pre-generation of the moment-curvature relationships of various

sections in the structure from a chosen stress-strain relationship and the known

geometric properties of tl're section. The chosen material stress-strain telation-

ship may be based on an idealised, proposed relation or based on experimental

data defined at discrete points. Loads of some knorvn intensity are imposed

on the structure, and a moment-field in equilibrium with the load is assumed.
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The associated curvature field is obtained from the pre-generated moment cur-

vature relationships- Slopes and deflections along the member are calculated

from the known curvature field and the boundary conditions are checked. A

moment-field in equilibrium with the imposed loads and satisfying all boundary

conditions is found by trial and error. After obtaining solution for a particular

load intensitS the imposed load intensity is increased at desired intervals, and

the solution process is repeated until the ultimate capacity is reached in at

least one section along the member. Let the most critically stressed section be

known as section A.

In carrying on the analysis beyond the above stage, section A is assigned a

bending moment along the descending blanch of its moment-curvature rela-

tionship- Ghosh and Cohn assumed that a section at an infinitesimal distance

away is subjected to the same moment, but on the ascending branch of the

same moment-curvature curve- A discontinuity therefore occurs at section A

and its value can be calculated from the moment-curvature curve, as shown

in Figure 3.14. I(norving this discontinuity curvature, and the gauge length

on which the stress-strain relationship and moment-curvature relation of the

section are based, the concentrated rotation at section A can be calculated.

This concentrated rotation is considered as part of the compatibility condi-

tions to be met in establishing, by trial and error, a load intensity for the

structure with the prescribed moment at ,4. The above procedure is repeated

with progressively decreasing values of descending branch moments assigned

to the section A. For the two-span continuous beams analysed by Ghosh and

Cohn, section A occurs at the support, and the analysis is terminated when

the moment capacity is attained at the span sections. This method is based

on the concept of concentrated rotations at critical sections, rather than on

the concept of discontinuity length.

Ghosh(1977) used the above approach to analyse a number of symmetrically

loaded two-span continuous beams with different amount of tension reinforce-
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Concentroted Rototion :
Gouge length X DiscontinuitY
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Figure 3.14: Discontinuity length(Ghosh and Cohn,1972)

ment and the strength of concrete. He reported that the non-linear load-

deformation characteristics up to the point of collapse are in reasonable agree-

ment with experimental results. From this study, he concluded that it is

essential that the descending branches of the sectional moment-curvature re-

lationships be considered in order to obtain accurate analytical predictions of

the load-deformation characteristics of reinforced concrete structures.

The above approach proposed by Ghosh and Cohn is suitable for relatively

simple structures. The accuracy of the method depends on the value of the

gauge length used in the analysis.

BaZant(1976) and Darvall(1983) found that there exist a critical softening slope

in the softening branch of the hinge. This results in the structure not being

able to carry any extra loads.
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Mendis(1986) inctuded the effect of geometrical nonlinearity effect in the non-

linear analysis of concrete frames. I{e concluded that by not including this

efiect, the order of hinge formation in the structure during loading may be

afiected. In his studies, he was concerned with structures with at least one

hinge being formed at collaPse.

Bai,aúet at(1g87b) suggested the possibility of multiple snapbacks forming in

load softening structure. They concluded from this study that:

o a statically incleterminate strain-softening structule of redundancy de-

gree n can exhibit at most ?z + 1 points of snapback instabilitr

o a structure will exhil¡it all its snapbacks if it is sttfficiently slender, or if

the strain-softening slope is suf;ficiently steep,

o finite element analysis rvould encounter all these snapback instabilities if

the finite elements were sufficiently srnall, and

o the strain-softening segment of a beam cannot be replaced, for the pur-

pose of calculations, by a softening hinge, unless the beam is sufficiently

slender.

g.7 Sumrnary and Concluding Rernarks

The commonly used load control techniques to analyse non-linear behaviour

are the secant, tangent and initial stiffness techniques. These techniques, by

themselves, a.re not suitable for follorving the loacl-softening behaviour of re-

inforced concrete frames. They must l¡e used in conjunction with other tech-

niques such as the those described above in Section 3.5. The technique pro-

posed by Crisfield is difficult to program, especially when line searches and

simple accelerations have to be incolporated into the approach in order to ob-
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tain solutions for structutes rvith strain-softening behaviour. Betgan's strategy

has the disadvantage of bypassing the limit point. The region around the peak

load, therefore, cannot be analysed and the peak load cannot be determined

accurately. The technique proposed by Warner is chosen for the development

of the computer program in the present study as a good compromise between

simplicity of programming and efficiency.

Several numerical models for the analyses of concrete frames have been re-

vierved. The trvo common models revierved are fir:stly one in which the frame

is modelled by using numerous line elements ¿nd secondly the frame is mod-

elled using numerous layered elements. In the latter approach the element

stifiness matrix is formed {irectly from the behaviour of the layers comprising

the elements. The numerical model used in the present study is based on the

technique which uses line elements proposed by Watner'

The hinge length parameter has been revierved and a hinge length value be-

tween 0.5 and l-0 times the depth of the corresponding section, D, is to be

adopted by the author.

Previous analyses to obtain the softening behaviour of reinforced concrete

structures have been described. They have one or mote of the the following

limitations:

o limits to the analysis of simple structures;

o without the ability to follorv the sna.pback instability behaviour of the

structure;

o required guesses of the positions of concrete hinges to obtain accurate

solution;

. concerns with softening behaviour u'ith at least one hinge forming, thus

ignore the possibility of softening before the formation of hinges; and
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o requires the discretisation of structures into numerous elements resulting

in la,rge global stiffness matrices rvhich causes the solution procedure to

be inefficient.

1,ù

The survey of the literaturey'carried ouÇ

is a need to develop an efficient computer progra'm to trace the behaviour

o¡%irrfor.ed concrete frame over its full-r'ange behaviour. It is important -f

that the softening behaviour of frames be obtained to enable the peak load

to be accurately determinated. To the knorvledge of the author, snapback

instability in concrete frames has not been observed in any comPuter analysis.

To enable this phenomenon to be observed and studied, computer programs

using efficient techniques to traverse limit points need to be developed'

To overcome the shortcomings in existing techniques, a' computer program has

been developed to trace the full-range behaviour of reinforced concrete frames.

The computational technique used in this program is described in Chapter 4.

The same program is also used, together u'ith several other Programs' to eval-

uate the accuracy of the present Austra.lia.n Sta.nda.rd 453600. These studies

are described in Cha'pters 7 and 8.



Chapter 4

Segrnental Method of AnalYsis

4.L fntroduction

The basic concept in the development of the segmental method of analysis

is that reinforced concrete frames can be represented by elements, and the

behaviour of these elements is influencæd by the properties of short segments

along them (warner,1975), rather than individual cross sections.

Based on the above concept, studies have been carried out to define ductility

limits for reinforced and partially prestressed concrete beams (Ahmad and

Warner,1984; Warner and Yeo,1984a,1984b).

A similar approach was used to study the ductility limits of partially Pre-

stressed concrete girders (I{goboko,1987; I{goboko, Wyche and Warner,1988).

In that studS the effect of thrusts on moment-currrature relations of the sec-

tions was not included. Use was made of linearised moment-curvature rela-

tions obtained from pre-generated relations using a separate section analysis
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program. As this requires a large amount of input data compared with pro-

grams that use a built-in section analysis routine, greater care is required to

ensure the accuracY of these data-

To enable more complicated structures to be analysed, a computer program

based on the segmental approach has been developed (Wong, Yeo and Warner,

198?a, 1987b). The program, based upon a finite element formulation, has

general applications in the analysis of plane skeletal frames with different con-

figurations and under different typ"s of loading. The computer program devel-

oped during the present study, program SAFRAME (abbreviation for segmen-

tal Analysis of reinforced concrete FRA\{E ) uses a built-in section analysis

subroutine described in Chapter 2 to generate values of moment, thrust, and

curvature for individual segments rvhenever required by the main routine in

the program.

Computer prograrn SAFRAIUE was written in Fortran77 to run initially on

a VAX ?50 operating under VMS. It rvas subsequently modified for a UNIX

operating environment. As numerous cycles of calculations are carried out to

obtain a solution, rounding-off errors may occur- To minimise the effect of

rounding-off errors, values of real type are stored in a double precision (6a

bits) internal representation-

Some of the material in this chapter has previously been published (Wong,

Yeo and Warner,1987a, 198?b; \Vong and Warner,1988)-

4.2 Structural AnalYsis

The segmental method of analysis used here is similar in concept to one previ-

ously applied to the analysis of continuous reinforced and prestressed concrete

beams (Warner,1984). However, to treat skeletal frame behaviour in an ad-
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equate manner, it has been necessary to extend the analysis to allow for the

following:

o axial deformations;

o geometric non-linearities in the frame;

o the effect of thrust on the moment-curvature relations for column seg-

ments; and

o inelastic (as well as non-linea.r) behaviour in segments subject to local

unloading.

In order for the structure to be modelled a.ccurately with respect to material

noúiinearity, the length of the segments needs to be comparable with actual

-oìr.t" hinges. An earlier study by \Ãlarner a¡rd Yeo (198ac) suggested that

in regions of high shear, the length of hinges may be approximateþ equal to

the efiective depth. A study by Bazant et al(1987b) shorved that the unloading

path of softening structures is affected by the length of the segments used in

the analysis and he recommended a length equal to the depth of the section.

Instead of the usual approach of using the behaviour of the segments to obtain

the structural stiffness directly, a more efficient two-stage approach has been

adopted. This involves grouping the segments together to form elements, and

using the stiffnesses of the segments to determine element stiffnesses. As the

behaviour of the elements is influenced by the behaviour of the component seg-

ments, this approach of modelling the structure reduces considerably the size

of the structural stiffness matrix, but still maintains the same level of accu-

racy in modelling the materiol no$Ìre"rities. Computer prograrn SAFRAME

contains a section analysis routine which automatically generates the moment-

currrature.thrust relations during the analysis. This enables the program to

be fully automated, thereby reducing the amount of input from users when
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analysing concrete frames. Using moment-curvature-thrust relations generated

within the program instead of using pre-generated moment-curr¡ature relations

also allows more accurate modelling of the effect of sectional a><ial thrust.

The frame to be analysed is divided into elements, and the elements into

segments. The behaviour of the structure is anaþsed for a given loading pat-

tern. The behaviour of each segment is defined by the moment-curvature-

thrust relations obtained for the section at mid-segment. The analysis of

the structure is carried out by selecting a "key" segment and imposing upon

this segment increments of cunature. For ea.ch value of curvature, .If¡"r(1),

. . . I(¡,"o(I ST EP),. . . If¡"u(N sT EP), the loads required to cause this curva-

ture are computed, together rvith the displacements throughout the structure,

by an iterative procedure based on a linear secant stiffness analysis. The final

curvature æ¡*(N.STEP) represents an arbitrary state of post-ultimate soften-

ing of the key segment, and unloading of the structure as a whole.

At each computational step, the flexural secant stiffness and axial secant stif[-

ness of each segment are progressively adjusted until all equilibrium and com-

patibility requirements are satisfied, taking account of the segmental moment-

curvature'thrust relations.

For the start of a typical computational step ISTEP, in which the target

curvature in the key segment is r¡"r(^I ST E P),, the trial flexural stiffness values,

EI¿,;"¡(n), for all the segments are set equal to the values at the end of the

previous step, i.e. equal to the values already obtained to correspond to the

key segment curvature of æ¡*( ISTEP - 1). The trial axial stiffnesses of the

elements S(-), are also set equal to the values at the end of the previous step.

For the first step in the analysis the secant stiffnesses are set equal to the EA

and, EI values of the gross cross-sections ignoring the presence of the steel

reinforcement.
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Computational cycles are then c¿rried out until a solution is obtained for the

frame under the prescribed. load pattern and having a curvatur e of rc¡,*(I Sf E P)

in the key segment. Steps in a typical computational cycle are described below:

1. Form the secant stiffness matrix for each element in turn, using in its

build-up the most recent bending and axial stiffness trial value for

each segment comprising the element. The derivation of the element

stiffness matrix for a segmental element is given in Section 4.3. From

these matrices and appropriate element transformation matrices,

assemble the global stiffness matrix, [/l] using standard procedures

(Hall and l(abaila, 1977; Cheung and Yeo, 1979)'

2. Form the nodal load matrix, {Q,,¡¿}, from a unit applíed, loail pat-

tern. Analysis is carried out to obtain scaling factors to this unit

'-r':i 
I

loa.d pattern that wiu giv€þsigned values of curvatures in the key

segment. This implies that the analysis is carried out for the struc-

ture under proportional loading. contributions from unit load pat-

terns within elements are taken into consideration by using equiva-

lent nodal loads based on fixed end moments which are dependent

on the flexural stiffnesses of alt the segments within the elements-

Expressions for fixed end moments for a segmented element are

given in Section 4.4. The derivation of these expressions is similar

to that for an elastic element rvith non-uniform section (Bull and

Sved,l965).

3. Obtain the nodal deformations l\,,*;¿ due to combined 'unit" out-

of-balance nodal forces from the previous cycle {Qo.r-o¡-ut} ("p-

propriately talien to be zeros for the first cycle of the first step) and

the unit load pattern {Q".¡r} by solving the equation:

i

(4.1){Q',¡rl * {Q '*-"t-ôd} 
: Ufl {^".iú}
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4. From the nodal deform¿tions of the frame, using standard Proce-

dures, obtain deformations and fotces at the ends of all the elements.

Based on these and the unit load patterns within the elements, de-

termine the curvatures ,í¿nir(n) of all the segments due to the unit

load pattern:
Mu¡it n

rrrrr¿t(n) :
EIç;"¡(n)

5. If the curvature of the key segment, as given by this calculation

using unit load is rc.,,"¡(ßey), lvhereas the required curvature for

this segment is rc¡"r( ISf EP) then the scaling factor is:

.9.F : rcr-"v ( rsrEP)
rc,n¡¡(key)

6. Obtain a trial set of segmental curvatures throughout the structure,

rct*ol(n), by multiplying æ,*;¿(") bV the scaling factor SF.

(4.2\

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

Note that the trial curvature in the key segment rc¡,¡o¡(ßey) is always

equal to tlre target curvature, n¡.u(ISTEP).

?. Store the previous stiffnesses prior to calculating the new stiff-

nesses(see Equation 4.6):

rc¿r¡o¡(¿) :.SF x rc,r,.¿¿(n)

OLDEI(n): EIr,;"ún)

8. Use a section analysis routine in turn for each segment to determine

the segmental mome¡t M*;ot(n) to correspond to r¿'¿o¡(n) and the

thrust value for the element obtained earlier. Hence calculate the

new secant bending stiffnesses from:

EIç;"¡(n):'o^t!") (4.6)
nt ¡ot(n)

Obtain the total æ<ial deformation of the element along its cen-

troidal a>cis from the section analysis routine. This together with
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the element thrust value N(rn) enables a trial axial stiffness ^9(nz)

to be determined.
rLseg

6(m) - | e(n)l(n)
¿=1

S(nr):
N(-)
ó(-)
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(4.7)

(4.8)

where 6(rn): total axial deformation of element rn

along reference axis;

e(n) : strain of segment n along reference axis; and

l(n) : length of segment n'

9. Calculate the "total" out-of-balance nodal forces from the resist-

ing forces at the nodes based on the latest deformed state of the

structure in the full load system (not that in the unit load refer-

ence system) and the applied total loads. These forces are scaled

down to unit load reference system to give the "unit" out-of-balance

nodal forces {Q",t_"¡_t"r} using the latest scale factor, .9,F. This

out-of-balance forces is used in item 3 to achieve joint equilibrium

for the structure in its deformed configuration-

l0- Convergence is considered to have been achieved when the change in

flexural stiffness of e¿ch segment between two successive cycles and

the out-of-balance nodal forces are less than acceptable tolerances-

If convergence has not been achieved, the cycle is repeated-

When convergence is achieved, the state of the structural system corresponding

to the key curvature r¡*(^ÍSf EP) is obtained by applying the scaling factor

.9f'to the unit load analysis. The load producing this state is equal to the

scaling factor, .SF.

The gross section EI anð,.8.4 values are used for the first step in the anal-

ysis (i.e. for r¡-(1)). Fo. all subsequent steps in the analysis, the first trial

stiffnesses a¡e those obtained at the end of the previous step-
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As can be seen from the steps described above, geometric non-linearity is al-

lowed for by updating the nodal positions at the end of each iterative cycle, and

applying the out-of-balance forces on top of the contribution from the applied

loading as nodal loads of the next iterative cycle. At the end of the iterative

cycles, when convergence is achieved, results (such as forces and deformations)

are obtained for the structure in its deformed shape with equilibrium of forces

been achieved at all nodes, and with the frame having the nominated curvature

in the key segment for that particular step.

The computational procedure for a typical step is illustrated by the flowchart

in Figure 4.1.

It has been found that in the unloa.ding phase, convergence is improved if the

updated flexural stiffness values are taken as the average of the previous and ., ,i

current values for any iterative cycle, instead of the current values. This also

assists in damping out any oscillating effect occurring numerically during the

anaþsis.

4.9 Derivation of Stiffness Matrix for a S"g-

rnented Elernent

In this section, the stiffness matrix of a segmented element is derived. A typical

element of length .[ is divided into nseg segments, each having a flexural

stiffness value governed by the level of the curvature at mid-segment- The

moments at the left and right ends of the element are Mo and [l["n¿ respectively;

the she¿r forces arc Vo attd' V.n¿ respectively-

1,et 0¡ be the change in rotation within a typical segment i, assumed to occur

at the mid-segment, and calculated from the bending moment at mid-segment,

106
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Commence Step ISTEP

K (¡srEP)

Set curvoture of key segment to

Set El(n) = ot-DEl(n)

Set CYCLE=O

CYCLE=CYCLE+1

oleorLin
For it bolo ceon

undecon
con sideron to

toin curvotureob n

Colculote scoling foctorl-.,
SF = K¡¿y (lsTEP) / K""¡t(t) )

Obtoin triol curvotures for oll segments:

&r¡or(n)= Kunir(n)X SF

Obtoined new deformed configurotion
ond colculote out-of-bolonce

nodol forces

Section onol¡æis:
Determine Mr.¡or(n) for eoch Ktr¡ot(n)

Obtoìn new flexurol stiffnesses:

El(n) = Mr.¡or(n) /Kv'rtb)

Determine oxiol stiffness volues

S(m) for oll elements

Colculote'unít' out-of-bolonce
nodol forces bosed on lotest geometry

Are out-of-bolonce nodol forces

< toleronce ?

ls Elln) - OLDEI(n)
oLDEI(n)

Check Convergence:

< toleronce ?

oLDEI(n) : El(n)

No

ISTEP-ISTEP+1

Figure 4.1: Calculation cycle for a typical step
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L¡ ¿t1 ôro+
l¿
V'L

0r

oo

alo
segment i segment nseg

x¡

Figure 4.2; Typical Segmented Element

Mo - Voo;, and' the flexural stiffness .S¡ using the equation:

0
s,

(4.e)

where

Sr : EI¿lh; and

: length of segment ih

From Figure 4.2, the slopes and displacements at the end of a typical segment

¿ are:

O¡:Oo-01-02-"'-0¿ (4.10)

0;(L¡ - s¡) (4.11)A; : Ayo * ooL¡ - or(L;- "i) - or(L¡ - rr)

where .t¡ is the distance from the left end of the element to the end of segment

i as shown in Figure'4.2 and, tan0¡ is assumed to be 0¡ in Equation 4-11 above.

ensegm t

L

Vx;Mo
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Hence, the deformations at the end of the element are:

Ocrd: @o-ü-02-"'-0¡ 0n

Lr",,t : Avo * O 
"L - 0 {L - o) - 02(L -'r) -''' - 0 ¡(L - q)
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(4.12)

---.-0^(t-r^)
(4.13)

substituting Equation 4.9 into Equations 4.12 and 4.13 yields:

L
oo

ti
s,

ntegt
i=1

oe,.d: oo-^[oî]*u.

M"l-!,.+ä;*nä i-+ä* ( 5)I4.

(4.14)

(4.16)

I-,,t Cr: DËïo å, Cz : D-*Í fi and. C" : Dîlro s,i.

F,quations 4.14 and 4.15 become:

O".¿ - Oo : -ll[oCt *VCz

L'v,'rd, - Loo
- oo : -Moct * Tt, *VCz -lc"L

(4.17)

Solving Equations 4.16 and 4-17 gives:

I
Mo - ffilC2Ly" * Csao - C2\s"na + (C2L - Cs) o".¿l (4-18)

v: #ÍcrLv" * cz@o - clLs.na+ (qL - cz)o" ¿l (4.19)
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M^¿ and. V"n¿ are obtained from the equilibrium relationships given below:

V*V"¿:0 (4.20)

110

(4.2r)Mo * M"nd. - V.L :0

F,quations 4.18, 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 combined with the axial stiffness S(*)

described in the main text give the element stiffness matrix shown below:

Po

V
Mo

Por¿

Vn¿

M"n¿

: [/t] x (4.22)

(4.23)

Lro

Auo

oo

Lr"od

L,o,"ra

O".¿

where [/f] is the segmental element stiffness matrix shorvn belorv:

s(*) 0

Szz

-s(-)
0

0

s(-)
SYMME_

TRIC

0

LSzz - Sn

LSn - Sæ

0

S,¿e- LSzz

LzSzz-2LSn*,Sas

0

.923

.9¡s

0

-Szz

-Szs
0

Szz

where Sz" : Crl (CQt - CÐ, S¡s : Csl (C¡Cs- CÐ, Srs : Czl (CtC" - Ci)
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4.4 Derivation of Fixed End Moments for a

Segmented Elernent

looding

A

segment I segment
nse9

x

Mot Mer

Figure 4.3: Fixed end moments for segmented element

As mentioned in Section 4.2, the fixed end moments of a segmented element

have to be c¿lculated to include the effect of transverse loading along the

element. The derivation of the fixed end moments for a segmented element is

presented in this section.

For the element shown in Figure 4-3, using the moment are¿ method and noting

that the tangent to the element at B passes through A and vice versa yields:

B

segment

x

M

rr

Yi

L

It

-r

[uro-.rrt "f #diagram 
.uout R]" -0 (4.24)
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(4.25)

The bending moment at a^ny mid-segment point G dista¡rt c; from N is found

by the summation of two bending moments; firstl5 the bending moment, Mppít

as if the element carrying the external loads was simply supported and sec-

ondlS the bending moment caused by the end moments Ma6 anld, Ms¡, as

expressed by the equation below:

X+ø¡) (4.26)M,i - MtB - [MnB + 
^IBAIL

The total moment at G is therefore:

(X*ø¡
M"¡ - M*; * MAe - ftr[.nB + MøÃ (4.27)

[rrlo*.rrt "f #diagram 
about 

"]; 
: o

L

where M*¡ is the simply-supported bending moment which is a function of ø¿

and the applied loading.

For a segmented element, the moment are¿ Bquations 4-24 and,4.25 thus be'

come:

ätþ,** M^e- (+)wn"+ ^'Bll#\:o (4.28)

- 0 (4.2s)

The origin /V is then chosen to be the centroid of the llEI diagram such that:

Di:í' (v;lEI;)
DËï' (LIEIùx- (4.30)
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Since N is the centroid of the LIEI diagram

XS +T +
M.¿,ø

L

XTS
M¡n - RP

ÍL-xls-r+ry[tz,- x)'p+e] - +Íx@-x)p-el -0
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,='^#ï,: 
o

r,et P: Dijï, #, n -tî1-l *, s :DYf w, T: DËïo w
Equations 4.28 and 4.29 become:

[x (L - x) P - Rl - ryl*'p+ ^Rl 
: o (4.32)

IIiIB¡ -
( L-x)r

(4.31)

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

Solving Equations 4.32 and' 4.33 simultaneously yields:

R

4.5 Convergence Criteria

Convergence criteria need to be decided for non-linea¡ structural problems

that a¡e solved by iteration. According to Bergan and Clough(1972)' these

criteria can usually be classified into the following groups :(1) force criteria,

(2) disptacement criteria and (3) stress criteria. One of the main problems with
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iterative techniques is deciding on whether the present iteration is sufficiently

close to the true solution-

The force criteria described earlier in Section 4.2 are based on the unbalanced

or residual forces. These forces are the differences between the actual loads act-

ing on the structure and forces calculated from the internal resisting stresses.

It is essentially an equilibrium check on the structure, normally in its deformed

configuration. Use of such a criterion causes difficulty in deciding the accept-

able tolerances as quantities under consideration may be of completely different

order or even of different dimensions. For instance it is difficult to decide on

the acceptable out-of-balance nodal forces and out-of-balance nodal moments

for nodes that carry no loads but are free to move. Choosing over conservative

values will result in inefficiency of the solution procedure with iterations will

continuing even though the solution is close to the actual solution.

To overcome the problem associated with using force criteria, Bergan and

Clough (Lg72) proposed the use of displacement criteria. They introduced a

nondimensional vector based on displacements, rvhich they referred to as the

e vector defined below:

TT4

T
I a,,
["-

Âr" [ri aro
e0) (4.36)

12rre! f i,¡eÍ rqte! (r)

where

n is the total number of unknorvn components;

Ar, is the change in displacement component i

during iteration cycle j; and

r¡,,.¡ a;Íe the reference displacement quantities-

The reference displacement quantities are generally not equal to the corre'

sponding total components because, if r; is close to zæro, the ratio L.rlr¡ could
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be large even after c¡nvergence has occurred. Instead, every Ar, is scaled by

the la,rgest displacement component of the corresponding *tyPe'. Bergan and

Clough suggested that a mean value could be used instead of a maximum

value.

Three alternative norms were suggested by Bergan and clough for measuring

the size of the e vector. These are:

1) modified absolute norm

115

(4.37)c- r
T
n D

i=1

Ar¡

i,reI

2) modified euclidean norm

e- (4.38)

(4.3e)

3) mæ<imum norm

The convergence criterion for the above norms is:

e{"1 (4.40)

where the nalue of 7 is usually of the order of 1 X 10-2 to I x 10-6, depending

on the required accuraÆY.

Figure 4.4 obtained by Bergan and Clough indicates that the rn¡ious norms

follow each other in a parallel manner during iteration so it is of no great

significance which norm is chosen. As using deformation convergence criteria

has the adyantages described earlier in this section over using force criteria,

the former was incorporated into program SAFRAME. The malcimum norm
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NO OF CYCLES. ¡
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of difterent convergence criteria (after Bergan and

Clough,1972)

is used as it gives an absolute bound for ¿ll displacement components instead

of an average bound obt¿ined using the other two norrns-

4.6 Efficiency of the Segmental Approach

The efficiency of the solution procedure is relatcd to the size of the global

stiffness matrix of the structure as the solution procedure involves solving

a set of simultaneous equations of size equal to that of this matrix. As most
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non-linear analyses involve forming and solving a set of simultaneous equations

repetitively, the size of the global stiffness matrix has great influence on the

efficiency of the solution procedure-.

The efficiency of the segmental approach is illustrated using a three'storey

twe.bay frame (see Figure a.5). If all segments are treated as elements, the

labelling is shown in Figure 4.6(a). The labetling of the nodes using the seg-

mental approach, assuming that three internal nodes are required for accurate

modelling of the P-A effect within the columns, is shown in Figure a.6(b). As-

suming that the banded nature of the global stiftness matrix is not exploited,

the first approach results in a global stiffness of size 522 x 522 whercas the

latter approach results in a global stiffness of size 108 x 108. In certain struc-

tures where the P-A effect for the columns is not significant, one element per

member can be used. For the frame shown in Figure 4.5, this reduces the size

of the global stiffness matrix to 27 x 27-

4.7 Sumrnary

The development of the program SAFRAME has been described. Convergence

criteria based on forces and deformations have been discussed and the latter

are adopted for use in SAFRAME as a more efficient means of determining

the convergence.

The efficiency in using a segmental approach was described using a three-storey

two-bay frame. For the frame rvith the P-A effect of the columns ignored, the

size of the global stiffness matrix is reduced from the usual 522 x 522 bo 27 x

27.

Derivations of the elemental stiffness matrix have been presented in this chap

ter. To enable transverse loading along the elements to be included in the
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analysis, expressions for fixed end moments for segmented elements have also

been derived.



Chapter 5

Program Testittg

5.1 Introduction

Before program SAFRAME can be used to study the collapse behaviour of rein-

forced concrete frames, the accuracy of the program in predicting the behaviour

of actual reinforced concrete frames needs to be demonstrated. This was car-

ried out by comparing results obtained from laboratory tests with those ob-

tained using SAFRAME. Test structures chosen for analyses include columns

and frames reported previously in literatures.

When analytical solutions are compared with experimental data, one must

keep in mind that although the experimental results do give us a fair idea of

the behaviour of the structures, the accuracy of the results obtained depends

on a number of factors. These include the loading system, the accuracy of

setting up the tests, the accuracy of the instruments used to obtain the data,

and the consistency of concrete behaviour. In cases where the test structures

r2r
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are simple, comparison between results obtained from the present analysis with

those obtained using other sound analytical methods also give some indication

of the accuracy of the present procedure.

Some of the results published in this chapter have previously been published

(Wong, Yeo and Warner, 198?a; 1987b; 1988c; Wong and Warner, 1988).

5.2 Column Test

Hinged columns subjected to eccentric axial loading were tested by Ramu et

al(1969). Column 24was loaded in a short timetest to failure. The structure

is shown in Figure 5.1. Value of f "y 
is 452 MPa. Value Í",n is assumed to be

25.2MPa (0.80 ¿,ô") and value f"*o, is assumed to be 0.85 ¿-. value o1 E.

is assumed to be 5000 {l;. Value e" o, is assumed to be 0.002 . Value 71

calculated frorn f "*o, E" and e.^o, is 2.34 anð"yz is assumed to be 3.0.

Using one element will not model the geometric norilinearity effect within the

member as the column failed by buckling. Figure 5.2 gives the results predicted

by the program with two elements and a node at mid length and having a total

of 32 segments. In the same figure, another plot is shown for 64 segments. The

results obtained indicate that increasing the number of segments has little

effect on the results obtained for the structure-

In Figure 5.3 theoretical results are shown for the same structure modelled

using various numbers of elements. The total number of segments was main-

tained at 64. There was a significant change in the result when the number of

elements was increased from two to four; however, a further increase from four

to eight did not affect the results much. Thus, four elements were considered

sufficient to model the behaviour of this column. Comparison between analyti-

cal and experimental results in Figure 5.3 shows that the predicted failure load
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Figure 5.1: Hinged column tested by Ramu et al(1969)
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is lorver tha.n the experimental ria.lue. This may be ca,used by the inaccuracy in

the factor used to convert the strength of standard cubes to that of standard

cylinders.

300.0

0.00

ztl
z
ci
oJ

200.0

00.01

0.00 80.0

Figure 5-2: Load versus horizonta.l deflection plot for hinged column with 2

elements
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Figure 5.3: Load versus horizontal deflection plot for hinged column with

various numbers of elements
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5.3 Flame Tests

5.3.1 Sway FYame

program SAFRAME was used to analyse an unbraced slender reinforced con-

crete frames L3, which had been tested by Ferguson and Breen (1966). The

same frame had previously been analysed by other analytical techniques (Gun-

nin, Rad and Furlong,, 1977, Epsion,1986). Reasonable agreement between

experimental and theoretical load versus sway deflection relations had been

obtained by Gunnin et al and Epsion.

The structural frame L3 is shown in Figure 5.4. Two cases were chosen for

analysis. In case A, the frame was modelled using one element per member,

each in turn was modelled by using ten segments. In case B, the number of

elements used per member was maintained at one, but the number of segments

was increased to twenty. Results obtained from these analyses are shown in

Figure 5.5. The value 1.,,o, for concrete is assumed to be 0.85 /"-. value of

.8" is assumed to be 5000v1fl-. value of e" o, is assumed to be 0.002. The

average value for E"¿""¿ is 2.02 x 105 MPa. Value of f "v 
for reinforcement bars

in the beams and columns is 403 MPa. Value of 'y1 calculated fÍo¡¡' 8., e" o,

and, f " o" is 2.50 and 12 is assumed to be 3.00.

The results shown in Figure 5.5 show that increasing the number of segments

from ten to twenty has little effect on the simulated behaviour of the structure.

In the same figure, the experimental results are plotted. The plots indicate

excellent agreement between analytical and experimental results.

To study the effect of the number of nodes on the accuracy of the theoretical

results, the number of elements used to represent a member was increased.

Keeping the total number of segments per member constant at twenty, an

extra node was inserted into each member by using two elements per member.
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Figure 5.4: Sway frame L3 tested by Breen a,nd Ferguson (1969)
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Figure 5.5: Load versus sway-deflection plot for sway frame L3 with 1 element
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Another analysis was carried out by increasing the number of elements per

member to four, resulting in three nodes within the member. Results from

these analyses are shown in Figure 5.6. The results show that for this frame,

where the columns deformed with double curvatures, one element per member

is sufficient to give reasonably accurate results.
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Figure 5.6: Load versus sway-deflection plot for sway frame L3 with various
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al 'l '''
The ability to obtain,accurate prediction of the load versus sway deflection for

this frame implies good agreemen

procedures developed by Gunnin

lier, they too get good prediction

for this frame.

t analysis and analytical

Epsion because, as pointed out ear-

t between

et al

the load versus sway deflection behaviour

The load versus bending moment plots for the stations immediately adjacent

to the joints were obtained theoretically using the present analysis assuming

10 segments per element and 1 element per member. These are shown by a

continuous line in Figure 5.7. On the assumption that the correct column

loads and lateral loads have been applied and that the frame behaviour is

symmetrical, the column moments \¡/ere computed by Ferguson and Breen as

the sum of the nominal end moment and the product Py f 2, where P is the

column load and y is the measured lateral deflection of the upper joint of

the column relative to the lower joint. The moments calculated from this

assumption are shown in Figure 5.7 as a dashed line.

Moments were also obtained through curvature measurements by Ferguson and

Breen using a series of 165 mm gage length rotation meters immediately adja-

cent to the four joints. Test results are shown as data points in Figure 5.7 for

three of the joints (the rotation meter for corner A was faulty during the test).

As bending moment could not be obtained directly, they were obtained from

the curvature measurements indirectly by using a section analysis program

based on the assumption that the stress strain relation of the concrete follows

Hognested's model. Hence, the accuracy of the bending moments obtained

depends on the accuracy of the moment-curvature calculations.

The bending moments obtained using deflection measurements give values

close to the joints, whereas those obtained using rotation meters give average

values over a gage length of 165 mm. This is reflected in the plot as the val-

ues obtained using the latter approach are smaller. Since the results obtained
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theoreticalty by the present approach are adjacent to the joints, these were

compared with those obtained experimentally from deflection measurements.

The agreement is considered to be very good(Figure 5'7)'

Investigation of the moment curvature relations of all the segments obtained

from SAFRAME shows that no hinge was formed at collapse. The moment

curvature relations of the critical segments are obtained using SAFRAME;

those along the columns adjacent to joints A, B, C and D are shown in Fig-

ures 5.8 through 5.11. Thus, the collapse was caused by instability, whereby

as a result of both material and geometrical non-linearity effects, the frame

swayed to such an extent that deflection continued to increase without any

increase in load. Eventually a stage was reached in the calculations when an

equilibrium condition could not be found.

5.3.2 Erames with Columns in Single Curvature

Furlong and Ferguson (1966) tested seven rectangular frames loaded so that the

columns were bent in single 
",r.rru,tt."è 

Test frames F2 and F4 were selected

for study here. These frames were also analysed by Gunnin, Rad and Furlong
Ji

(1977) using- numerical technique developed by them. Column loads P and

beam loads'oP *"." increased proportionally until the frame collapsed.

Half of the symmetric frame F2 is shown in Figure 5.12. Only one half of the

frame was used in the present analysis, with supports A and B not allowed

to rotate. The assumed properties of the concrete are: .f"ro i. 29.7 MPa; E"

:5000\,tl;i f.^o,:0.85 x f" i ?rr calculatedfrom 8., êono, and /"*o' is

2.16; and 7z : 3.00- For steel reinforcement: f", is 380 MPa; and E" :2'0 x

10s MPa.

The load deflection plots obtained from the present analysis using 2 elements

per column and 4 elements per column are shown in Figure 5.13. 20 segments
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were used for the entire column. In the same figure, experimental results

obtained and reported by Furlong a.ncl Ferguson are also plotted. Although

the frame is symmetric, two experimental curves are shown: one for the left

column and the other for the right column. There is a large variation in the

behaviour of the two columns. This non-symmetric behaviour in a supposedly

symmetric frame is likely to be caused by difficulties involved in setting up such

frames for testing; it is not only difficult to b,riltfjf"rfectly symmetric frame, {:
',.í r., ,:

but'âlso'difficult to apply perfectly symmetric load.. The horizontal deflections '1,"

,À 
, o'y L) LJ -"*7i - -- -

at mid-height of the columns are plotted along the x-axis. In light of the

different test results obtained for the trvo columns, the present analysis gives

a reasonably good estimate of the behaviour of this frame, over the range of

the experimental results. With 4 elements per column an ultimate load of 302

kN is predicted as compared rvith 274 kN obtained from the experiment. Rad,

Gunnin and Furlong obtained a failure load of 287 kN using their analytical

analysis, which agrees rvell rvith the pt'esent estimate'

The axial load versus tl're magnitt¡de of the bending moment plot obtained ana-

lytically by the present approa.ch a.nd tha.t obtained experimentally by Furlong

and Ferguson are shown in Figure 5.14. The moments obtained theoretically

show the sa.me trend in behaviour as those obta.ined from experiment- The

behaviour can be divided into three stages. In the first stage, both the end

moments and the mid-column moments increase. A second stage is reached

where the end moments decrease, distributing some of their moments to the

mid-column. Finally a stage is reached rvhereby both the end moments and

the mid.-column moments decrease lvith increasing curvature in a pre-selected

key segment; a collapse condition having been reached. There is reasonable

agreement between experimental and theoretical results for the end moments

but agreement between the results for the mid-column is not good.

Results are also obtained for frame F4, a. fra.me similar to frame F2 but having

stiffer beams. The frame is shos,n in Figute 5.15. For this frame, the assumed
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Figure 5.15: Test fra.me F4 tested by Furlong and Ferguson (1966)

properties of the concrete are: f" :22'3I\{Pa; E" : 5000 '[l- ; f*n' - 0'85

x f", i 'y1 calculated from 8., €ooo, and f. n, is 2'49; and 72 : 3'00' For the

steel reinforcement: f"u is 370 MPa; and E" :2-0 x 105 MPa

A plot of load versus horizontal deflection obtained from the present analysis

using 2 elements per column is shown in Figure 5-16- Twenty segments were

used for the entire column. In the same figure, the experimental results

obtained and reported by Furlong and Ferguson are also shown- Although the

results predicted by the present analysis is not particula,rly 8æd, the la.rge

variation in the load versus deflection behaviour between the two supposedly

similar columns suggests that it may be difficutt to get a good fit. The present

analysis gives an ultimate load of.207 kN as compared with 234 kN obtained

from the experiment. Rad, Gunnin and Furlong obtained a failure load of

200 kN using their analytical technique, s.hich agrees rvell with the present

P

estimate.
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The axial load versus the magnitude of the bending moment plots obtained an-

alytically by the present approach and that obtained experimentally by Furlong

and Ferguson are shown in Figure 5.17. This frame displays similar behaviour

to that of frame F2. There is reasonable agreement between experimental and

theoretical results for the moments at the ends and at mid-column.

5.4 Concluslons

Comparisons between results obtained from the present analysis with test re-

sults and results obtained by other analytical methods indicate that the present

approach can give reasonably good predictions of the behaviour of reinforced

concrete fi.ames. Comparisons with test results obtained by other analytical

methods suggest the the results obta.ined using the present approach are as

good as any other "rigorous" method of analysis. Obviously, the program can

be further developed to give better agreement with test results. An extensive

study of all available frame and beam test data is required if the computa-

tional model is to be improved. Further possible improvements are proposed

in Chapter 9.

For the present analytical approach, using segment size of length approximately

equal to its depth is sufñcient to produce accurate modelling of concrete frames.

The number of elements required to model the behaviour of columns depends

on whether the column failed in a srvay mode or a buckling mode. It was

found that 4 elements are usually sufficient to model accurately the behaviour

of single column failing in a buckling mode. For frames failing in a sway mode,

fewer elements are required. In the-case of the sway fra.me (with columns in

double curvature) analysecl, it rvas found that one element per column was

sufficient to model the behaviour.
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Chapter 6

Study of the Non-linear

Behaviour of Reinforced

Concrete Erarnes using

progranÌ SAFR,AME

6.1- Introduction

In this chapter, the non-linear behaviour of reinforced concrete frames is stud-

ied up to peak load and into the post-peak range. This study was undertaken

as a prelude to the investigations described in Chapters 7 and 8, the pur-

¡iose of the study being to provide information on the conditions which exist

when peak load occurs in a frame, on post-collapse peak load behaviour, and

on the effect of several parameters (notably beam stiffness and the degree of

geometrical nonlinearity modelling) on collapse and post-collapse behaviour.

L42
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some of the frames, depencling on geometry and load pattern, exhibit substan-

tial softening and even snapback, a phenomenon described earlier in Chapter 3.

ln Section 6.2, the softening behaviour of a test frame, previously analysed in

Chapter 5 is discussed. The frame softens before the formation of any con-

crete hinges- A concrete hinge is defined in this and subsequent chapters as a

segment having moment-curvature relation (with the effect of thrust included)

that has either a relatively flat plateau or a softening path, and which dis-

plays monotonic increase in curvature for the loading conditions being studied.

Hinges which follow a softening path rvill be referred to as softening hinges.

The behaviour observed in this test frame can also be reproduced in a simple

cantilevered column. Another frame, similar to the test frame, but with more

stocky columns, and with a larger applied horizontal load, can be used to illus-

trate the behaviour of frames which collapse immediately upon the formation

of a plastic hinge mechanism.

Four sets of frames with difterent loading patterns are also analysed using

SAFRAMB to investigate the range of behaviour which may be expected to

occur in concrete frames and the effect of the variations in the process of numer-

ical modelling of the geometrical non-linearities- For each set, thlee numerical

models are used- These include one without any geometrical nonlinerity effect ':

(model I); one with P-A effect of the joints only (modet II); and one with full
I

treatment of geometricd nolþearities (model III). For each set, frames with

three-metre high columns and nine-metre high columns are analysed'

ln Section 6.4, investigations are carried out on the effect of neglecting the

thrust effect on frame behaviour. This is useful as some numerical models

use a pre-determined moment-curvature relation for each segment which is
' 

assumed not to be aftected by the change in thrust acting on the segment as

loading progresses. The inaccuracy in neglecting thrust effect in the numerical

model is investigated by analysing a frame with and without thrust effect being

included into the analYsis.
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As the Australian code does not take into account the amount of beam reln-

forcement in the determination of the strength of frames with slender columns,

Section 6.6 investigates the effect of beam reinforcement on the strength of

frames. A portal frame is analysed with different amounts of reinforcement in

the beam. Results obtained indicate the importance of beam behaviour on the

strength of the frame.

Snapback instability, a phenomenon suggested to occur in strain softening

structures, has been observed occasionally. Three frames displaying snapback

behaviour are discussed in Section 6.4. The ability to trace snapback is im-

portant if the softening behaviour of frames is to be studied.

Finally the non-linear behaviour of a few multi-storey frames is treated in

section 6.7. The behaviour, though more complex, can be related to the basic

behaviour patterns displayed by the portal frames investigated in Section 6.3.

6.2 Softenittg Behaviour of FYarnes

In this section, the softening behaviour of reinforced concrete frames is studied

using program SAFRAMB. The causes of system softening are traced through

the moment-curvature plots of the potential hinge forming segments in the

frames. The effect of sectional thrust is included when obtaining the moment-

curvature relations.

In Chapter b, it was found that the frame ,[3 tested by Breen et al load soft-

ened before the formation of any concrete hinges, thus giving rise to instability

failure. This happens as the tesult of combined geometrical and material non-

li¡earities. The frame is shown together with the moment-curvature relations

of the potential hinge-forming segments of the beams in Figure 6.1, and with

those of the columns in Figure 6.2- These segments are next to the joints of
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the frame. It can be observed that no hinges were formed at collapse

This softening behaviour before the formation of concrete hinges is best illus-

trated using a simple structure such as a cantilevered column, with point loads

at the free end, as shown in Figure 6.3. The load is plotted against horizontal

deflection of the top of the column in Figure 6.4. The moment-curvature curve

for the segment at the base is shown in Figure 6.5- In Figure 6.6, the load is

plotted against curvature in the same segment'

As the analytic approach uses a deformation control procedure with a "k"y"

segment, of which curvature is used as the controlling parameter, the struc-

ture under the effect of the specified load pattern is progressively solved for

increasing curvature in the key segment. An increase in curvature in the key

segment at the base of the column (and, presumably, in other adjacents seg-

ments) results in a horizontal movement of the tip of the column. The increase

in moment of the base segment can result either from an overall increase in

Ioad magnitude or from the increase in the horizontal movement A and hence

the moment PA. If the column is sufficiently long, it is thus possible for the

load to d.ecrease even though M and rc both increase. This effect causes the col-

umn to display load-softening behaviour before the formation of any concrete

hinges. This can be observed clearly in Figures 6'5 and 6'6'

Another analysis was carried out on a frame with the same beam and column

cross section as the frame .L3 tested by Breen, but with equal vertical loads

applied above the columns and with the sway force increased to ten per cent of

total vertical load. The height of the frame was reduced to half that of frame -L3

(see Figure 6.2). The load versus sway deflection at the top of the left column

is shorvn in Figure 6.8. The collapse of the frame occurs after the formation of

four hinges, i.e., the formation of a complete plastic collapse mechanism. The

term "plastic collapse mechanism' is used throughout this thesis to describe

the formation of sufficient hinges for elastic-plastic collapse to occur- The
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moment-curvature relations of potential hinge-forming segments are shown ln

Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10. These figures show that all the hinges are at the

ends of columns as the beams have relatively higher amount of reinforcement.

The results of these two sway frames show that the the collapse of concrete

frames can occur at any stage of hinge formation. Indeed, it is not necessary

for any hinge to form ", rl,|, especially in very slender frames which display

substantial geometrical nodlùearities. This observation throws some doubt on

the use of elastic, perfectly plastic analysis both for the prediction of peak load

and as the basis for design.

6.3 Non-linearities in Erame Behaviour

In order to study the effects of various assumptions regarding non-linear be-

haviour, a series of computer simulations were carried out using SAFRAME

for a number of portal frames with various load pattern. Twenty-two frames

were analysed using the three levels of accuracy of treating

These levels are:

effects.

o Model I: material nonlinearity effect only.

¡ Model II: material nonlinearity effect and geometric nonlinearity effect

caused by the deflections of the joints of the frames'

o Model III: material nonlinearity effect and full geometric nonlinearity

effects: that caused by the movement of the joints and that caused by

the deflection of the member away from the centerline joining the ends

of the member.

Four sets of loadings were considered. These are referred to as SET1, SET2,

SET3 and SET4. For each set, two frames are considered: one with a height of
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3 metres and the other 9 metres. Details of load patterns and frame geometry

and properties are shown in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6'12'

For model I, the treatment of geometric effects in SAFRAME was bypassed'

Typ" II model includes the treatment of the geometric effects caused by the

lateral movements of loaded joints. This assumes that only the joints reflect

the deflected shape of the members.

The type III model was achieved by using four elements (and therefore in-

serting three additional internal nodes) per column. This, as shown earlier in

Chapter 5, allows the deflected shape of a column (be it in single or double

curvature bending) to be taken into consideration. No internal nodes were

inserted along the beams.

For SET4, the frame is braced, and therefore model II is not applicable as it

will give the same results as model I as the joints of the compression members

are not allowed to move horizontally.

FRAME1S and FRAME1T are subjected to loading only at the joints to ensure

that local beam collapse does not occur, as such collapse affects the overall

behaviour of the frame.

The short frame, FRAMEIS, is quite stiff laterally. This results in smaller

sway at beam level and therefore reduces the amount of geometric nonììrear-

ity caused by the deflection of the loaded joints. This in turn results in smaller

bending moments in the potential hinge-forming segments next to the sup-

ports, thus, allowing these segments to carry larger axial thrust, and thereby

increasing the load-carrying capacity of the frame'

The load versus sway deflection plot of this frame, shown in Figure 6.13, indi-

cates steeply softening and local ultimate deflection for model I. D in this plot

is the horizontal deflection at the top end of the left column. The moment

r54
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SET NAME CONFIGURATION MODELS

FRAMEl
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P P

O-2P-
3rn

6m

l,ll,lll
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9m

om

l,l¡,1 I
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FRAME25

P:O-SwL P=0.5wL
wkN

O.lwL 
-

Jrn

L=6m

l,ll,lll
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w
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Figure 6.11: Portal frames SET1 and SET2
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SET NAME CONFIGURATION MODELS
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Figure 6.12: Portal frames SET3 and SET4
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Figure 6.13: FRAMEIS: sway deflection

curvature relation of the key segment, selected to be the segment at the base

of the right column, has a relatively steep softening path (see Figure 6'14)'

The softening of the frame occurs at the same curvature step as the com-

mencement of softening in this segment; this agrees with previous findings by

other researchers (Bazant, 1976; Darvall and Mendis, 1985) that softening of

a structure can be caused by a softening hinge. In the works of Darvall and

Mendis, the softening slope in the linearised moment-curvature relation is pre-

determined and is fed as input data into the analysis. In reality the softening

is dependent on the stress history of the segment, and in particular also on the

axial thrust acting. Model I analysis of FRAMEIS takes this into account, but

the efiect of the degree of softening of a hinge on the post-ultimate behaviour

of a frame cannot be investigated directly. However, the effect of changing

thrust is obviously important and is usually ignored in the analysis based on

predetermined moment curvature relations.
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Figure 6.14: FRAMEIS: moment-curvature plot for key segment

Though eventually four hinges formed in the frame (two at the ends of the

beam and two at the bases of the columns), only two of these hinges were

present at peak load. These were next to the supports of the frame. This

agrees with previous observations by Darvall and Mendis(1985) that softening

in one or several hinges can cause the load to soften.

When geometrical rroíiù"..ities are included (in models II and III), the frame

displays a more gradual softening slope (see Figure 6.13). The moment cur-

vature relations of the key segment (also taken to be at the base of the right

column) in these models have almost flat peaks (see Figure 6.14)'

The importance of including geometrical non-linearity effects when modelling

this frame can be observed from the load versus sway deflection plots; the

peak load obtained using model I is about 940 kN and that for models II

160.00
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40.00

ez
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and III is about 800 kN (see Figure 6.13). The peak load is overestimated by

approximately 17.5 per cent when geometric nonlinearity effects are ignored in

the numerical modelling. On the other hand, comparison of models II and III

shows that deflections of the node points are clearly far more important than

the additional deflections within the length of each column.

FRAMEIT, which has nine-metre high columns, does not display steep soft-

ening (see Figure 6.15). The tallness of the frame results in large bending

moment acting on the base segments caused by the applied horizontal load at

beam level. The large moment and relatively small thrust acting at the base

results in moment-curvature relations of the base segments with relatively flat

softening paths. This causes the load versus sway deflection plots to have

relatively flat plateaus (i.e. no steep softening)

The peak load of model I occurs after the formation of four concrete hinges

(at positions required for the formation of a sway plastic collapse mechanism).

When geometric noíligearities are included (models II and III), fewer hinges

are formed at peak load: two hinges for model II and three for model III,

though eventually a complete set of four hinges is formed. This indicates that i, '. ' '

:'\.
geometrical noirlìnearity (frame instability) affects the collapse behaviour of

this frame.

159

The importance of including the geometrical non-linearity effect when mod-

elling this frame can be observed from the load versus sl\¡ay deflection plots;

the peak load obtained for model I is about 250 kN and that for model II and

III is about 175 kN. Not including the effect of geometrical nonlinearity results

in the peak load of this frame being over-estimated by approximately 43To'

Frame FRAME2S (see Figure 6.11) is subjected to point loads above the

columns, a uniformly distributed load along the beam and a horizontal load

at beam level with magnitude of five percent the total vertical load acting on

the frame.
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Figure 6.15: FRAMEIT: sway deflection

The load versus mid-span vertical deflection plots show that the estimated

peak loads are almost the same for models I, II and III (see Figure 6.16).

This suggests the geometrical nonliùearity effect has little influence on the

behaviour of this frame. The moment-curvature relations of potential hinge-

forming segments obtained from the analysis indicate that three hinges have

formed in the beam at peak load, one at each end of the beam and another at

mid-span. No hinges form in the column-

The plots for load versus sway deflection for the same frame (see Figure 6.17)

show that a *recovery" of sway deflection occurs in all three models during the

later part of the analysis as increasing curvature is applied to the key segment -

during the analysis. This chosen segment is located in the beam, adjacent

to the right end of the member. Such "recovery' of characteristic deflection

)
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Figure 6.16: FRAME2S: vertical deflection

has been observed in structures exhibiting snapback behaviour (BaZant et al,

lg37b). Snapbacks have been described earlier in Section 3.5. However, the

analysis of frame FRAMB2S has not been carried far enough to indicate the

presence (or absence) of snapbacks.

In the case of the tall frame FRAME2T (see Figure 6.11), the load versus

mid-span vertical deflection plots indicate significant difference in the peak

load for model I compared with those of models II and III (see Figure 6-18)-

However, there is little difference between the peak loads of models II and III.

This suggests that including the P-A effects caused by the lateral deflections

of the joints is important, but including the the P-A effects within the length

of the columns does not affect the results significantly. In all three models, two

hinges are formed, one at the right end segment of the beam and the other at

approximately mid-sPan.
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Figure 6.17: FRAME2S: sway deflection

The load versus sway deflection plots (Figure 6.19) indicate that model I is

stifier laterally when compared with models II and III. This observation sug-

gests that reducing the degree of modelling with respect to geometric nonlin-

earities produces results which overestimate the sway stiffness of the frame-

FRAME3S is subjected to a uniformly distributed load along the beam, ver-

tical point loads above the columns and a horizontal load at beam level (see

Figure 6.12) with magnitude of ten percent the total vertical load acting on the

frame. The load versus mid-span vertical deflection plot shown in Figure 6.20

indicates that type II and type III models give almost the same behaviour- The-

load versus sway deflection is given in Figure 6.21. The softening of the frame

occurs at the eleventh curvature step, when only two hinges are formed along

the beam, i.e., at a stage whereby the number of hinges is not sufficient to form

* MODEL I

+ MODEL ll
* MODEL lll
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Figure 6.18: FRAME2T: vertical deflection
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Figure 6.20: FRAMEIIS: vertical defl.ection

a beam plastic collapse mechanism, even though eventually three hinges are

formed- Observation of the moment curr¡ature relation of the segment at the

right end of the beam for model I indic¿tes that the softening slope increases

significantly at the eleventh curvature step (see Figure 6.22), a likely cause for

the softening behaviour of the frame at that stage.

Model II and III both display the same behaviour as model I, i.e., system

softening corresponds with the onset of relativeþ steep softening in the right

segment of the beam.

The peak load is not affected much by including the geometrical nonliirearity

effect for this frame and this indicates that the load-carrying capacity of the

frame is constrained numerically by local beam failure. This results from the

use of pattern load, where the load acting along the beam is related to the

forcæs acting at the joints.
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Figure 6.21: FRAME3S: sway deflection
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For model I of FRAME3T (see Figure 6.12), the peaks of the plots obtained

are almost flat (see Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24) Observation of the moment-

curvature relations of the potential hinge-forming segments of the frame indi-

cates that four hinges are formed when the frame reaches the peak load: two of

these in the right column and two in the beam; one at about mid-span and the

other at the right end of the beam. None of these hinges has steep unloading

which explains the almost flat peaks observed'

Both models II and III display the same behaviour, with the load plateau

(almost flat) occurring after the formation of three hinges in the frame. These

hinges have flat peaks; two of them in the right column and the other in the

segment next to the right end of the beam. As there are insufficient hinges at

peak load to create a plastic collapse mechanism and the moment curvature

relations of the hinges have relatively flat plateau (and therefore softening of

hinges is not the cause), the peaks of these two frames are caused by frame

instability occurring before the formation of a plastic collapse mechanism.

The peak load predicted by model I, of about 30 kN, is substantially different

to the 25 kN (approximately) predicted by models II and III. Models II and

III give almost the same peak load. This indicates that for tall sway frames,

the geometrical ,rorrli.t"u.rity effect of the loaded joints is important, but that

including.the effect of geometric nonlinearity within the member length has

little influence on the behaviour of sway frames-

For FRAME4S (see Figure 6.12), model II is not relevant as the frame is braced

laterally. Load versus mid-span deflection of the beam for model I is given in

Figure 6.25 and the horizontal deflection at mid-column is given in Figure 6.26'

Model III of this frame is analysed by using four elements, and hence three

nodes, per column. This allows the geometrical non-linearity effect along the

column to be modelled. Results are given in Figures 6.25 and 6.26. Peak load

corresponds to the formation of a local beam collapse mechanism, i.e., three

166
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Figure 6.25: FRAMMS: vertical deflection of beam

hinges form in the beam, one at each end and one at midspan. The hinges

form almost at the same instant, i.e., at the fifth curr¡ature step, indicating

that the local beam failure is the cause for the frame reaching its peak load.

Results obtained for a taller frame FRAME/IT (see Figure 6-12) are given rn

Figure 6.27 and, Figure 6.28. In this case' the columns are less stiff compared

to those of FRAMMS- Peak load also occurs when a beam plastic collapse

mechanism forms, but the hinges at the end of the beam and that at mid-

span do not form at the satne instant as in the case of FRAME4S' For model

I, the hinge at midspan forms at the fifth cunrature step whereas those next

to the joints form at the twenty-fourth currrature step. compa.ring the load

versus vertical d.eflection plots of FRAME4S and FRAME4T shows that the

the change in slope is quite sudden for FRAMBIS whereas for FRAMMT,

the change in slope is more gradual. This shows that even though local beam

failure controls the peak toa.d the frame can carry (if it is subjected to propor-

tional loa.ding), the nature of the load versus vertical deflection (at mid-span
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Figure 6.26: FRAMMS: horizontal deflection at mid-height of left column

of the beam) depends on the stiffness of the columns connected to the ends of

the beam

The effect of geometrical non-linearities is not pronounced in this frame. This

is likely due to the local beam failure having the effect of limiting the amount

of axial force in the columns-

The results obtained above indicate that softening in frames is caused either

by the presence of a softening hinge or frame instability after the occurrence

of one or more pla-stic hinges-

Comparisons of results obtained for the different models show the importance

of including P-A effect caused by lateral movements of joints in numerical

models. It was found that P-A effect within the member length has little
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influenceonthebehaviourofswayframes.Thecomparisonsalsoindicatethat

ignoringgeometricnonlinearityeffectgivessignificantover-estimationofthe

peak loads of swaY fra¡nes'

6.4 Effect of sectional Thrust on the Be-

haviour of Reinforced Concrete Erarnes

In some proposed computational procedures, the efiect of thrust on sectron

behaviour is ignored when analysing reinforced concrete frames- The effect of

ignoring thrust in concrete frame analysis is studied in this section'

A portal frame ,4. under sway loading shown in Figure 6.29 is analysed both

with and without the effect of thrust on the sectional behaviour- Ræsults

obtained for these two c¿ses are plotted in Figure 6.30. It can be observed
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Figure 6.28: FRAMBTT: horizontal deflection at mid-height of left column

that the frame is stiffened significantly when the effect of thrust on the sectron

behaviour is taken into consideration in the analysis. The predicted collapse

load changes from P : 4I3 kN for the frame without the efiect of thrust to

P : 586 kN for the frame with the efiect of thrust-

The moment-curvature relations of all the potential hinge-forming segments are

shown in Figure 6.31, obtained from the analysis of the frame with the effect

of thrust and Figure 6.32, obtained from the analysis of the frame without the

efiect of thrust. The inclusion of thrust effect in the analysis has resulted in

fewer hinges forming in the columns as compared with the case where th-rust

effect was excluded. The details of hinge formation from the two analysés are

shown in Figure 6.33.
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and two in the columns. For the frame without the effect of thrust, six hinges

were formed; two in the beam and four in the columns. The positions of the

hinges indicates that the stiffening effect of axial thrust in the columns has

prevented the formation of hinges at the top of the columns. Even the order of

hinge formation is affected; in the case where the effect of thrust is included,

hinges first formed at the ends of the beam whereas in the other case, hinges

first formed at the lower ends of the columns (see Figure 6.31 and Figure 6.32).

The analyses show the importance of including the effect of thrust on moment-

curvature relationships when analysing structures with substantial axial thrusts

in the members. The collapse load, and the order and number of hinge forma-

tion can be affected by the exclusion of this effect from numerical models.

6.5 Effect of Beam Reinforcernent on Fþame

Behaviour

In the Australian concrete standard 453600, the reinforcement present in the

beam is assumed not to have any effect on the strength of reinforced concrete

columns forming part of a frame. In this section, a sway frame 3 t"bj".|ft;

to joint loading shown in Figure 6.34 is analysed with different quantity'óf 'ì

reinforcement in the beam.

Load versus sway-deflection plots for frame B with five different beam rern-

forcements of. 0.5To, ITo, 2To,, 3% and 4% of the gross cross-section area are

shown in Figure 6.35. The reinforcement of the column section was main-

tained at 2To that of the gross sectional area. As can be seen from the plots,

the strength increases significantly as the reinforcement in the beam was in-

creased from 0.5% to LTo, and also from 1% to 2%. The strength increased

slightly when the reinforcement was increased from 3% to 4To. For the first
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three cases, four hinges were formed at collapse (peak load), two at the ends

of the beams and two at the bases of the columns. For the last two cases, only

two hinges were formed at the bases of the columns. This indicates that for the

last two cases, the amount of reinforcement in the beam is sufficient to stiffen

up the frame to enable the vertical loads to increase to a stage where stability

failure of the frame occurred before the formation of a collapse mechanism.

The strength of the frame varies from P:335kN for the frame with beam

having 0.5% reinforcement to P:685kN for the frame with beam having 4%

reinforcement. This indicates the importance of beam reinforcement on frame

behaviour, especially on the strength and stiffness'

6.6 Snapback InstabilitY

Snapback instability has been described in Chapter 4. Occasionally snapback

behaviour was observed when the analysis was carried far enough into the

load. softening region. This section looks at a few frames which exhibit this

type of behaviour. Snapback behaviour was observed for the frame C shown

in Figure 6.36. Plots of load versus sway deflection and load versus beam

midspan deflection are shown in Figure 6.37 and Figure 6.38 respectively- It

can be seen that snapback instability occurs for the sway deflection but not

for the beam deflection in this case.

Another frame (Frame D) shown in Figure 6.39 also displays snapback in-

stability behaviour, but this occurs for the midspan vertical deflection of the

beam instead of the sway deflection as in the previous case. The load versus

sway deflectionf and the load versus beam midspan deflection plots for frame

D arc shown in Figure 6.40 and Figure 6.41 respectively.
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In frame E, shown in Figure 6.42, two snapbacks occur' one in the curve of
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vertical beam deflection (Figure 6.43) and the other in the sway deflection at

the top of the left column (Figure 6.44).

6.7 Multi-storeY Flames

Two three-storey two-bay reinforced concrete frames are analysed using pro-

gram SAFRAME. Material properties are as those used for the portal frame

analyses described earlier in this chapter.

The load versus sway deflection plot for frame A (Figure 6.a5) is shown rn

Figure 6.46. Each solution point indicates one curvature step in the control

of a key segment use in the numerical analysis. Load deflection behaviour is

linear until the formation of the first set of hinges next to the right ends of the

left beams 6 and 11 of the frame (the number assigned to the beams is given

in Figure 6.45). One curvature step later, hinges form next to the right ends

of beams 1, 7 and 12. The slope remains almost constant until three curvature

step later, when more hinges are formed. The order of the hinge formation is

shown in Figure 6.46. After the eighth curvature step, the slope of the curve

decreases to almost a plateau. The peak load occurs not long after at the tenth

step. At peak load, the number of hinges formed is not sufficient to cause a

frame plastic collapse mechanism. However, the frame sways sufficiently to

cause a decrease in load.

Moment curvatures plots for the hinges show that all have relatively flat curves.

A typical plot for the column segment at position 158 in Figure 6.46 is given in

Figure 6.47. This suggests that the softening is not caused by steep softening

in one of the hinges, anil therefore instability is the main cause of the collapse.

Unloading behaviour in segments has also been observed in some of the seg-

ments in the frames; a typical segment with unloading hinge is shown in Fig-

185
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ure 6.48 for the segment close to the midspan of beam l1

The load versus sway deflection plot for multi-storey fra,me B (Figure 6.49)

is shown in Figure 6.50- This fra.me is the same as frame A, but is subjected

to larger horizontal applied loads. As in the case of frame A, load-deflection

behaviour is linear up to the formation of the first hinge. A distinct load-

softening path can be observed from the plot. At peak load, the number of

hinges formed are a,lmost sufficient to form a fra'me plastic collapse mechanism'

All the hinges formed have relatively flat plateaus, indicating that, as for the

case of frame A, instability is the cause of softening. But in frame B, the

softening is more severe, a rellection of the rveak condition of the frame caused

by the large number of hinges-

A simple calculation carried out on a. beam sirnila.r to those of the frames, sub-

jected to a uniformly distributed loacl, indicates tha.t plastic collapse occurs

when the load reaches 70 kN/rn. The bea.m is assumed to be fixed at both

ends. Though, the beams in the frames are subjected to additional moments

and thrusts from the lateral forces acting on the frames, this simple analysis

gives a rough estimation of beam collapse load. It is expected that the collapse

loads of the frames clo not exceed the actual beam collapse loads- The approx-

imate value of beam colla.pse load of 70 kN/rn conlPares well lvith the overall

frame collapse load of ?5 kN/m and 62 kN/m obtained for frames A and B

respectively, even though no beam plastic mechanism forms at peak loads-

For both the above frames, the key segment is the one nearest to the base of

the centre column. It was found tha.t using this segment gives better numerical

sta.bility as compa.red with controlling a. segment in the bea.m.

A total of 210 segments rvere used irr ea.ch of the a,nalyses to give segment

lengths approximately equal to the depth of the lespective members.
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The failures of the two multi-storey fratnes analysed are due to instability,
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whereby there is no plastic collapse mechanisms being formed at the peak

Ioad. This behaviour is very much like that obtained for most of the sway

portal frames analysed in Section 6.3-

6.8 Conclusions

The load softening behaviour of reinforced concrete may occur even before the

formation of any concrete hinges in the stlucture. This is rnainly caused by

the geometrical noililearity effect. The effect has been demonstrated using a

simple cantilevered column.

The collapse behaviour of nori.litlear reinforced concrete frames has been stud-

ied using portals. The follolving features have been observed:

o For a structure rvith mainly material nonlùeari ty effects (i.e., geometrical

nonlinearities are not important), the peak load of the structure occurs

after the formation of a plastic collapse mechanism provided the concrete

hinges do not have steep softening slopes. In the case of a portal frame,

this can either be a local beam mechanism or a sway mechanism. It is also

possible for such a structure to reach peak load lvithout the formation of

a plastic collapse mechanism; the requitement is that at least one hinge

has a softening slope-

o When carrying out non-linear analysis of a frame under proportional

loading, local beam failure may limit the load a structure can carry. It

has been observed in sonìe of the fi'ames analysed that the peak load is

reached once a local bea.m failure occurs. Numericallg the entire frame

seems is unable to carry extra load, but the actual situation could be

that only the beam will collapse if the peak load is reached (especially

if the frame has weak beams and strong columns). The assumption of
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proportional loading is a convenience analytical device, but restricts the

conclusions which iu,n b" drawn.

o Most of the portal frames analysed failed by frame instabilitg whereby

the peak load is reached before the formation of a complete set of con-

crete hinges (to form a plastic collapse mechanism) or the formation of

a critical softening hinge. Since this instability occurs for a non-linear

structure with both material and geometric nonlinearities, it is highly

complex and therefore difficult to model accurately using simplified ap-

proaches such as those used in design codes'

o The results of the analyses suggest that failure of the a frame in most

practical cases is likely to occur either by a local plastic beam mecha-

nism, or by a complex instability mode which occurs due to geometric

non-linearities after one or several plastic and/or softening hinges have

appeared.

o Geomet.i.tl nÂearity due to movement of the ends of the columns

during loading was found to be very important and therefore should be

included in any numerical modelling of concrete frames. Results obtained

suggest that geometric nonlinearity due to deflection along the column

is less important for the modelling of behaviour of concrete sway frames.

o The results obtained for the braced portal frames indicate that the flex-

ibility of neighbouring columns connected to the beam influence the

collapse behaviour of the system. When the beam was connected to

stiff columns, the fall off in loa.d occurs suddenly without much warning

rvhereas in thocase where the beam was connected to less stiff columns,

the load increments gradually decrease rvith increase in mid-span deflec-

tion before the load decreases. This gives ample warning of impending

collapse in a real structure.

The effect of thrust on moment-curvature relation of reinforced concrete mem-
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bers cannot be ignored in the analysis of reinforced concrete frames' Ignoring

the effect of thrust has been shown to affect the strength and the stiffness of

the structure. It also gives different results concerning the formation of the

number of concrete hinges.

Efiect of the quantity of beam reinforcement has been shown to affect the

strength and stiffness of slender reinforced concrete frames' Simplified analysis

such as that stipulated by 453600, which does not take the reinforcement of

the beam into consideration when calculating the stiffnesses of the columns, is

not likely to give accurate estimate for the strength of the frames'

snapback instability has been found to occur in reinforced concrete portal '

frames. It was observed from the frames analysed that at most one snapback

occurs in each of the characteristic deflections of the frames' snapbacks oc- l

curred either in the vertical deflection of the beam or in the sway deflection or i

in both the vertical and sway deflections'

Multiple snapbacks in one characteristic deflection, a phenomena postulated to

occur by Bazant et at (1988b), was not observed in the frames analysed' How-

ever, multiple snapback is possible in a given frame, in the sense that individual

snapback can occur with respect to different load-deflection curves (e'g', in the

independent curves of load versus vertical deflection and load versus horizontal

deflection). Indeed, multiple snapback of this type was obtained.

The ability of the approach to predict the softening behaviour of multi-storey

frames is demonstrated using trvo practical size frames- The behaviour ob-

tained indicates that these frames reaches their peak load before the formation

of plastic collapse mechanisms, therefore suggesting stabitity failure caused by

geometric nonlinearity effect in a frame rvith both material and geometric

nonlinearity effects. This behaviour conforms to the behaviour of portals in-

vestigated earlier in this chapter'



Chapter 7

Investigation of the Accuracy of

the Moment Magnifier Method

for the Analysis /Design of

Slender Colurrrns

7.L Introduction

The design of reinforced concrete columns in slender frames using a 'rigorous'

analysis taking into account the interactive effect of material and geometri-

cal nonlinearities is seldom carried out because of the inherent complexities-

Recognising this, the Australian Standatd f|!lg *tt:ry; slender colurnns to 
.

be designed to different tiers, or levels of sophistÍcation. íThese are referred as '-r'

the bottom-tier method (also knorvn as the moment magnifier method), the

middle-tier method, and the top-tier method'

197
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Each of these methods requires a different type of analysis. The top-tier

method, clearly, requires complex analytical tools in the form of computer

programs that can perform non-linear analysis of frames including both the

material and geometric non-linearities. The middle'tier method requires the

use of a second-order elastic analysis program which takes only the geometric

non-linearities into consideration. The bottom-tier method being the simplest

of the three, is based on a first-order linear elastic analysis.

In this chapter, the moment magnifier method of 453600 is described and

studied. This highly idealised and simplified method of analysis is the most

popular of the three mentioned above. To enable the study of the accuracy

of strength predictions of slender frames using the moment magnifier method

(as compared rvith using a more accurate method of analysis/design) to be

carried out, a suite of computer programs have been developed to carry out the

moment magnifier method of design/analysis. These programs are described

in Appendix I.

Analysis and design ca.lcul¿tions have been carried out for a wide range of

portal frames using the simplified moment magnifier method. For comparison

purposes, parallel anal.vses were ma.de with the top-tier method in the form

of program SAFRAME described in Chapter 4. Comparisons of the results

obtained frorn these two methods provide the basis for evaluating the accuracy

and adequacy of the bottom-tier method.

The purpose of the study in this chapter is to make comparisons between the

simplified method and the more accurate method of design, i-e-, the top-tier

method, in order to evaluate the accuracy a.nd adequacy of the former method-

Comparisons rvere first ma.de of predicted ultimate loads, using the analytic

procedures without safety coefficients. Comparisons were then made of the

design procedures using design loads and all safety coefficients-

198
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7.2 The Moment Magnifier Method

7.2.L Background and Sources

Column design procedures in successive Australian codes and standards have

generally follorved developments in the ACI concrete code (with a time lag).

For example, ACI 318-63 used a load reduction factor method for the design

of slender columns.,f,Co-O.r.ble method rvas retained in the concrete cod'e

ASt4S0 until 1988, rvhen 4S1480 rvas replaced by the new Australian Standard,

4S3600

Recent attempts to rationalise the simplified design procedure resulted in both

the American standard ancl the Australian standard using the moment magni-

fier method as the bottom-tier method- [n contrast with the reduction factor

method, the moment magnifier method magnifies the bending moment with-

out increasing the axial force. This is more rational than the reduction factor

method which requires the magnification of both the bending moment and the

axial force.

The moment magnifier method used in 453600 is similar to that used in ACI

318-83(1983). The sources of ACI 318-83 are therefore also those of 453600.

The moment magnifier method used in ACI 318-83 is based on that of AISC

steel design specifications (American Institute of Steel Construction, 1963)-

In the analysis of concrete structures to determine forces acting on members,
/""'

assumptionlhåi bo be made of the EI values (B is the modulus of elasticity

and 1 is the second moment of area of cross-section) for beams and columns-

ACI 318-83 and 453600 both stipulate tha,t any reasonable assumptions mày

be a.dopted for computing relative flexural stiffnesses of columns, provided

consistency is ma.intained throughout the analysis'
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The use of column buckling concepts in the moment magnifier method re-

quires the determtlft,l::r: of a bucklit.,l,totd, N"; the calculation of N. is based

on the assumption lhe column h;iÛihg a uniform E.[ value. Previous stud-

ies (described by Macgregor, Breen and Pfrang(1970)) resulted in ACI 318-83

adopting representative empirical values, for short-term behaviour, given by

the Equation:

EI _ E"In 
(7.1)

2.5

Stuclies by l\{enn(1974) and MacGregor et al(1975) suggested that the repre-

sentative BI might be calculated conveniently at the "balanced" point on the

strength inter-a,ction cliagram. This point corresponds to the tensile steel just

starting to yield when the moment capacity is reached-

For conditions of multiple layers of reinfolcement and prestressing tendons, the

"balanced" definition cannot be upheld and, therefore, a more general concept

basecl on curvature of the section is applied. Based on this concept, the EI

value is defined in 453600 as:

EI -- 2ood.M"u (7.2)

lvh.ere

d : effective depth of the section; and

A[.a :is the moment corresponding to a neutral axis

depth of. le,,d,: 0.6d and a strength reduction

fa.ctor { of 0.6.

7.2.2 The Method: Design

The Australian Standard 453600 allows a slender column to be designed using

the moment magnifier method provided the column slenderness lies within
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prescribed limits. For a braced column, the lower limit for slenderness is

specified by:

(7.3)L"
r

or25

oo(r.#)t(,-r#)
whichever is the greater.

(7.4)

where

For an unbraced column, the lower limit is specified by:

L" -- ,,
r

L" : effective length of a column;

r : radius of gYration of a section;

Mi,M; : The smaller and larger design bending

moments respectively at the ends of a column;

Nuo : the ultimate strength in compression of an axially

loaded cross-section, without eccentricity;

¡y'* : the design axial force-

(7.5)

If the column slenderness is less than these specified limits, then it may be re-

garded as "short" and geometric slenderness effects can be ignored altogether.

An upper limit of the slenderness ratio of 120 is specified by the Australtan

standard for slender columns designed using the simplified methods. For

frames with column slenderness greater than this value, a top-tier method

is required.

The moment magnifier method, even though simplified, cannot be used to

determine section sizes directly from given design loads. A trial and error

approach has to be used whereby a trial section is chosen and then checked
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for adequacy; if the column cannot carry the design loads according to the

moment magnifier method of analysis, it must be adjusted accordingly.

To design/analyse slender columns in a given frame, the design load is first

determined. This loading should reflect the proportional nature of the design

loads, factored up from the service loads using the appropriate load factors of

453600. Gross sectional EI and EA values are then used to carry out a linear

elastic analysis of the frame to determine first-order forces.

To allow for geometric non-linearities, the bending moments determined from

the first order analysis are magnified.

For a column in the frame, the linear analysis gives the end moments Mi and

M|,, where Mî and MI are the smaller and larger design bending moment

respectively at the ends of a column. The axial force N* is also obtained from

the analysis. Next the end restraint coefficients 71 and 12 are calculated at

each end of the column, as:

D (å),
(7.6)'lt ¡ ^lz:

D(

where

B

: secorid moment of area of the gross concrete section;

: length of the member;

: fixity factor for fixity condition at

the far end of the beam;

the columns meeting at, and rigidly connected to,

the end of the column under consideration; and

D (l) 
": 

sum of the stiffnesses in the plane of bending of all

I
L

p

D (;), _ sum of the stiffnesses in the plane of bending of all

the beams meeting at, and rigidly connected to,
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the end of the column under consideration'

According to Clause f0.5.6 of 453600, the end restraint coefficient'y may be

taken as ten when the end restraint is provided by a footing with negligible

restraint, and may be taken as one lvhen the end of the column is restrained

from rotating.

From these restraint factors, the effective length of the column is calculated

as le Lu where the effective length factor k is determined from the Jackson-

Moor.eland charbs providecl in 453600. Depending on rvhether the column is

braced or unbraced, the appropriate cha'rt is to be used'

For both braced and unbraced columns, the magnified moment obtained using

the braced moment magnifier, ó6, is obtained from the expression:

IV*:ùxMi (T-7)

where 
r-ó,:1ft'21 (7'8)

N.

Intheaboveequation,k,n:0.6-0-41[il¡.[;foracolumnwithouttransverse

loading between irs ends and N" : (r2lLZ)Í200d(ö M"o)lG+ þòl.The value

of ß* is limited to 0.4 to account for the unwinding, under high axial loads,

of columns bending in double curvature where 0.5 < ffi < r.O- The design

strength in bending Ó Ã[a corresponds to values of k,, : 0-6 and { : 0-6.

B¿ is a empirical factor equal to the ratio of the dead load to the total load;

this factor is taken as zero when L"f r 140 and N' < M.fzD,, i-e., when the

eccentricity of load is large.

In the calculation of N" above, a value of EI is implied' For a compression

member, the stiffness EI va.ries with the magnitude of the moment and axial

force acting. It also varies with the variation of the bending moment along the

beam. In the Austra,lian standard, t\e EI value at the "balanced point" on the
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column interaction diagram is used. This contradicts the use of gross sectional

EI inthe frame analysis used to obtain forces described earlier. The use of this

value of. EI has no theoretical justification (Warner et a1,1989) and is based

on the studies by Macgregor, oelhafen and Hage (1975); and Menn(1974) who

suggested that a single representative value of. EI might be calculated at the

"balanced" point on the interaction diagram.

For a braced column the design moment is calculated from Equation 7.7.

For an unbraced column the design bending moment is taken to be the larger

of two bending moments calculated: one obtained from Equation 7.7 and the

other from Equation 7.9 below:

M*:6"xMi (7.e)

where
I

(7.10)ó,:

'- (B#)
The summations in the above equation include all columns within the storey

In lieu of Equation 7.9, the system moment magnifier can be obtained for the

entire frame by using the critical buckling load of the frame using the equation

below:
I6": .' _ r+g¿\

t 
ó"\u" )

À.." : ratio of the elastic critical buckling load

of the entire frame to the design load for

the strength limit states; and

0¿ : ratio of the dead load to the sum of the dead

and live load, and /" is a correction factor

taken as 0.6.

(7.11)

where
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The value of ó" obtained from the above expression is applied to all the columns

in the frame.

The elastic buckling load used in Equation 7.11 above for a sway frame can

be obtained approximately from the expression given below (stevens, 1967;

Rosenbluth, 1965; and MacGregor; 1972):

P.
I{uh; (7.r2)

"rl
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where

h¿ : height of the i-th storey; and

: a parameter which varies from 1'0 for frames rvith

flexible beams to 1.22 for frames with rigid beams.

The lateral stiffness of the i-th storey, ,I(1; is calculated "t * where I4 is the

horizontal load above the i-th storey and A; is the lateral sway within storey

height å;.

An upper limit on ó" of 1.5 is proposed by 453600. This is based on the study

by MacGregor and Hage (1977) who found that above this value, instability

failure occurs before the section with the maximum moment reaches its full

strength.

The evaluation of the accuracy of the bottom-tier method using the system

magnifier of Equation 7.11 is not covered in the present investigation, which

is concerned only with the magnifiers of Equations 7.7 and 7.9. Attention is

focussed on Equation 7.9 instead of Equation 7.11 as the former equation is

normally used by designers in preference to the latter equation.

After obtaining the braced moment magnifier and the storey moment magnifier

for the column with the most critically loaded section, the next step is to obtain

the design strength interaction curve. Details of the steps involved to obtain

.Y
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interaction curve for symmetrically reinforced concrete sections are given in

Appendix D. For the purpose of design or determination of design strength, a

strength reduction factor / is applied to the calculated moment. This strength

reduction factor, given in in Table 7.L, is dependent on the magnitude of .iV"

and É.,.

Table 7.1: Strength reduction factor $ for section under combined bending

and axial compression

N" 2 N"a 0.6

N" < N,a and ß, < 0.4

for the section

strength in pure bending

0.6+o.z(r - *)

N" < N,6 and ß, > 0.4

for the section

strength in pure bending

o6+ [(ot#) -06] (t-ffi)

The larger moment I$ of the column obtained from the linear analysis rs

multiplied by the larger of óa and 6", and together with the axial thrust value

acting on the section, a point is located on the interaction diagram. If this

point lies to the left of interaction curve, then the sizes and the amount of

reinforcement chosen for the members of the frame are acceptable, else they

have to be adjusted and the entire procedure repeated. Even if the point lies

to the left of the interaction curve, adjustment may still be required to achieve

an economical design.
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7.2.3 The Method: Strength Determination

Sometimes it is necessary to cletermine the design strength of a frame given

the load pattern ancl geometry. The design strength takes account of all the

material reduction factors ancl othe[ sa.fety factors provided by the standard.

The determination of clesign strength requires an aPploach different from the

trial and eÌror approach used in design'

For design strength calculations, Eclua.tion 7.7 can be written in a more ap-

propriate folm (Watner et al,19S2). Strbsbituting A{; - N'ez (rvhere e2 is the

eccentricity of a.xial force a.t the cncl Nith the la.rger moment /ì1i) into this

equation and rea.rrangir-rg, gives:

207

(7.13)IN': (P) + (ü)

The Equation ?.13 defines the strength requirements of the critical section rn

a column and, therefore., is referred to as the loading line of the section- The

N-^[ design strength interaction curve plovides the second relation defining

the permissi6le str.ength of the section. The point tl'rat satisfies the require-

ments of both cufves gives the largest permissible N value to use in design.

The requirement that óa is grea.ter than 1.0 (see Equation 7.8) results in a

bounding straight loacling Iine satisf¡'irrg the following relationship:

^I-N* (7.14)
€2

The form of Equation 7.9 is not suita.ble for cletermining the design strength of

a frame under the effect of the storey moment magnifier 6". Since the forces in

the frame are obtained from a linear elastic analysis, it is possible to write the

sum of all the a.xial forces in the columns s'ithin the sa'me stot'ey as the column

under consideration, replesentecl b.l' ¡1t" notation D N., as ór. N" where 6," is

a constant factor determined from the forces obta.ined from the linear elastic
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analysis and .lú* is the a.xia.l force in the column under consideration. Substi-

tuting this relation a,trcl 
^'I; 

: N-e2 into Equation 7'9 and rearranging' as for

the case of Equation 7-13, gives:

208

(7.15)
IN*:

#'+ t'i;
This expression clefines a loading line for the section with the larger load ec-

centricity e2, under the influence of the motnent magnifier 6".

For the analysis of a slencler cohrmn, Ecluations 7.13 a.nd 7.15 are used to plot

trvo loading lines, the first replesenting the la.rger end momenf Il[[ magnified

by ó¡ and the seco¡cl .-epresenting tlli rnagnified by ó". The straight line defined

by Equation 7.14 is the third loading line required. The intersection points

betlveen the loading lines and the clesign strength interaction diagram of the

column section ca.n be obta.ined either gra.phically or numerically. The design

strength of this column is the intersection point rvith the lorvest thrust value-

After locating the design strength of the column, the moment magnifier can

be obtained frorn the ex¡rt'ession belorv:

6 : A[='= (7.16)
ezN'

where

^'l* 
: bending moment at the intersection point;

N* : axia.l force at the intersection point; and

ê2 : the eccentricity of axial force at the end

with the larger moment ly'i

Once the value of the design strength N' of the critical column is determined,

the corresponding strength of the frame ca.n be determined from the result

obtained from the linea.r elastic analysis ca.rried out earlier. In cases where

the critically loaded column cannot be reaclily identified, analyses are carried
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out for each column. The lowest value is chosen as the design strength of the

frame.

The accuracy of the moment magnifier method has previously been checked by

Smith and Bridge (198a) for isolated columns. They found that the method is

accurate for slenderness ratios Ll, < 40. This covers most practical cases of

braced columns. For Lf r above this limit, the method becomes increasingly

conservative, particularly for column with small end moments. The study

of Smith and Bridge w¿rs limited to isolated pinned-ended columns with end

eccentricity loading. unfortunately, no checks have been made of columns in

frames, which is the major application in practice'

In fact gross simplifications and idealisations are introduced in order to apply

the moment magnifier method to columns in frames. For example, there exists

the inconsistency of assuming EI values based on the gross concrete sections

for frame analysis and assuming the section having EI values corresponding

to that of the balanced points when calculating N" used to obtain the moment

magnifiers.

In the calculation of the effective length, the eftective length factor k is obtained

for the frame assuming that the reinforcement in the beam has little or no effect

on the strength. Previous analytical study by Pagay, Ferguson and Breen

(lg70) indicates substantial influence of the amount of beam reinforcement on

the strength of concrete frames-

However, the major idealisation occurs in the use of the effective length concept

to account for frame action. This comes from elastic buckling theory and is

not logically related to real behaviour of concrete frames with lateral loads and

beam loads.

A suite of computer programs has been developed to facilitate the design and

ultimate strength calculations for slender frames. They are used to carry out

209
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the analyses described for the frames below. The details of these programs are

given in Appendix I-

7.3 lJnbraced Portal Erames Analyses

7.3.L Details of Flames Analysed

A total of I44 portal frames are analysed, rvith the configurations shown ln

Figure 7.1. The cross section of all beams and columns is 300 mm by 300 mm,

rvith the concrete cover taken to be 50 mm'

The parameters varied in this study are:

o loading patterns: four tYPes;

o amount of column reinforcement: tlvo ratios- trvo per cent and four per

cent of gross sectional area;

o total a,mount of beam reinforcement: six ratios- 0.5 per cent, 1 per cent,

2 per cent,3 per cent, 4 per cent and 5 per cent gross sectional area; and

o column heights: three heights- 3m,6m and 9m'

The portals have column slenderness ratios l"/r (based on 453600) of 48' 88

and.I27, corresponding to the frame heights of 3 m, 6 m and 9 m respectively.

These provide a good cover of the range allorved by 453600 for the simplified

method of design, i.e, from 36 to 120-

As previous studies by Paga.y, Ferguson and Breen (1970) have shown that

the quantity of beam reinforcement has a significant effect on overall frame

behaviour, the six different reinforcement ratios given above were used. All
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Figure 7.1: Configurations of portal frames analysed
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beams are symmetrically reinforced with equal amounts of steels in the upper

and lower regions over the full span length'

A53600 stipulates the minimum and maximum amount of reinforcement al-

lowed in beams and columns. For columns, the minimum reinforcement is

0.014s where An is the gross sectional area except that, when a column has a

larger area than is required for strength, a reduced value may be used' The

maximum amount of column reinforcement is 0.04As or less if proper placing

and compaction of concrete is impeded. The "deemed to satisfyn minimum

amount of tensile reinforcemenI for rectangular reinforced concrete beams spec-

ified in 453600 is:

f"u
(7.r7)

with the characteristic .f", of 400 I\{Pa, this gives a lower limit of 0.0035

(the efiective depth d of the beams in the portals is 250 mm and the overall

depth D is 300 mm). The lowest beam reinforcement value or L00A"lBD

(where A" is the total amount of steel for symmetrically reinforced concrete

section) of 0.5 per cent correspond to a value of 0.003, slightly less than the

minimum requirement of Equation 7.17. No upper limit is given in 453600 for

symmetrically reinforced beam sections.

It is recognised that the upper limit of 5% chosen for steel content in the beams

may not be feasible from the viewpoint of constructability; nevertheless, it was

considered important to cover a full range of possibilities.

These portals are analysed by using I element per beam. Four elements are

used for each of the columns to enable the insertion of sufficient nodes along

each column to model the geometrical noniinearity effect that occurs along the

member.

IA"t
bd

.4
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7.3.2 Accuracy of ultimate strength Predictions

Material properties used in the analyses for the predictions of ultimate strength

are average (not characteristic) values. They are as follows:

o concrete:

- average compressive strength I lon :35 MPa;

- peak strength in membets: fono,: 0.85/.';

- elastic modulus : E.:5000{l; (,Ð" and f"*in MPa)

o steel:

- average yield stress; f"u(auerage): 460 MPa;

- elastic modulus 1 E" :200,000 MPa'

To identify the frames within any series, the 3 m frame is referred to as Low,

the 6 m frame is referred to as Medium and the 9 m frame is referred to as Tall.

Thus, the 9 m frames of series FRAMEA2 are referred to as FRAMEA2T' An

individual frame within this set which has 0.5 per cent beam reinforcement is

referred to as FRAMEA2T-0.5-

A typical plot of ultimate strength versus quantity of reinforcement is illus-

trated using set FRAMEBLL (load configuration B, two per cent column re-

inforcement, and 3 m frame height) is given in Figure 7.2b. Results indicated

by square symbols are obtained using program SAFRAME. The solid line rep-

resents ultimate load as limited by column failure, calculated by the moment

magnifier method. This line is horizontal, indicating that the strength of the

frame based on column failure is independent of the amount of reinforcement

in the beam. The results indicated by circle symbols are ultimate loads of

frames obtained based on the failure of the most critically stressed section

in the beam. Axial thrust is taken into consideration when determining the
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strength of critical bearn sections from the corresponding strength interaction

diagrams. The failure surface for the bottom-tier method is thus composed of

an inclined line, with a positive slope with increasing reinforcement, changing

over to a straight horizontal line at higher amount of reinforcement. For set

FRAMEB2L, this crossover occurs at approximately 2-3 per cent beam rein-

forcement. This failure surface has a similar general shape as that obtained

from the top-tier analyses, except that it flattens out at a lower percentage of

beam reinforcement. This suggests that the failure surface predicted by the

bottom-tier method using the coupled beam-failure column-failure representa-

tion is applopriate, at least qualitatively'

The ratios of collapse loads, obtained from the bottom-tier and the rigorous

method, are plotted in Figure 7.2(a) against the amount of beam reinforce-

ment. The results ale in all cases conservative (i.e.,less than 1.0), and probably

overconservatirre for large percentages of beam reinforcement.

In Figure 7.3, the results of analyses for FRAMEB2T are presented' These

have the same loading configuration and the same amount of column rein-

forcement as for FRAMEB2L, except that the frames are 9m high- Again,

the bottom-tier results are conservative, but the bi-linear failure surface has a

shape tha.t agrees much better rvith that obtained from the rigorous analysis

as compared rvith the results of FRAMEB2L. The top-tier results show a more

pronounced flattening for steel percentages greater than 2.0 per cent-

The results obtained for the frames with tlvo per cent column reinforcement

(0.028H), i.e., for series FRA\,[EA2, FRAN{882, FRAMEC2, and FRAMED2,

are summarised in Table 7 -2 and, those for the frames with four per cent column

reinforcement (0.048I{), i-e., for series FRAMEA4, FRAMBB4, FRAMEC4

and FRAtr,fED4, ar.e summarised in Ta.ble 7.3. Histograms of the ratio of

the ultimate load based on the bottom-tier method to that based on the

rop-tier method (obtained using program SAFRAME), P6.¡(ult.)lPt"(ulú.) (or
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u6.¿(utt.)f u¿'o(ult.)), are given in Figure 7'4'

The histograms indicate that out of the L44 frames analysed, 60 frames are

controlled by beam section failure and 84 frames are controlled by column

failure. The comparison ratio P6o¿(utt.)lk"o@tf.) (or ut6"¿(ult-)fu¿,o(zfú.)) lies

between 0.35 and 1.34.

The largest unconservative strength ratio, of 1.34, occurs in frame FRAMEC4T-0.5,

which has type C loading pattern, 9m columns with reinforcement of 4 per cent,

and 0.5 per cent beam reinforcement. It has P¡oo of 550,bN' Comparing this ul-

timate load with that of FRAMEC2T-O'5 (with Ptop: 47rkN) indicates that

increasing the amount of column reinforcement from 2 per cent to 4 per cent

does not cause much increase in the ultimate load of the frame. Since there

is no loading along the beam, plastic collapse mechanism cannot form in the

beam. Simple plastic analyses, carried out on the frames, assuming sections

failed by steel yielding, give sway plastic collapse loads of 1150 kN and 2070

kN for FRAMEC2T-0.5 and FRAMEC4T-0.5, respectively. Plastic hinges are

assumed to occur next to the bases of the columns and the ends of the beam-

clearly, sway plastic mechanism has not formed at collapse. Therefore, the

collapse is likely to be caused by instability'

parallel analyses using the bottom-tier method, considering column failure,

give an ultimate load of 526 kN for FRAMEC2T-O.5 and an ultimate load of

7gg kN for FRAMEC4T-0.5. For both frames, the ultimate load predicted

based on the bottom-tier method considering beam section failure is 735 kN.

(Both the frames have an identical beam section failure load as the amount of

column reinforcement is ignored in the first-order elastic analysis using gross

section properties.) FRAMEC2T-0.5 therefore has an ultimate load of 526 kN

(column failure) and FRAMEC4T-O.5 has an ultimate load of 735 kN (beam

section failure). Thus the comparison ratio of the frame with 2 per cent column

reinforcement is 1.12 and that for the frame with 4 per cent column reinforce-
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ment is 1.34. Increasing the amount of column reinforcement twofold has

resulted in an increase of the ultimate load of approximately 17 percent (ac-

cording to the top-tier calculation) and a predicted increase of approximately

40 percent according to the bottom-tier method. This suggests that the use of

the bottom-tier method may be over-optimistic when applied to frames which

fail by loss of stability arising from lateral displacement of loaded joints.

Frames with unconservative strength ratios in excess of unity are all from the

series FRAMEC2 anð, FRAMEC4. This suggests that care should be taken if

the bottom-tier method is used to predict ultimate loads of frames with very

slender columns that are are likely to have significant induced P-A moments

caused by heavily loaded joints; these moment not being able to be determined

from the linear elastic analysis. Such columns are likely to be found in lower

floor columns which are subjected to large axial loads from the loads on the

floors above.

There is no attempt made to locate the number and position of concrete plastic

hinges in the frames using the results obtained from the top-tier analysis as it

has been shown earlier in Chapter 6 that softening, and therefore the peak load,

can occur at any stage of hinge formation, from no hinges to a complete set of

concrete hinges required for the formation of a plastic collapse mechanism, and

therefore this information is considered not useful for determining the onset of

collapse.

7.3.3 Accuracy of Design Strength Predictions

In this section, a study is made of the adequacy of the safety provisions used

when the moment magnifier method is applied to column design.

The frames analysed are the same as those described previously in Section 7.3.1.

Instead of using mean values, characteristic values are used for the material
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Table 7.2: Ratio P6"¡(ult.)lPt"p(utt.)(or w6o¿(ult.)f u¿.o(ult.)) for the frames

with column reinforcement of 2% BH

beam reinforcement (%BH)

4.0 5.02.0 3.01.0

frame

height 0.5

0.58

0.58

0.52

0.82(B)

0.83(B)

o.s0(B)

0.73

0.77

0.69

0.63

0.66

0.61

0.82(B)

0.82(B)

0.75(B)

o.s2(B)

0.83(B)

0.74(B)

3m

6m

9m

FRAMEA2

0.64

0.70

0.58

0.61

0.66

0.56

0.58

0.63

0.54

0.62(B)

0.68(B)

0.77(B)

0.70

0.80

0.64

0.64(B)

0.61(B)

0.57(B)

3m

6m

9m

FRAMEB2

0.91

0.64

0.62

0.90

0.61

0.59

0.89

0.59

0.57

0.93

0.71

0.68

1.03

1.10

t.L2

0.98

0.87

0.86

3m

6m

9m

FRAMEC2

0.80

0.82

0.86

0.76

0.80

0.84

0.71

0.78

0.84

0.87

0.90

0.91

0.53(B)

0.61(B)

0.68(B)

o.80(B)

0.87(B)

o.e6(B)

3m

6m

9m

FRAMED2

(B) : bottom-tier beam failure
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Table 7.3: Ratio P6"¿(uIt.)lP¡,o(ult.)(or us6o¿(ult.)f u¿"r(ult )) for the frames

with column reinforcement of 4% BH

beam reinforcement (%BH)

5.04.02.0 3.01.00.5

frame

height

0.83(B)

0.84(B)

0.80

0.75

0.79

0.70

0.82(B)

0.83(B)

o.80(B)

0.82(B)

0.84(B)

0.74(B)

0.82(B)

o.s1(B)

0.77(B)

0.72(B)

o.s3(B)

0.74(B)

3m

6m

9m

FRAMEA4

0.71

0.73

0.76

0.67(B)

0.76(B)

0.84(B)

0.68(B)

0.78

0.80
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0.98
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0.95
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0.72
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0.84
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1.08

1.09

3m

6m

9m
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0.45(B)
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3m

6m

9m

FRAMBD4

(B) : bottom-tier beam failure
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properties. The characüelistic strength for concrefu, f'., is assumed to be 30

MPa and the yield strength of reinforcement .f", it assumed to be 400 MPa'

The strengbh reduction factor { is included in the analysis to obtain the design

strength of frames using the midclle-tier and bottom-tier methods- For the top-

tier method, 453600 specifies that the strength of a franre is to be determined

based on the critical section reaching its strength. Results obtained for the

cantilevered column analysed in chapter 6 indicate that the peak loud of .,,. 
"

structure can be caused by instability before sections in the structure reaching

peak strengths. The results suggest that using the 453600 top-tier method to

determine strength may result in unconservative, and even dangerous, design

as it is possible for the fi-a,me to be close to the pea.k loa.d, even though the

critical section has not reachecl its ultimate strength, orving to instability.

In order to enable realistic compa.risons to be made between the simplified

methods and the top-tier methocl, a global strength reduction factor is ap-

plied to the load determined using the top-tier method. Unlike the strength

reduction factor used in the moment magnifier method, this factor is applied

to the load instead of the section strength- This is more appropriate as the

collapse load does not norma.lly occur s,heu the ultimate strength of a sin-

gle cross-section is reached. As the global strength leduction factor can only

be determined from a full reliability study, it is assumed to be equal to the

strength reduction factor / of the critical section governing the design strength

of the simplified bottom-tier method- If such an aPProach is used in practice

to carry out a design, it would be unrealistic to carry out a parallel analysis us-

ing the moment magnifier method to cletermine the global strength reduction

factor. The more conservative va.lue of 0.6 corresponding to column failure at

N"¡ should probably be used in such ¿ case'

In making comparisons, load fa.ctors are assumed to be the same for both the

rigorous method and the bottom-tier rnethod, and therefole cancel out lvhen
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calculating the comparison ratios.

The results obtained for the sets of frames with columns having reinforcement

of 2To BH (i.e., for FRAMEA2, FRAMEB2, FRAMEC2, and FRAMED2) are

summarisedin Table 7.4 and. Table 7.5. and those for the sets of frames with

columns having reinforcement of 4% BH, i.e., for FRAMEA4, FRAMEB4,

FRAMEC4 and FRAMED4 are summarised in Table 7.6 and Table 7'7' His-

tograms of the ratio P6,¿(des.)lPt.p(des.) (or w6"¡(des.)fw¿"o(des.)) are given

in Figure 7.5.

The histograms indicate that out of the 144 frames analysed, 55 frames have

design strength controlled by beam section failure and 89 frames have design

strength controlled by column failure. Alt the columns have their strength

controlled by loading curves for the storey effect, i.e., by curves represented by

Equation 7.9. The constraint of 453600 that ó" is to be less than or equal to 1.5

is ignored in this first set of plots. Thus the results from all 144 frames are in-

cluded in producing Figure ?.5(c). The comparison ratio P6,¿(des-)lP¡"o(des-)

(or u6o¿(d,es.)fu¿.r(d,es.)) varies from 0.35 to 1.32 with 85.5 per cent between

0.b to 0.9. Frames with a ratio greater than 1.0 are, as in the study of ultimate

strength, mainly found within the series FRAMECZ and FRAMEC4.

The use of a top-tier strength global reduction factor equal to the strength

reduction factor of the critical section gives conservative bottom-tier results

for a vast majority of the frames. The results obtained indicate that 7.0 per

cent of the frames have comparison ratios greater than 1.1, which may be of

concern, especially when this ratio may be as large as 1'32'

However, when the constraint specified by 453600 that ó" is to be less than

or equal to 1.5 is included, the comparison ratios of the frames satisfying this

requirement are between 0.3 to 1.0, with 93.4 per cent between 0.5 to 0'9 (see

Figure 7.6(c)). Out of the 38 frames eliminated by the afore-mentioned require-

ment, 27 frames have a comparison ratio of less than unity. This indicates that
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approximately 71 per cenü of bhe fra.mes eliminated by the application of this

requirement are actually giving conservative estimates of design load, indicat-

ing the unsatisfactory consequence of using this requirement.

In general, the safety ratios for the design predictions have reduced in value,

i.e., have become more conservative as compared with those obtained for the

ultimate load condition. Approximately 2I pet cent of the results show a safety

ratio of less than 0.6. It should be emphasized that this represents safety over

and above the safety purposely introcluced in the form of / factors, etc-, and

the use of characteristic strengths. These results may rT'ell be considered as

over-conservative.

7.4 Braced Portal Frames

7.4.L Details of trYames Analysed

A total of 36 bracecl portal frames rvere a,nalysed- The configurations of these

frames are shown in Figure 7.7. The parameters varied in these frames are:

o amount of column reinforcement: trvo ratios- two per cent and four per

cent of gross sectional area;

o amount of beam reinforcement: six ratios- 0.5 per cent, I per cent, 2 per

cent,3 per cent,4 per cent and 5 pel cent gross sectional area; and

o column heights: three heights- 3 metres, 6 metres and 9 metres-
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Table 7.4: Ratio P6.¡(d.es.)lP¿,o(des.) (or u;¡,.¡(d,es.)f u¿.r(des.)) for the frames

with column reinforcement of 2To BH

beam reinforcement (%BH)

4.0 5.02.0 3.01.00.5

frame

ht

0.52

0.76

1.08

0.68

0.76

1.08

0.58

0.76

1.08

0.s1(B)

0.80

0.82(B)

0.79

0.s1(B)

0.80

3m ratio

ó

6"

0.52

0.76

1.28

0.s2(B)

0.80

0.70

0.76

1.28

0.60

0.76

1.28

o.sl(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

ó"

o.s4(B)

0.80

6m

0.53

0.77

1.64

0.46

0.77

1.64

0.76

0.77

1.64

0.61

0.77

1.64

0.74(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

6"

0.75(B)

0.80

9m

FRAIvIEA2

0.59

0.77

1.06

0.56

0.77

1.06

0.53

0.77

1.06

o.6e(B)

0.79

0.63(B)

0.80

o.6l(B)

0.80

3m ratio

ó

ó"

0.59

0.78

1.17

0.56

0.78

1.17

0.76

0.78

1.17

0.64

0.78

T.L7

0.65(B)

0.80

ratio

ö

ó"

o.5e(B)

0.80

6m

0.62

0.78

t.29

0.65

0.78

r.29

0.63

0.78

L.29

0.75(B)

0.80

0.73

0.78

1.29

ratio

ó

ó,

0.56(B)

0.80

9m

FRAMEB2

(B): bottom-tier beam failure
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Table ?.5: Ratio Ps.¡(d'es-) l P¡.o(d'es')(or w6o¿(des') lw6o(d'e*)) for the frames

with column reinforcement of.2To BH - continue

beam reinforcement (%BH)

5.03.0 4.01.0 2.00.5

frame

ht
1.08

0.60

2.72

1.11

0.60

2.72

1.09

0.60

2.72

1.13

0.60

2.72

1.18

0.60

2.72

ratio

ö

ó"

1.23

0.60

2.72

3m

0.53

0.68

4.65

0.56

0.68

4.65

0.54

0.68

4.65

0.77

0.68

4.65

0.61

0.68

4.65

0.95

0.68

4.65

ra[io

ö

6"

6m

0.47

0.74

5.59

0.46

0.74

5.59

0.54

0.74

5.59

0.48

0.74

5.59

0.71

0.74

5.59

0.91

0.74

5.59

ratio

ó

ó"

9m

FRAN,1BC2

0.65

0.72

1.19

0.64

0.72

1.19

0.75

0.72

1.19

0.69

0.72

1.19

0.77(B)

0.79

0.52(B)

0.80

3m ratio

ó

6"

0.70

0.77

1.30

0.80

0.77

1.30

0.73

0.77

1.30

0.71

0.77

1.30

o.s6(B)

0.80

o.60(B)

0-80

6m ratio

ó

6,

0.75

0.78

1.40

0.77

0.78

1.40

0.76

0.78

1.40

o.e2(B)

0.80

0.82

0.78

1.40

0.66(B)

0.80

ratio

ô

ó"

9m

FRAN{BD2

(B): bottom-tier beanÌ failure
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Table 7.6: Ratio P6"¿(d'es.)lP1.r(d'es')(or ut6o¿(des'\f u¿'r(d'es')) for the frames

with column reinforcement of 4To BH

beam reinforcement (%BH)

5.03.0 4.02.01.00.5

frame

ht
0.83

0.74

1.09

0.81(B)

0.79

0.85

0.74

1.09

o.s2(B)

0.79

0.83(B)

0.s0

ra.tio

ó

6"

o.80(B)

0.80

3m

0.84

0.74

1.35

0.72

0.74

1.35

o.8l(B)

0.80

0.81(B)

0.80

0.84(B)

0.80

o.s1(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

ó"

6m

0.72

0.?5

1.78

0.63

0.75

1.78

o.7s(B)

0.80

0.76(B)

0.80

0.75(B)

0.80

0.74(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

6"

9m

FRAMEA4

0.71

0.75

1.07

0.68

0.75

1.07

0.62(B)

0.79

0.65(B)

0.79

0.62(B)

0.80

0.62(B)

0.80

3m ratio

ó

ó"

0.72

0.76

L.2T

0.67

0.76

r.2l

0.74(B)

0.79

0.58(B)

0.80

0.66(B)

0.80

o.5s(B)

0.80

ra.tio

ó

ó"

6m

0.72

0.77

1.36

0.68

0.77

1.36

0.86

0.77

1.36

0.56(B)

0.80

0.73(B)

0.80

0.5r(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

ó"

9m

FRAN4EB4

(B): bottom-tier beam failure
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The columns have slenderness ratio f"/r values (based on 453600) of 44', 79

and 114 corresponding to frame heights of 3 metres, 6 metres and 9 metres

respectively.

The portals are modelled by using 1 element per beam and four elements per

column. Four elements are used to enable the insertion of sufficient nodes

along each column to model the geometrical nonlinearity within the length of

the member.

For the analyses in this section, member sizes are all 300 mm X 300 mm'

Material properties used are the same as for the unbraced frames described

earlier in this chaPter.

Comparison ratios w6"¿(utt.)f w¿"o(ult.) for the frames are summarised in Ta-

. bte 2.8. Of the 36 frames analysed, only 6 frames have column failures. The

comparison ratio for the frames ranges from 0.63 to 0.99. This indicates that

the moment magnifier method is conservative in predicting ultimate loads for

the braced frames analYsed.

Comparison ratios u6"¿(d,es.)f u¿oo(d,es.) for the frames are summarised in Ta-

bte 7.9. Of the 36 frames analysed, only ? frames have column failures' The

comparison ratio for the frames ranges from 0.58 to 0.93. This indicates that

the moment magnifier method is conservative in estimating design loads for

the braced frames analYsed-

7.5 Three-storeY Two-baY Flames

A three-storey two-bay frame shown in Figure 7.8 is analysed. All members

are assumed to be 300mm by 300mm. Material properties used for the frame

are the same as those used for the portals analysed earlier in this chapter. All
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Table ?.?: Ratio P6,¡(d,es.)f P¡"o(des.)(or ut6o¡(des.)f .¿/,¡"o(des.)) for the frames

with column reinforcement of 4% BH -continue

beam reinforcement (%BH)

5.03.0 4.02.00.5 1.0

frame

hr

L.2t

0.60

2.42

I.2L

0.60

2.42

1.20

0.60

2.42

1.28

0.60

2.42

o.e7(B)

0.80

t.32

0.60

2.42

ratio

ó

ó"

3m

0.70

0.62

4.78

0.74

0.62

4.78

0.71

0.62

4.78

1.09

0.62

4.78

0.85

0.62

4.78

o.ee(B)

0.80

6m ratio

ö

6"

0.59

0.71

6.30

0.57

0.71

6.30

0.63

0.71

6.30

0.94

0.71

6.30

0.70

0.71

6.30

r.2l

0.71

6.30

9m ratio

ó

ó"

FRAMEC4

0.87

0.68

L.2l

0.84

0.68

T.2L

0.82

0.68

T.2I

0.82(B)

0.79

0.35(B)

0.80

0.53(B)

0.79

ratio

ó

6"

3m

0.77

0.75

1.36

0.74

0.75

1.36

0.84

0.75

1.36

o.5e(B)

0.80

0.88(B)

0.79

ratio

ó

ó"

0.38(B)

0.80

6m

0.78

0.77

1.50

0.75

0.77

1.50

o.e7(B)

0.79

0.84

0.77

1.50

0.68(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

ó"

0.43(B)

0.80

9m

FRAMED4

(B): bottom-tier beam failure
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Figure 7.5: Histograms for bottom-tier (design strength)
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FRAMEE4:

w kN/metre
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: O.02BH
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Figure 7.7: configuration of braced portal frames Analysed

Table 7-8: Ratio tu6"¿(ult-)f u¡"o(ult-) for braced frames

t

beam reinforcement (%BH)

5.03.0 4.02.00.5 1.0

frame

height

0.72

0.92

o.e2(B)

0.63

0.80

o.ee(B)

0.83

o.eo(B)

0.83(B)

o.e6(B)

0.83(B)

0.73(B)

0.86(B)

0.81(B)

0.73(B)

0.88(B)

o.e1(B)

0.75(B)

FRAMEE2

3m

6m

9m

0.85(B)

0.81(B)

0.73(B)

0.88

0.86(B)

0.78(B)

o.s5(B)

0.81(B)

0.72(B)

0.84(B)

o.80(B)

0.72(B)

0.86(B)

0.83(B)

0.74(B)

3m

6m

9m

0.88(B)

0.85(B)

0.75(B)

FRAMEBT

(B) : bottom-tier beam failure
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Table 7.9: Ratio tt:6.¿(d'es-)f u:¿"r(d'es') for braced frames

233

beam reinforcement (%BH)

5.04.03.02.01.00.5

frame

ht
0.58

0.76

1.00

0.77

0.76

1.00

0.66

0.76

1.00

0.85(B)

0.79

0.86(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

6a

0.85(B)

0.80

3m

0.73

0.75

1.00

0.83

0.75

1.00

o.80(B)

0.80

o.8e(B)

0.80

0.81(B)

0.80

0.e1(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

6t

6m

0.88(B)

0.80

0.93

0.74

1.00

0.78(B)

0.80

0.72(B)

0.80

o.70(B)

0.80

0.72(B)

0.80

ratio

ö

6¡

9m

FRAMEE2

0.84

0.73

0.83(B)

0.79

o.s6(B)

0.79

0.86(B)

0.79

0.85(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

6o

o.se(B)

0.80

3m

o.s5(B)

0.79

o.7e(B)

0.80

o.7e(B)

0.79

0.80(B)

0.80

o.s2(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

6u

o.s4(B)

0.80

6m

o.70(B)

0.80

0.75(B)

0.80

0.68(B)

0.80

0.71(B)

0.80

0.71(B)

0.80

0.72(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

6t

9m

FRAMEBl

(B): bottom-tier beam failure
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members have trvo per cent reinforcement, and are symmetrically reinforced

with equal amounts of steel in the upper and lower regions. slenderness ratio

l/r calculated for the columns based on 453600 ranges from 38 to 61'

In the top-tier method, the columns al'e each modelled using one element'

This is acceptable, as the results obtained in chapter 6 indicate that the P-a

effect along columns does not affect significantly the ultimate load for unbraced

frames subjected to sway-induced forces. 15 segments are used for each beam

and 10 segments are used. for each column, resulting in each segment having a

length to depth ratio of unitY.

Results obtained for the frame for ultimate strength determination are sum-

marised in Table ?.10. The results indicate a beam section failure load of 47-9

kN/m. An estimate of the beam plastic collapse mechanism gives a failure

load of about 65 kN/m (assuming the beam to be fixed at both ends, and the

plastic capacity of sections calculated based only on the steel yielding). The

ultimate load obtained SAFRAME is 84 kN/m'

The bottom-tier results suggest that beam section failure controls the ultimate

load of the frame. The comparison ratio to6"1(ult-\f u¿"o(ult-) for the frame

based on the bottom-tier method is 0'57'

Table 7.10: Ratio to6"¿(utt.)f w¿"o(ult.) for multi-storey frame MULTII

Method Beam failure

w(kN/m)

Coln failure

w(kN/m)

Ultimate Load

w(kN/m)

Comparison R¿tio

u: 6,¿(ult.) f w ¿.r(ult -)

Top-tier 84.1

Bottom-tier 47.9 88.0 47.9 0.57

Results obtained for the frame for design strength determination are sum-
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ALL COLUMNS: 300mm x 300mm with
0.028H reinforcement

BEAMS: MULTI1 - J00mm x 50omm with
0.028H reinforcement

MULTI2- 500mm x SOOmm with
0.048H reinforcement

w kN/mw kN/m

w kN/mw kN/m

Figure ?.8: Configuration of multi-storey frame analysed
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marised in Table 7.11. The bottom-tier results suggest that beam section fail-

ure controls the design load of the frame. The comparison ratio ro6"¿(des.)f u¡or(des.)

for the frame based on the bottom-tier method is 0'57'

Table 7.11: Ratio w6o¿(d,es.)f u¿,r(des.) for multi-storey frame MULTI1

Another multi-storey frame with the same frame geometry as that of frame

IVIULTII is also analysed. This frame is the same as frame MULTII, except

that the amount of beam reinforcement is increased from two per cent to four

per cent. Slenderness ratio l/r calculated for the columns based on 453600,

as for IUULTII, ranges from 38 to 61 because reinforcement in the beams

is not considered in calculating the effective length, /. As the bottom-tier

method uses gross concrete section properties of beams in the analysis/design

of columns in a frame, the column failure load for the frame is the same as

that obtained for frame MULTII. The beam section failure load for the frame

are la.rger than that of MULTI1, reflecting the doubling of the amount of beam

reinforcement.

Results obtained for ultimate strength determination are summarised in Ta-

ble 7.12. The beam section failure load is 98 kN/m. An estimate of the beam

plastic collapse mechanism gives a failure load of about 131 kN/m (assuming

the beam to be fixed at both ends, and the plastic capacity of sections calcu-

lated based only on the steel yielding). This estimate is close to the ultimate

236

Method Beam failure

w(kN/m)

Coln failure

w(kN/m)

Design Load

w(kN/m)

Comparison Ratio

w 6"¿(de s .) f u ¡ "r(de 
s .)

Top-tier 58.7

(for / : 0.8)

Bottom-tier 33.3

(d:o'8)

63.3

(Ó:0'77)

33.3

(d: o'8)

0.57
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load of approximately 146 kN/m obtained from the top-tier analysis. The

bottom-tier result suggests that column failure now controls the ultimate load

of the frame, instead of beam section failure in FRAMEI. The comparison

ratio tr.r6o¿(ult.)fu¿.o(ulf.) for the frame based on the bottom-tier method is

0.60.

Table 7.12: Ratio u6o¡(ult.)f u¿.o(ult.) for multi-storey frame MULTI2

Results obtained for design strength determination are summarised in Ta-

ble 7.13. The bottom-tier results suggest that beam section failure controls

the design load of the frame. The load of the frame based on column failure is

only slightly higher than that based on beam section failure. The comparison

ratio to6o¿(des.)f w6o@es-) for the frame based on the bottom-tier method is

0.54.

Results obtained for the two multi-storey frames analysed indicate that for

frames of practical proportions, the moment magnifier method gives very con-

servative estimates of both ultimate and design loads-

7.6 Summary and Conclusions

A suite of computer programs has been developed to carry out the determina-

tion of design and ultimate strengths based on the moment magnifier method.

Method Beam failure

w(kN/m)

Coln failure

w(kN/m)

Ultimate Load

w(kN/m)

Comparison Ratio

u 6,¿(ult.) f ut 6o(ult .)

Top-tier 146.0

Bottom-tier 98.0 88.0 88.0 0.60
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Table 7.13: Ratio u6o¿(d,es.)f w6o(des.) for multi-storey frame MULTI2

An equation has been derived that enables loading curves incorporating the

storey magnifrer ó" to be obtained.

Anal5,ses of L44 unbraced portal frames were carried out using the bottom-

tier (moment magnifier) method, and results obtained were compared with

results obtained from the top-tier method. 36 braced portal frames and two

multi-storey frames of practical proportion were also analysed.

From the results obtained, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The failure surfaces of the strength versus the quantity of beam re-

inforcement plots obtained from the bottom-tier method have gen-

erally similar shapes as those obtained from the more accurate top-

tier method. This indicates that the beam-failure column-failure

combination model used to obtain the strength of frames for the

bottom-tier method does give a fair, if oversimplified, representa-

tion of the behaviour of the frames analysed.

2. It has been found that the moment magnifier method when used to

predict ultimate load could not model the complicated, interactive

Method Beam failure

w(kN/m)

Coln failure

w(kN/m)

Design Load

w(kN/m)

Comparison Ratio

u66(des.)f u6r(des.)

Top-tier 102.0

(for /: 0.8)

Bottom-tier 62.8

(d:0.8)

63.3

(Ó:0.77)

62.8

d:0.8

0.62
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behaviour between material and geometrical nonlinearities, result-

ing from the P-a introduced into the columns by the movement of

loaded joints. This caused over-estimation of the ultimate strength

for such frames.

3. The bottom-tier method, when used to estimate the ultimate load

of frames, was found to be unconservative for frames likely to fail

by loss of stability arising from movement of loaded joints. Thus,

unconservative estimates of ultimate strength are likely to occur

in vertical columns carrying large axial forces with relatively small

first-order end moments. Such columnsr as pointed out earlier in

this chapter, are likely to be those in the lower floors of a multi-

storey building.

4. The bottom-tier method was found to be conservative when the

design standard requirement that ó" be less than or equal to 1.5

is applied. Though this requirement succeeded in preventing the

11 frames with non conservative estimates of design loads to be

designed using this method, it also prohibits 27 frames which give

conservative estimates of design load. Of the 144 unbraced portal

frames analysed, only 106 satisfy this requirement. According to the

design standard, those frames that do not satisfy this requirement

cannot be designed using the simplified moment magnifier method.

This implies that either larger sections must be used, or the top-tier

method must be apPlied-

5. Results obtained for the the limited number of braced frames anal-

ysed suggest that the moment magnifier method is conservative in

estimating both the design and ultimate loads.

6. Results obtained for the two multi-storey frames suggest that the

moment magnifier method is very conservative when applied to

multi-storey frames of practical proportions. Comparison ratios of

0.57 and 0.62 have been obtained for design strength estimates for
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frames MULTI1 and MULTI2 respectively. corresponding ratios of

0.57 and 0.60 have been obtained for ultimate strength estimates.



Chapter I

Investigation of the Accuracy

of the Middle-Tier Method for

the Analysis /Design of Slender

Colurnns

8.1- Introduction

As described already in Chapter 7, the Australian Standard 453600 allows

the use of both a bottom-tier a.nd a middle-tier method for the simplified

design/analysis of slender frames-

In this chapter, the middle-tier method is described, and the accuracy of this

method in the determination of ultimate and design loads of slender frames

investigated.

24r
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8.2 Middle-Tier Method

The middle-tier method requires second order elastic analysis using computer

programs which take into account the P-A effect caused by the movement of

the joints in a loaded structure.

The material nonlinearity effects are taken into consideration to a certain ex-

tent by assuming the EI values of the beam and column sections to be 0.4 and

0.8 respectively of the gross sectional values. These values were first proposed

by MacGregor and Hage (1977).

According to 453600, the maximum moments in the columns are obtained

using an analytical technique rvhich allows for the relative movement of the

joints of the frames. The moments thus obtained are then magnified by the

braced moment magnifier ó6, in order to allow for deformations within the

length of the columns. For design, the column sections have to be able to

carry the axial thrusts and moments calculated by second order analysis and

magnified by 60, for the factored design loads'

Though not specifically stated in 453600, it can be inferred that the second

step of magnifying the moment obtained is not necessary if a complete second-

order elastic analysis is carried out. A complete second-order elastic analysis

is one which allorvs for joint displacements and deformations within the length

of the members.

In this study of the accuracy of the second-tier method, a complete second-

order elastic analysis is used. This ana.lysis includes the P-A effect rvithin

the members as well as the P-Â effect caused by the movement of the joints.

The nonlinear equilibrium equations derived by Jennings(1968) were used to

take account of the geometrical nonlinea.rity effects. The derivations of these

equations are given in APPendix E.
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To carry out a design strength determination using this method, the frame

is subjected to a *unit' load pattern based on the configuration of the ap-

plied load. For increasing value of load (obtained by applying a load factor

to the *unit' load pattern), loading curves are obtained for potential failure

sections in columns. Note that these loading curves include all geometrical

noúihea.ity effects. The design strength of the column is obtained by locating

the intersection point between the loading curve for the section and the design

strength interaction curve of the section. From this strength value, the load

factor of the frame is determined. The relationship between the thrust in the

column and the applied load is non-linea,r and therefore a numerical proce-

dure such as linear interpolation (acceptable rvhen carried out betrveen closely

space solution points) is used to estimate the load factor corresponding to the

intersection point. After obtaining the loa.d factors associated with the inter-

sections points of all the potential failure sections, the lowest value is selected

to be the strength of the frame-

The procedure described above is for estima.ting the strength of a given frame-

For design purposes, the full design loa.d is apptied to a fra.me with pre-selected

trial sections. The conditions of thrust and moment at the potential failure

sections are obtained using the complete second-order elastic analysis and are

plotted as points on the design strength interaction diagram for the section-

If all the points lie to the left of the design strength interaction curve then

the trial sections chosen a.re sa.fe. If not, the sizes or the amount of rein-

forcement of the trial sections are a.djusted and another cycle of checking is

required. Overconservative designs also require adjustment and further cycles

of checking.

The middle-tier method has built-in assumptions which affect the accuracy of

the prediction of ultimate load. In the middle-tier method, the assumptions

of beam EI of 0.4, a.ncl the colt¡mn EI of 0.8 of the gross concrete sections,

obviously cannot represent a.ll cases of loacling on structures. The -EI values
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will depends much on the types of loading (e.g. whether it is uniformly dis-

tributed load or point load), the amount of thrust acting along the members,

the amount of reinforcements, amongst otheÌs. This implied assumption that

ultimate section strength governs frame failure load also ignores the possibility

of system stability failure.

8.2.L Method of AnalYsis

A suite of computel pr.ograms was-developed to facilitate the design and ulti-

mate strength calculations for slendel fra.mes based on the middle-tier method-

They were used to ana.lyse the frames described in the later part of this chapter.

The details of these programs are given in Appendix J'

To obtain the strength of a frame by the middle-tier method, the frame is first

analysed using program NEÍ{TONR. The Stiffnesses of the beams and columns

are assumed to be 0.4E"In and 0.88.1n, where E" is the mea'n modulus of

elasticity of concrete and .fo is the moment of inertia of the gross concrete

section. Program NEWToNR allorvs the user to nominate the ends of elements

for which files with N,, 
^'1, 

P values are created (P here represents the factor

applied to the unit pattern load acting on the frame to give the total load)- The

ends of the elements used in the second-order analysis are positioned to coincide

with potential failure sections. Program NEWT0NR generates a few output files:

The major output file, rvhich has a name rvith suffix "out", consists of the

complete output informa.tion of the frames including forces and deformations

of all the elements. The others, which have file names with a suffix *nmc',

consist of the N-^4-P information of the potential failure sections. For a sway

frame, these sections are usually at the ends of the columns.

Intersection points betrveen the strength interaction curves of the sections and

their respective loading curves ate then obtained. The N value at the inter-
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action point, Ni¿úersecr for each of the loading curves is obtained and based on

this, the cor-responding load factor of the fra,me is calculated. As the analysis

of the frame is non-linear, the relationship between the thrust N of a column

and the load factor P of the frame is non-linear; therefore, P at the inter-

section point is determined from the results obtained from the second-order

elastic analysis. To obtain P at the intersection, a non-linear curve should be

fitted to the N-P solution points, and the P value corresponds to the Nint","."t,

Pint.r"""t, is read off the cutve. Holvever, a good estimate of the Pint"r"."t can be

obtained by using a. curve rvith stra.ight lines joining adjacent solution points,

provided that the adjacent solution points are not too far apart' The load

factors of the frame at the intersection points are automatically determined

by program INTERSECM. The lou,est value of P is chosen as the strength of the

frame. The output results from program INTERSECM are stored in files rvith a

suffix of "met".

8.3 LJnbraced Portal Frames Analyses

8.3.1 Details of FYames Analysed

The portal fra.mes a.na.lysccl a.re the same as those t¡secl in Chapter 7. Material

properties are a,lso tlte sarne as those in Chapter 7'

g.3.2 Accuracy of ultimate strength Predictions

Typical results for sets FRAN{DB2L and FRAMEA2L (i.e- for 3 m high frames

rvith load configurations B a.nd A respectivel¡ lvith 2 per cent column rein-

forcement) are given in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2 respectively. In Figure 8'1,

the inclined beam failure line intersects the horizontal column failure line at
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a beam reinforcement ratio of a.pproximately 2.5 per cent, which corresponds

to a tensile steel proportion of 0.015. The rigorous analysis line shorvs signs

of flattening at high beam reinforcement pelcentages, giving roughly a shape

similar to that of the bilinear middle-tier failure line. The comparison ratios,

shown in Figure 8.1(a), are consistently conservative, and have values of about

0.6.

The results in Figure 8.2(b) follorv a rather different pattern, in that there

is little flattening at high values of beam reinforcement. The failure line ob-

tained from the rigorous analysis follos's the beam failure line of the middle

tier method much more closely than the column failure line. The middle-tier

method seems to under-estimate the fra.me failure load by a significant amount.

The ultimate load drops to ahnost 0.5 times the rigorous method value at the

top end of the beam reinforcement under consideration'

Results for set FRAMDC2T are shorvn in Figure 8.3. In this instance, the

middle-tier method consistently over-estimates the ultimate load capacity. On

the other hand, the over'-estimation does not exceed 20 per cent of the top-tier

values. The shape of the middle-tierfailure line matches well with that of the

rigorous analysis.

The results obtained for the sets of frames with column reinforcement of- 2To

BH, i.e., for FRAMBA2, FRAN'ÍEB2, FRAI\{EC2, and FRAMBD2 are sum-

marised in Table 8.1 and those for the sets of frames with column reinforce-

ment of.4To BH, i.e., for FRAIr{EA4, FRAÀ{EB4, FRAI\'IBC4 and FRAMED4

are summarised in Table 8.2. Histograms of the ratio of P^;¿(ult-)lPt'o(ult-)

(or u^;¿(ult.)f w¿"r(utú.)) are given in Figure 8.4. Comparisons between these

plots with those obtained for the bottom-tier method shown in Figure 7 -4 ir.- t -

dicate that tl.S % of t¡e frames G [i'rì;;ison ratio greater than unity in $
the middle-tier method as comparàá *,rf, 6.3 % in the bottom-tier method.

The bottom-tier methocl gives conservative estimates in more frames than the
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middle-tier method.

The histograms indicate that out of the 144 frames analysed, 83 frames have

ultimate strength controlled by beam section failure and 61 frames have ul-

timate strength controlled by column failure in the middle-tier method. The

comparison ratio P^¿¿(uIt.)lP¡"r(ult.) (ot ut,n;¿(ult.)f w¿'r(ult.)) varies from 0.4

to 1.2 with approximately ?9 per cent between 0.6 to 1.0. Frames with the

ratio greater than 1.0 are, as in the case of the bottom-tier method, mainly

found within the sets FRAMEC2 and FRAMEC4. This again indicates that

the middle-tier method may be unconservative in frames with heavily loaded

columns where the adjacent beams are lightly loaded and the frames resisting

relatively small lateral loads at beam levels.

8.3.3 Accuracy of Design Strength Predictions

To obtain the design strength, the capacity reduction factor { must be included

in the analysis of frames based on the middle-tier method. As in the bottom-

tier method, a global strength reduction factor equal to the / value obtained

for the critical section in the corresponding middle-tier analysis is applied to

the load predicted by SAFRAME to give top-tier design load.

The results obtained for the sets of frames with columns having reinforcement

or 2% BH, i.e., for FRAMEA2, FRAMEB2, FRAMEC2, and FRAMED2 are

summarised in Table 8.3. and those for the sets of frames with columns having

reinforcement of 4To BH, i.e., for FRAMEA4, FRAMEB4, FRAMEC4 and

FRAMED4 are summarised in Table 8-4.

Histograms of the ratio of P, ;¿(des.)lh"o(des.¡ (or u^;¿(des.)f u6r(d,es.)) are

given in Figure 8.5. Comparisons between these plots with those obtained

for the bottom-tier method shown in Figure 7.5 indicate that 2L.7Yo of the

frames has comparison ratio greater than unity in the middle-tier method as
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Table 8.1: Ratio P^;¿(utt.)lP1"r(ult.)(or u^;¿(ult.)f ut¿"o(ult )) for the frames

with column reinforcement of 2% BH

column

height

beam reinforcement (%BH)

0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

FRAMEA2

3m

6m

9m

0.74(B)

0.82(B)

o.s7(B)

0.74(B)

0.81(B)

0.87(B)

0.74(B)

o.s2(B)

o.e2(B)

0.70

0.82

0.92

0.60

0.71

0.78

0.55

0.62

0.70

FRAMEB2

3m

6m

9m

0.61(B)

0.57(B)

0.53(B)

o.60(B)

0.63(B)

0.71(B)

0.67(B)

0.74(B)

o.s3(B)

0.65

0.74

0.85

0.61

0.70

0.82

0.58

0.66

0.79

FRAMEC2

3m

6m

9m

1.03(B)

0.e1(B)

1.06(B)

1.08

1.02(B)

1.12(B)

1.04

1.10(B)

r.14(B)

1.01

1.03

1.16(B)

1.00

0.99

1.10

0.99

0.95

1.07

FRAMED2

3m

6m

9m

0.66(B)

0.42(B)

o.70(B)

o.e4(B)

0.65(B)

o.s5(B)

0.85

0.eo(B)

1.01(B)

0.78

0.97

0.96

0.75

0.89

0.94

0.73

0.85

0.93

(B) : middle-tier beam failure
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Table 8.2: R¿tio P,,;¿(ult.)l&,p(ult.)(or w^;¿(ult.)f w¿.r(ult )) for the frames

with column reinforcement of 4% BH

beam reinforcement (%BH)

4.0 5.03.01.0 2.00.5

column

height

0.73

o.s8(B)

o.e8(B)

0.74(B)

o.s2(B)

o.eo(B)

0.74(B)

0.83(B)

0.e1(B)

0.74(B)

o.s3(B)

o.s4(B)

0.74(B)

0.81(B)

o.8e(B)

0.65(B)

o.s2(B)

o.s7(B)

3m

6m

9m

FRAMEA4

0.64

0.73(B)

o.80(B)

0.62

0.79

0.85

0.62(B)

0.63(B)

0.68(B)

0.63(B)

o.6e(B)

0.73(B)

o.60(B)

0.55(B)

0.46(B)

0.60(B)

0.54(B)

0.56(B)

3m

6m

9m

FRAMEB4

0.95

0.91

0.99

0.99

0.87

0.95

r.04

0.e4(B)

o.e5(B)

L.02

0.e7(B)

o.e6(B)

1.09

0.e1(B)

o.e6(B)

3m

6m

9m

0.86(B)

o.so(B)

0.s1(B)

FRAMEC4

0.86

0.84

0.84

0.84

0.82

0.73

1.oo(B)

0.94

o.e3(B)

0.89

0.86

o.ee(B)

0.43(B)

0.67(B)

0.46(B)

0.65(B)

0.e2(B)

0.71(B)

3m

6m

9m

FRAMED4

(B) : middle-tier beam failure
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compared with 9.1% in the bottom-tier method, the requirement of ó" I 1.5 of

the latter method not being taken into consideration. This suggests that the

bottom-tier method is a better design method than the middle-tier method-

Out of the I44 frames analysed, 75 frames have design strength controlled by

beam section failure and 69 frames have design strength controlled by column

section failure in the middle-tier method. The comparison ratio P^¿¿(des-) I Pr.o(des.¡

(or u^¡¿(d,es.) f u¡"o(dßs.)) varies from 0.3 to 1.6 with 73 per cent between 0.5 to

1.0. Frames with the ratio greater than 1.0 are, as in the case of the bottom-tier

method, mainly found within the sets FRAMEC2 and FRAMEC4. This also

indicates that the use of the bottom-tier method to estimate design strength

could be unconservative for frames with such loading pattern, i.e., with large

vertical loads above the column with a relatively small horizontal load.

The use of a global strength reduction factor equal to the strength reduction

factor of the critical section gives conservative results for a vast majority of

the frames. The results obtained indicate that 21.7 per cent of the frames have

comparison ratios greater than 1.0, which may be of concern, especially when

this ratio may be as large as 1.60 (see Table 8'3)'

In contrast to the bottom-tier method when used to determine design strength,

whereby frames with loading pattern of types FRAMEC2 and FRAMEC4

are prevented from being designed using this method by the requirement of

ó" < 1.b, there is no such requirement in the middle-tier method. This results

in the possibility of unconservative designs when using the middle-tier method-
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Table 8.3: Ratio P,*;¿(d'es.)lP6o(des') (or u*;¿(d'es')lu6r(dns')) for the frames

with column reinforcement of 2To BH

beam reinforcement (%BH)

4.0 5.03.01.0 2.00.5

frame

ht

0.55

0.77

0.49

0.77

0.74(B)

0.79

0.64

0.77

0.74(B)

0.79

ratio

ö

0.73(B)

0.80

3m

0.58

0.76

0.73

0.76

0.66

0.76

0.81(B)

0.80

o.so(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

0.s2(B)

0.s0

6m

0.75

0.76

0.65

0.76

0.87(B)

0.80

0.86

0.76

o.s6(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

o.s7(B)

0.80

9m

FRAMEA2

0.60

0.77

0.56

0.77

0.53

0.77

0.66(B)

0.79

o.5e(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

o.60(B)

0.80

3m

0.64

0.77

0.62

0.77

0.74(B)

0.80

0.70

0.77

0.63(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

0.56(B)

0.80

6m

0.76

0.78

0.75

0.78

0.81(B)

0.80

0.79

0.78

o.6e(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

0.52(B)

0.80

9m

FRAMEB2

L.47

0.60

1.46

0.60

1.53

0.60

1.50

0.60

1.60

0.60

ratio

ó

1.oe(B)

0.80

3m

1.31

0.60

1.39

0.60

1.34

0.60

1.11(B)

0.80

1.50

0.60

o.e3(B)

0.s0

ratio

ó

6m

1.45

0.64

1.40

0.64

1.27(B)

0.80

1.47

0.64

1.25(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

1.12(B)

0.80

9m

FRAMEC2

0.69

0.72

0.66

0.72

0.64

0.72

0.75

0.72

0.62(B)

0.79

0.96

0.72

ratio

ó

3m

0.83

0.76

0.80

0.76

0.79

0.76

0.91

0.76

0.66(B)

0.80

o.e2(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

6m

0.91

0.78

0.90

0.78

0.99

0.78

0.93

0.78

0.e5(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

o.6e(B)

0.80

9m

FRAMED2

(B): middle-tier beam failure
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Table g.4: Ratio P,^;¿(des.)f P6o(des.) (or u^;¿(d,es.)f w6r(des.)) for theframes

with column reinforcement of 4To BH

beam reinforcement (%BH)

4.0 5.02.0 3.00.5 1.0

frame

ht

0.81

0.74

0.73(B)

0.79

0.73(B)

0.79

0.74(B)

0.79

0.74(B)

0.79

ratio

ó

0.72(B)

0.80

3m

0.84

0.73

0.81(B)

0.79

0.83(B)

0.79

o.80(B)

0.80

0.83(B)

0.80

o.s0(B)

0.80

6m ratio

ó

o.e1(B)

0.80

0.94

0.73

o.s7(B)

0.80

o.e0(B)

0.80

o.s6(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

o.s7(B)

0.80

9m

FRAMEA4

0.69

0.75

0.62(B)

0.79

0.66(B)

0.78

o.5e(B)

0.80

o.5e(B)

0.79

ratio

ó

o.5e(B)

0.80

3m

0.75

0.75

0.68(B)

0.79

0.72(B)

0.79

0.54(B)

0.s0

0.61(B)

0.80

0.55(B)

0.80

6m

ó

ratio

0.81(B)

0.79

0.83

0.76

0.68(B)

0.80

0.74(B)

0.80

o.4s(B)

0.80

0.53(B)

0.80

ra,tio

ó

9m

FRAMEB4

1.46

0.60

1.45

0.60

r.54

0.60

1.46

0.60

0.e1(B)

0.s0

1.59

0.60

3m ratio

ó

1.28

0.60

L.25

0.60

1.04(B)

0.80

1.33

0.60

o.e7(B)

0.E0

ratio

ó

o.s3(B)

0.80

6m

1.38

0.62

1.34

0.62

o.e5(B)

0.80

1.oe(B)

0.80

o.e5(B)

0.80

1.05(B)

0.80

9m ratio

ó

FRAMEC4

0.84

0.68

0.82

0.68

0.95

0.68

0.87

0.68

o.3e(B)

0.79

0.66(B)

0.79

3m ratio

ó

0.83

0.74

0.95

0.74

0.87

0.74

0.63(B)

0.80

o.eo(B)

0.79

ratio

ó

0.34(B)

0.80

6m

1.03

0.76

0.94

0.76

0.92

0.76

0.e2(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

0.45(B)

0.80

o.70(B)

0.80

9m

FRAMED4

(B): middle-tier beam failure
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8.4 Braced Portal Flames

S.4.1 Details of FYames AnalYsed

A total of 36 braced portal frames are analysed. These frames are the same as

those analysed in ChaPter 7.

Comparison ratios u^;¿(ult.)lu¿'o(ult.) for the frames are summarised in Ta-

ble 8.b. Of the 36 frames analysed, only 8 frames have column failures. The

comparison ratio for the frames ranges from 0.55 to 0.98. This indicates that

the second-tier estimates for ultimate loads are conservative for the braced

frames analysed.

Table 8.5: Ratio w,,;¿(ult-)f u:¡'o(ult.) for braced frames

Comparison ratios tu,,;¿(des.)f u¡'r(des.) for the frames are summarised in Ta-

ble 8.6. Of the 36 frames analysed, only 11 frames have column failures. The

comparison ratio for the frames ranges from 0.51 to 0.92. This indicates that

the determination of design loads using the middle-tier method is conservative

for the braced frames analYsed.

beam reinforcement (%BH)

5.02.0 3.0 4.01.0

frame

height 0.5

0.62

0.72

0.86

0.55

0.63

0.75

0.78(B)

0.85(B)

0.87(B)

0.72

0.85(B)

o.e8(B)

o.7e(B)

o.e6(B)

o.e0(B)

0.78(B)

0.87(B)

0.88(B)

3m

6m

9m

FRAMEE2

0.76(B)

0.84(B)

0.86(B)

0.77

o.eo(B)

o.e1(B)

0.76(B)

0.85(B)

0.86(B)

0.75(B)

0.84(B)

0.86(B)

o.7e(B)

o.8e(B)

o.e1(B)

0.78(B)

0.87(B)

0.88(B)

3m

6m

9m

FRAMEE4

(B) : middle-tier beam failure
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Table 8.6: Ratio to,,¡¿(d,es-)f w¿"r(d,es.) for braced frames

8.5 Three-storeY Two-baY Frames

Multi-storey fi-ames MULTI1 and MULTI2 analysed using the moment-magnifier

method in cha.pter 7 are ana.lysed using the middle-tier method- The geom-

etry and material properties of the frames are assumed to the same as those

given in Chapter 7-

Results obtained for the ultimate strength analysis of framê MULTI1 are

summarised in Table 8.7. The middle-tier results suggest that beam sec-

tion failure controls the ultimate load of the frame. The comparison ratio

u^;¿(ult.)f u6r(ult.) based on the middle-tier method is 0'59'

beam reinforcement (%BH)

5.03.0 4.02.00.5 r.0

frame

ht
0.51

0.76

0.68

0.76

0.58

0.76

0.77(B)

0.79

0.77(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

0.76(B)

0.80

3m

0.58

0.76

0.67

0.76

0.84(B)

0.80

0.79

0.76

o.s6(B)

0.s0

o.e6(B)

0.80

6m ratio

ó

0.80

0.76

0.73

0.76

0.92

0.76

0.87(B)

0.80

0.84(B)

0.80

0.8s(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

9m

FRAMEE2

0.74

0.74

0.74(B)

0.79

0.76(B)

0.79

0.77(B)

0.79

0.76(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

o.80(B)

0.80

3rn

0.86

0.73

o.s4(B)

0.79

0.84(B)

0.80

0.83(B)

0.80

o.s6(B)

0.80

ratio

ó

o.8s(B)

0.s0

6m

0.84(B)

0.79

0.85(B)

0.74

0.82(B)

0.79

0.86(B)

0.80

0.85(B)

0.80

0.88(B)

0.80

9m ratio

ó

FRAMBB4

(B): middle-tier beam failure
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Table 8.7: Ratio ro^;¿(ult.)f w¿"o(ult.) for multi-storey frame MULTII

Results obtained for the design strength analysis of frame MULTI1 are sum-

marised in Table 8.8. The middle-tier results suggest that beam section failure

controls the ultimate load of the frame. The comparison ratio tu*¡¿(des -) f ut6o(des.)

based on the middle-tier method is 0.47.

Table 8.8: Ratio u*;¿(d.es.)f w¡r(des-) for multi-storey frame MULTI1

Results obtained for ultimate strength analysis of frame MULTI2 are sum-

marised in Table 8.9. The middle-tier result suggests that column failure now

controls the ultimate load of the frame, instead of beam section failure control

in FRAME1. The middle-tier result still suggests that beam section failure con-

trols the ultimate load of the frame. The comparison ratio w^;¿(ult-) f u¡.o(ult.)

Method Beam failure

w(kN/m)

Coln failure

w(kN/m)

Ultimate Load

w(kN/m)

Comparison Ratio

u *¿¿(ult.) I w ¿oo(ult.)

Top-tier 84.1

Middle-tier 49.8 79.7 49.8 0.59

Method Beam failure

w(kN/m)

Coln failure

w(kN/m)

Design Load

w(kN/m)

Comparison Ratio

u,,;¿(d,es.) f w ¿'o(des.)

Top-tier 58.7

(for { : 0.80)

Middle-tier 27.7

(d:0.80)

44.3

(d:0.78)

27.7

(d : 0.80)

0.47
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based on the middle-tier method is 0.51

Table 8.9: Ratio w^;¿(ult.)f u¡oo(ult.) for multi-storey frame MULTI2

Results obtained for design strength analysis of frame MULTI2 are summarised

in Table 8.10. The middle-tier result suggests that column failure controls the

design load of the frame, instead of column failure in frame MULTII' The

comparison ratio to*;¿(des.)f w¿"r(d,es.) based on the middle-tier method is

0.44.

Table g.10: Ratio to^;¿(des.)f ua,o(d,es.) for multi-storey frame MULTI2

For 1\{ULTI1, the comparison ratio obtained for ultimate load estimate is al-

most the same as that obtained from the bottom-tier method. The ratio ob-

tained for design load estimate from the bottom-tier method is closer to unity

than that obtained from the middle-tier approach. For MULTI2, the ratios for

Method Beam failure

w(kN/m)

Coln failure

w(kN/m)

Ultimate Load

w(kN/m)

Comparison Ratio

u,,;¿(ult.) f u ¡,o(ult.)

Top-tier 146.0

Middle-tier 74.r 79.7 74.t 0.51

Method Beam failure

w(kN/m)

Coln failure

w(kN/m)

Design Load

w(kN/m)

Comparison Ratio

u, ;¿(des.) f w¡,o(d,es.)

Top-tier 99.5

(for / : 0.78)

Bottom-tier 51.8

(d:o'8)

44.3

(d:0.78)

44.3

Ó :0-78
0.44
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both design and ultimate load estimates obtained from the bottom-tier method

are closer to unity than those obtained from the middle-tier method. This in-

dicates that, for the multi-storey frames, the bottom-tier method, generally,

gives better estimation of strength.

8.6 Summary and Conclusions

Analyses of I44 unbraced portal frames were carried out using the middle-

tier method, and results obtained \4/ere compared with results obtained from

parallel top-tier (rigorous) method. 36 braced portal frames and two multi-

storey frames of practical proportion were also analysed'

From the results obtained, the following conclusions can be drawn

1. The failure surfaces of the strength versus the quantity of beam re-

inforcement plots obtained from the middle-tier method have gen-

erally similar shapes as those obtained from the more accurate top-

tier method. This indicates that the beam-failure column-failure

combination model used to obtain the strength of frames for the

middle-tier method does give a fair representation of the behaviour

of the frames analYsed-

2. It has been found that the middle-tier method when used to pre-

dict ultimate load could not model the complicated, interactive be-

haviour between material and geometrical nonlinearities, resulting

from the P-a introduced into the columns caused by the move-

ment of loaded joints. This caused over-estimation of the ultimate

strengths for such frames.

3. The middle-tier method also over-estimates the design load of the

type of frames described in item 2. unlike the bottom-tier method,

whereby the use of the requirement that ó" is to be less than or equal
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to 1.5 prevents such frames from being unconservatively designed,

no such requirement is imposed on the middle-tier method. This

suggests that the middlle-tier method should be used with great

care

4. Comparisons of the bottom-tier and middle-tier methods indicate

that the latter gives unconservative (i.e, comparison ratios greater

than unity) estimates for more frames as compared with the other

method. This suggests that the bottom-tier approach is a safer

design method.

5. Results obtained from the limited number of braced frames analysed

indicates that the middle-tier method is conservative in estimating

both the design and ultimate loads.

6. Results obtained for the two multi-storey frames suggest that the

middle-tier method is very conservative when applied to multi-

storey frames of practical proportions. comparison ratios of 0.47

and 0.44 have been obtained for design strength estimates for frames

MULTI1 and MULTI2 respectively. corresponding ratios of 0.59

and 0.51 have been obtained for ultimate strength estimates. The

results obtained also indicates that, generally, the bottom-tier method

gives better estimation of strength.
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Conclusions and

Recornrnendations

9.1- Conclusions

This study of the non-linear behaviour of reinforced concrete slender frames

has concentrated on two major areas, i.e., the non-linear behaviour of these

frames and the accuracy of simplified code methods for predicting ultimate

and design loads of such frames. The major contributions in these areas are

listed below:

1. A computer program SAFRAME has been developed to study the non-

linear behaviour of reinforced concrete frames. The program takes into

consideration both the short-term material nonlinearities and the ge-

ometrical nonlinearities. It has the ability to predict the softening be-

haviour beyond the peak load with the use of a deformation-control tech-

264
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nique whereby the curvature of a key segment is chosen as the controlling

parameter during the analysis. The computational technique is efficient

as the structure is modelled using segmented elements, thus reducing

both the number of elements required to model the material nonlinearity

efiects and the size of the global stiffness matrix of the frame. ,

2. The accuracy of the computer program SAFRAME has been checked by

comparing results obtained with experimental results obtained for some

test structures. Comparison with results obtained using other analytical

methods has also been carried out. Generally the accuracy of the results

obtained from the present analysis is reasonable. Nevertheless, there is

a need for further "tuning" of the proglam to provide better correla-

tion with available test data. Indeed an extensive study of all available

frame and beam test data is needed as a basis for program optimisation.

One specific area where program improvement can be effected is in the

treatment of tension stiffening. The inclusion of tension stiffening for

all segments, particularly those at overload but not at the condition of

hingeing, should improve the accuracy of SAFRAME'

3. Snapback instability behaviour has occasionally been observed in some of

the portals analysed. Multiple snapback in the characteristic deflections

of the portals has not been observed. Most of the portals have only one

snapback. Occasionally portals with two snapbacks have been observed:

one of these snapbacks occurs in the mid-span vertical deflection of the

beam and the other occurs in the sway deflection of the frame at beam

level.

4. The case of the double snapbacks mentioned in (3) above suggests the

superiority of using the curvature of a key segment as the controlling

parameter instead of using characteristic deflection. Using the latter

would have resulted in non-convergence of the solution at one of the

snapbacks, thus preventing the solution from being taken far enough to
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indicate the presence of multiple snapback.

5. The study has shown that softening behaviour in reinforced concrete

frames can be caused by geometric instability. A free standing column

has been used to illustrate that this can. occur even before the formation

of a concrete "plastic" hinge or softening hinge'

6. The effect of ignoring the sectional thrust effect on the moment curvature

relation of segments has been investigated. It was found that both the

calculated sway stiffness and ultimate strength are reduced significantly

if the effect of thrust is ignored. It was also observed that the number of

concrete "hinges" at collapse is affected by ignoring the thrust effect'

7. A parametric study has been carried out in Chapter 6 on the effect of

beam reinforcement on the behaviour of portals. When the amount of

beam reinforcement is small, the beam provides little stiffening effect on

the frame, thus resulting in the frame failing at low ultimate load. When

the reinforcement is increased to an amount greater than about 4 To,

there is little increase in the ultimate load of the frame. At this stage,

the beam has exerted its maximum stiffening effect on the frame.

8. Computer programs have been developed to assist the predictions of the

design and ultimate strengths of frames based on the simplified bottom-

tier and middle-tier methods.

g. The bottom-tier or moment-magnifier method, when used to estimate ul-

timate load, generally gave conservative results for 144 unbraced portal

frames. Nevertheless, the moment-magnifier method may be unconser-

vative for frames with heavily loaded columns where the adjacent beams

are lightly loaded and the frames resist relatively small lateral loads.

10. A requirement exists in the moment-magnifier method of 453600 which

prevent frames which are likely to fail by instability before section failure

from being designed using this method. This requirement is effective in

266
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.,.i

eliminating those frames which give unconservative estimates, butnalso I

got rid of a large proportion of frames which give conservative estimates

of design loads. This requirement does not therefore perform its function

effectively.

11. The middle-tier method for estimation of design loads was found to give

unconservative estimate for frames which are likely to fail by instability,

caused by joint displacements. The bottom-tier method, is not applicable

to these frames because of the requirement mentioned above in item 10.

The absence of such a requirement in the middle-tier method can result

in unconservative designs.

12. Comparisons of the bottom-tier and middle-tier methods indicate that

the latter gives unconservative (i.e, accuracy ratios greater than unity) es-

timates for more frames than the former. This suggests that the bottom-

tier approach is a safer design method'

13. Frames analysed by the top-tier method mainly failed by instability. The

possibility of structures reaching peak loads before sections reaching their

peak strength (an example is the cantilevered column analysed in chap-

ter 6) suggests that using the top-tier method may result in unconser-

vative, and in extreme cases' unsafe design. An alternative and more

Iogical approach of using a global strength reduction factor applied to
: .J

the peak load determined from a rigorous,is proposed' l' Íi

g.2 Recommendations for F\rrther Research

Further research into the following areas is recommended:

o Improvement to the present program by using more accurate models for

materials. More laboratory tests have to be carried out to study the

267
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softening behaviour of concrete.

o Inclusion of tension stiffening effect into SAFRAME should improve the

accuracy of SAFRAME.

o carry out probabilistic studies to determine an "under-performance" fac-

tor to be used in conjunction with the rigorous analysis to give design

strength of frames analysed using the top-tier method'

o Inclusion of creep and shrinkage effects into the numerical model of

SAFRAME to enable long-term behaviour of frames to be studied.



Appendix A

Analyt ical Mornent- C urvat ure

Relationship

For a section with stress and strain diagram shown in Figure A.1, the total

compression force C is:

/.\ - r rkd,:o|o fdy (4.1)

From the strain diagram:

(A.2)

Therefore :

kd

eu

v
e

eu

1ét

J" fd" (A.3)

The stress-strain curve proposed by Smith and Young (1956) is

f : fi(:) "{'-;;) (A.4)

where fl is the compression strength of a 150mm x 300mm concrete cylinder

and eo is the concrete strain corresponding to fl.
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e
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¿"
f

kd

d

A" ___ J_>

STRESS DIAGRAM STRAIN DIAGRAM

Figure A-1: Stress and strain diagram across section

substituting f from Equation 4.4 and integrating between limits

c : b kd fþ7 þ-* (-i - t) *'] (A.5)

where fþ?[" z (_* - r) + r] is rhe average stress denored by r".

Equation 4.5 may be rewritten as follows:

c:bkdf" (A.6)

Before the ultimate moment can be determined, Ic6 has to be calculated to

determine whether the beam is under-reinforced (faited by yielding before the

concrete crushes) or over-reinforced (failed by crushing of concrete beforè the

steel yields). The value of fra is calculated as follows:

lea

- I-kb
ert

ecp
(A-7)
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where ero is the strain in the steel at yield point

An under-reinforced section has /c values less than k5 whereas a over-reinforced

section has k values larger than ka.

For an under-reinforced concrete beam, the steel has yielded and therefore:

7: A"fvn (A.8)

where fuo i" the yield stress of the steel reinforcement'

For equilibrium:

bl*¿f" -- A"foo (A.e)

Substitutin 8 P : A"lbd into Equation A'9:

,pfyp*-- k

.":(+) .,

For a over-reinforced concrete section, using similar triangles on the strain

diagram:

(A.10)

(A.11)

(4.12)

(A.13)

From equilibrium

r-kC:T:A"E"e":4"8" ex
k

Equation 4.11 and A.l2:

btc¿f": A"E"(+) ."

A"
P -- bdj

Letting
(4.14)
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and simplifying gives:

+ 2 (i)"
+1

272

(A.15)

(A.17)

(A.18)

Writing pE"eJ fl as B, Equation A-15 becomes:

hr'*o+r-r"+:o

(h)-+pk-o:o (A.16)

Hence Ë is determined from Equation 4.10 or 4.16 depending on whether the

section is under-reinforced or over-reinforced'

To calculate the ultimate moment, the position of the centroid of the stress

block is determined as fôllows:

9L
êeo -1 - 2l -'(*)

Ao

lc¿ tu
ê.

_tu_1
éo

e Co

Once yo is calculated, the ultimate moment is obtained from:

Mu-f@-kdtv")



Appendix B

Stress-Strain RelationshiPs of

Materials including lJnloading

The numerical model used in program SAFRAME includes material unloading

to allow for the possibility of strain reversal in the concrete and steel layers

used to model the sectional behaviour. The shapes of the stress-strain curves

of concrete and reinforcing steel are given in Chapter 2. In this appendix, flow

diagrams are presented to illustrate the computational steps used to determine

the stress-strain relationships of steel and concrete including the effect of strain

reversal

8.1- Steel Llnloading

The flow diagram for the determination of steel stress from known strain in a

typical steel layer within a computational step is given in Figure 8.1.

For each steel layer, two variables are used to record the maximum historical
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For each steel layer, two variables are used to record the maximum historical

Eämaüsed 
stress and strain, represented by ly"' and ê"^o'respectively in the

flow diagram. These values are kept constant at the start of a curvature step,

are maintained throughout the entire step, and are then updated at the end

of the step when a solution has been obtained for the curvature step' At the

start of the analysi" Í1"" and e"-"' are each assigned a value ol zeto'

As described above, the maximum historical normalised stress and strain are

updated at the end of each curvature step after a solution has been obtained'

This updating for a typical layer is illustrated by the flow diagram in Fig-

ure B.2.

8.2 Concrete Ilnloading

The flow diagram for the determination of normalised concrete stress from a

given normalised strain value for a typical concrete layer is given in Figure B'3'

As in the case of the typical steel layer, for each concrete layer, two variables

are used to record t]1e maximum historical normalised stress and strain, IeP-

resented AV -Íî* 
arld { respectively in the flow diagram- These values are

kept constant at the start of a curvature step, are maintained throughout the

entire step, and are then updated at the end of the step when a solution has

been obtained for the curvature step. At the start of the analysis fl'o" and

("' are each assign a value of. zeto'

Thg lnq"tmum historical normalised stress and strain are updated at the end

of each curvature step after the solution has been obtained' This updating for

a typical layer is illustrated by the flow diagram in Figure B'4'

1
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YES

START

IS f"(- 1IS f=>1.0?fs t"

fs:-1 'Ofs = 1.0

T" :l.0 -(ãF"'-ð")¡5 ¡=-o'-1.9 2

IS f"(- 1fs:1'0

fs:-1'0

NO

YES

NO

ì€s

T. : -l .O -(ef.' -¿. )

IS f=>1.o?fs:-1'O

f":1 '0

r€s

ì€s

STOP

YES

Figure B.l: Flow diagram for the calculation of stress in a typical steel layer

within a curvature steP
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START

i"'o') 1
2AB os( I

;mox 715:ls
ivnox - F9s -es

IS f.:1'O
OR f":-1.0 ?

NO

¡5 ¡=-o*:1.9 7
Í"tot- T=

¡irnox - F9s -es

ls ð" > ETo'
OR f":-1'6 2

NO

NO

ì€sì€sls fs-ox--l.o?
; mox
rs
E{nox9S

:f"
_F
-9s

ls ë, < ETo'
OR f":1-g ?

NO
NO

YES ì€s

Figure B.2: Flow diagram for the updating of the maximum stress and straln

in a typical steel layer at the end of a curvature step
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\€s
f" :0'Ols ¿.<o.o?

IS €c < 1.O ?IS é. > ¿Io* ?

i": ri q+ (s - zt)Q+ (7 - z)l.,s

NO

YES YES

ts E"ç7r?

f": 1'0 -
(1-8"+e:)
çt-zt+S)

NO

ì€s

f" : O'O

i": lJo'- T (af"'- a")

f. :0'0<0.o?ls fc

NO

ì€s

Figure B.J: Flow diagram for the calculation of stress in a typical concrete

layer within a curvature steP
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lS ð.) tlo'? imox - i,c 'c
õSo' : é"

NO

S

ì€s

Figure 8.4: Flow diagram for the updating of the maximum stress and stratn

in a typical concrete layer at the end of a curvature step



Appendix C

Layered Element APProach

The modelling of a typical element is shown in Figure C'1'

steel bor

concrete
loyer

vrNi

Figure C.1: Layered finite element

v

Y

J\,1
I X

279
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Each cross section is divided into Nr layers, some of which may represent the

reinforcing bars. The column matrices of element displacements and forces are

(see Figure C.1):

Ui

Ui

0;

uj

uj

0j

N,

u
M;

Nj

V¡

M¡

u:

f-

(c-1)

(c.2)

where

u is the axial disPlacement;

u is the transverse disPlacement;

d is the rotation of cross section;

and subscripts i and j refer to the cross section i ard j

at the ends of the element.

The internal forces are referred to the centroidal axis ¿.

The strain at any point r, y (in cartesian coordinates r, y) is e(u,y):

}u(x,,ù10*,and the displacement in the axial direction is u(x,y): u(¿,0) -
yôv(r,Qlax. Finite elements with a cubic variation of u are used. For any

point on the axis r:

u(x,0) (1 -€)"r+tu¡ (c.3)
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u(r,0) (1 - 3€' *2€2)u¡+ (3€' -2(3)u¡ *

+LG - 2e'+ €3)o; + ¿(€' - Ê')o¡ (c.4)

where

€ : f; uttd

L :element length-

Substituting these expressions into ,(*,y):ðu(x,y)lÔ" and u(r,y) : u(ø,0)

- yôo(r,O)10r,, we obtain the geometric relation e(r,y) : Bu where

1 r -\ 1

u:iL-t 6rt0-20 2Lq(2-30 1 67(2(-1) 2LnQ-30 1(c5)

where

Then applying the virtual-ToItTiíhciple to the beam element, we have óu"f

- [u 6eT o¿V : 6uT 1vpr od.V,, and since this must hold for an arbitrary

variation 6u, weobtain f : [uBrod'V : IvBrE"f}udV: keü, where V:

element volume, E" is the secant modulus (o : E"e)', and k. - Iv E"BTB,íV '

k. is a 6 x 6 element stiffness matrix. Along t, we may integrate analytically

and the integral over the cross section area we approximate by a sum over all

the layers rn :1r.. . , Nl. Matrix k" must then be tranformed from element

coordinate, (*,y) to global coordinatesi K. : Tlk"T where T is a 6 x 6

transdormation matrix for coordinate rotation by angle c, which represents

the angle between axes x and r. The T matrix is given below:

aoro'i sinî'¡ 0 0 0

9-
Ln

-sinï cosï

00
00
00
00

000
100
0 coil', sinl

0 -sinï cosï

000

0

0

0

0

0

1

T: (c.6)
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In this manner' we obtain:

Ke:

-lc2

-le3

-les

lc2

lca

lez

,be

0.5k6

-lcz

-kg
ke

282

(c.7)

kL lcz Iq -lc1

kz lcs -lcz
Ie6 -lc4

fr1

SYMME_

TRIC

where

leL :QL;Lê ¡r2SL;3s2

lc2 :(QL;t -l2SL;3)cs
lca :QL;rsz+l2SL;3c2

le+ --RL;rc-65L;2s
ks =-RL;rs*65L;2c
lc6 :4L;rS
kz :RL;rc-6SL;2s
ke :RL;rs*6SL;2c

with

- cosdi

- sinal

A : D,o 8"1^¡b*h*;

R : D- 8"6¡b*h,ny,n1

.9 : D- 8,6¡b^h*y2,*;

b* : width of the rn-th laYer;

h^ : thickness of the nz-th laYer;

Um : centroidal coordinate for the rn-th layer'

c

s

Matrices K" are finally assembled into the structural stiffness matrix K- After
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the displacements are solved, the internal forces are calculated as:

283

-Nj: t(X - X¡)"+(Yi-X)"1 8L;'+(0¡-0¿)RL;r (C'8)

-U: lé¡ -X;)" - (Y' -Y)clt2SL"" * (0;+ 0¡)65L"'(C'9)

t(Xj - X,) 
" - (Yi -Y) s\ Rn;r + [(X¡ - x;) "-

(Y¡ - \) cl6s L.' + z 120, * 0¡) S L;t (C'10)

t(x, + x¡) 
" - (Yi - X) "l 

RL;'+ [(x, - Y,) "-
(Y¡ -\)c)6SLl'+2ç0,+20i)SL;' (C'11)

Nr-_

u:
M¡:

M¡

in which x;, xj,Y,Y¡ are the displacement components in the global x and

Y directions at the element nodes i and j '



Appendix D

Strength Interaction Diagrams

Strength interaction diagram of a given section gives combinations of N and M

at failure. The key points of such diagrams represent the different conditions

at failure. These are: (1) under axial load only (2) balanced condition and

(3) pure bending. They are indicated in Figure D.l as point D' B and A

respectively.

The balanced failure condition occurs when the tensile steel yields simulta-

neously with the extreme concrete strain reaching e.u at the peak load N"¡'

The corresponding effective depth parameter is kf and the corresponding ec-

centricity is e,6. If e' is less then the balanced value e", the tensile steel has not

yielded at failure (normally referred to as primary compression failure). If e'

is greater than e'u, the tensile steel has yielded at failure ( normally referred to

as primarf tension failure).

The key points described earlier are determined first- As the present work

is concerned only with sections with significant amount of compressive re-
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N
stroight line

c

B

A M

Figure D.1: Strength interaction diagram

inforcement, the program to develop strength interaction diagram will cater

specifically for these sections. The calculation of the ultimate moment under

pure bending for a double reinforced section is dependent on whether the com-

pressive steel is at yield. For reinforced concrete section with large amount of

compressive steel closed to the extreme fibre, it is unlikely that the compressive

steel is at yield at ultimate moment. Therefore the program firstly a^ssumes

that the compressive steel is not yielded and a check is carried out later to

check the validity of this a.ssumption'

For a rectangular section under pure bending, based on the rectangular stress

block concept, and assuming that the compressive steel has not yielded, the

force in the comPressive steel is:

c":,"êu(#¡o"" (D'1)

D
Nuo

(bolonced condition)

k': 1.0

(pure bending)

k': k;

k': k;
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The force in the concrete is:

C" : 0.85"'lE:bk'd

where 7 is obtained as indicated below'

^l

within the limits 0.65 andO.85

286

(D.2)

(D.3)

The equilibrium of forces across a section is:

C"*C":T (D.4)

substituting Equation D.l and Equation D.2 into Equation D.4 gives the

quadratic equation below:

k'2 + urle' - 112:0 (D'5)

where

euE"A". - f "yA"t (D.6)
0.85 F!1bd

eud"E"A". (D.7)

Solving Equation D.5 gives kf value corresponding to the failure condition.

strain of the compressive steel corresponding to the b' value is check to en-

sure that the earlier assumption that the compressive steel has not yielded is

acceptable. The strain in the compressive steel obtained from Equation D-8 is

to be less than the strain at yield e"r.

lc'd - d,. (D.8)
le'd

Uy

U2
0.85 Fi 1bd2

€sc: €u

After determining ,tf, the compressive forces C" and C. ate obtained from

Equations D.1 and Equation D.2 respectively. Muis then calculated using the

equation below:

Mu - C"(d.- d,") + C.(d'- 0.\k'd) (D.9)
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Next, the balanced condition indicated by point B in Figure D.l is determined.

First, the effective depth parameter at this condition is determined from the

expression given below:

ki: --:!- (D.10)
êu * ê"y

Multiplying both the numerator and denominator by the elastic modulus for

steel, E" :200000 MPa,, and with e,, : 0'003, Equation D'10 becomes:

,t 600
ki : 

600 + /* 
(D.lr)

The region of the curve between point B and point C can now be calculated

from the steps given in the flow diagram shown in Figure D.2, now that we

know the values of lc' at B and C. This is carried out by obtaining N-M values

for a discrete number of points at equal interval of fr value between k', and

ki. Similarly the region between point B and point D (point D represents

a condition where k' of unity) is determined by varying ß' from Ie' : Iet to

ß, : 1.0. For k' value greater than unity, strength calculation is complicated

by a truncation of the compressive stress block, so that the rectangular stress

block is not applicable. However, Warner et at (1982) suggested that this

region can be approximated with good accuracy by using a straight line. This

straight line joins the N-M point with k' : 1.0 to the point representing the

failure condition under axial load only. The latter point is defined by the point

(0, N"o) where:

N,o - 0.85F:bD* f"u(A**4"¿) (D.12)

Note that the correction to take into account of the concrete area replaced by

the compressive steel area ,4"" is not made when determining the interaction

curve. This correction, as pointed out by Warner et al(1982), is of negligible

importance unless the proportion of steel is very high.
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NO
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tst
k

,)¿, (1-k

CIrt : f"yls Ð"¡ ( 2

O"t : E=Ð"t

YES

¿, (k'-ô)

where ô : :t

Ð""
k

ls Ð=" 4 ts 2 O"" : f"Y

O." : E"Ðr"

YES

T: O.tA"t
C": O="4""
C": o-85 F"bd
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M, : Nre'
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Figure D.2: Flow diagram for the determination of N-M points from given k'

value



Appendix E

Derivation of Matrices for

Analysis of FYames with Large

Deformation

In developing the nonlinear equations relating forces and deformations, two

separate co-ordinate systems are employed: a fixed global set of co-ordinates

and a local convective system which rotates and translates with the element.

The element deformations are thus separated from the joint displacements.

The basic element force-deformation relations are derived in the local convec-

tive co-ordinates with element deformations assumed to be small relative to it,

through the principle of minimum potential energy. This formulation of the

equilibrium equation through an updated Lagrangian approach is thus appli-

cable to analysing structures exhibiting large rotation small strain behaviour.

The element forces and displacements in the various co-ordinate systems are

illustrated in Figure E.1
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N J
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01 r
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Figure E.1: Element deformations and associated forces
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E.1 Elernent Basic Force-Displacernent Rela-

tion

on assuming a cubic lateral deflection curve and that the axial deformation,

e is small compared to the original element length, I

u : o, (, -+. Ë) *',(-+. Ë) (8 1)

and the axial length due to bowing is

' " 
(9\' o* (tr'2)ub : ll" P*1
20?-r'ror+zol) (8.3)

The axial load, ,l{ is thus

thus

It
-I30\

N -- EA[; - * Q,? - oúz * 2ü)] (8 4)

where EAisthe axial rigidity. Neglecting the shear strain energy' the potential

energy due to lateral deflection along the principal axis is:

,þ : t Io' 
u, (#)' o* - M,0, - Mz'z *r (; l"' (#)' d.) (E 5)

Through the principle of minimum potential energy' the element forces are

M¡
4EI 4NI

-J--
l' 30

/znt N,\
(. ¿ -n)

lznt N¿t_
\¿ 30

4EI 4NI

-j--
I' JoMz-

EA
I

SYMME_

If RIC

h*

0t*
)"

)'"

de

d0t

d0z

(E.6)

(E.7)

where EI is the flexural rigiditY

The basic incremental stiffness is obtained by partial differentiating Equations

E.4, E.6 and 8.7 with respect to the element basic deformations- Hence

dN

dMt

dMz

ff ç+e, - r'r¡ '# (-o' * 4oz

Irr" lczz

ått

)

(8.8)
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where

Equation 8.8 can be written as:

As:kAv (tr.12)

8.2 Tlansformation from Elernent Basic co-

ordinates system to Elernent Intermedi-

ate Co-ordinates SYstem

Considering gross deformation:

(t+u')2¡ptz-l

kzz : +*K*t#:(rr?- 4oúz+s/,l)

rczz : T _ u+a * t# 
?rr? + a/,,e, - 2//Z)

k¡¡ : ff *# * "# Ft? - 4oúz+8o;)

(tr.e)

(8.10)

(E.11)

(E.13)

(E.14)

(8.15)

2(I + u') d,u'

)
d,,' + (0) d|l + (0) dïi (E.16)

e

0r

0z

On partial differentiating:

u'

d,e {} t,

.{;

I+u')'*r'')i

lU + u')' +,''
1
2 2u'

dh:
u+æ

-!-t\ar,+ (1) do,t + (o) do',

lt+e)
U-=ar'+ (o) do'L + G) do;
\t+e)

d,u'- (8.17)

d0, (8.18)
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Thus
du'

du'

d,0',

d,0i

Equation 8.19 can be written as:

Av: A Au' (8.20)

By the contragrediant PrinciPle:

f': AT s (8.21)

where

s
(8.22)

Mi

and
N

Mt

Mz

(E.23)

On differentiating Equation E-21

Af:ArAs*DAu' (8.24)

where

d,e

d0t

d0z

llu' ,Jt n
l*e lfie

Orr' -¿-# 1

dõ, -*ryæ o

0

0

1

(E.1e)

(E.25)

f'

R

Mi

Ð-

D-

dn dt"

dzt dzz

00
00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 dæ l-r'' (t + u')T + (z1t + u')" + u'2) u'sf

and

d,t (8.26)
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(E.27)

(E.28)

(E.2e)

(E.30)

(8.31)

(8.32)

(8.33)

(8.34)

(E.35)

(8.36)

El.3 Transformation from Element Interrne-

diate co-ordinates system to Nodal Global

Co-ordinates SYstem

The element intermediate displacements are related to the noadal displace-

ments by:

t.t'

O'L

0',

Therefore

u':Tu

Au': T Au

By the contragrediant PrinciPle,

Af : tt (lt As * D Au')

: tt(ltkav+Dau')
: T" (Á'" k A au'+ D au')

: Tt(AtkA+o)ta,u
: knAu

-coso -sina 0 coso slno

sinc -coso 0 -sina cosa

00100
00000

,U,

0

0

0

1

U1

U2

U3

U4

Ug

't16

and



Appendix F

Derivation of Geometríc

Stiffness Matrix

v

U v
u 5

U2

UJ Ux
u1 u4

Figure F.1: Beam element with end displacements

The conventional displacement distribution on a uniform cross-section beam

element is (Przemienski, 1968):
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(F.1)

(F.2)

{;;}:t
6(( - €')'r

L-31-'+z€"

(-1 +a(-3(2)lrt

G_zer+€.),

1-€
0

€ 6(-€ + €")n Qe - 3t')t,t

0 3€' - 2€" (-€' + €')¿

êx" H -#, +Lr{auuaù'

U1

U2

U3

U4

Ug

U6

where

rl!¡ . . . ,,Lt6 ã,1ê the eiement displacements

shown in Figure F.1.

In calculating the strain energy (J; weneglect the contributions from the shear-

ing strains. Thus only the normal strain e", will be included. These strains

for large deflections on a beam in bending are determined from :

where

y is measured from the neutral axis of the beam; and

u6 denotes the z" displacement at y - 0'

We use Equation F.2' and the strain energy [l is given by

U;
Eu 

l"'z,,av
(F.3)
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(F.5)

(F.i)

(F.8)

z-12

I 
o, (F.4)

,"*'r(*)^ -r##,
drdA

The higher-order term | (#)^ can be neglected in the above expression. In-

tegrating over the cross-sectional area A and noting that since y is measured

from the neutral axis, all integrals of the form / ydA must vanish, we have

,,:'* l"'(#)" o**u+ I"'(#)'o**u+ I"'#(*)'o* çru¡

that:

I: 
7(-ur + u4)

: ittt-r+€') u,+(r-4e +s{'?) /u3+6(€-€') ",*
(-'e * r(') l"u]

: 
å ru t-t + z€)uz * 2(-2 +30 fu3 + 6(1 - 2t) ur+

(-1 + 3f) /u6l

where

I denotes the moment of inertia of the cross-section'

We may note that the first two integrals in Equation F.6 represent the linear

strain energy while the third integral is the contribution from the nonlinear

component of the strain. From Equation F'l we obtain:

0uo

A"
ouu

ðr

o"uu

ô*

Substitution of Equations F.7 to F.8 into F.6 and integrating leads to:

(F.e)
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(F.12)

(F.10)

we may note that even for relatively large deflections the quanti ty E A(ua - "t') ll

may be treated as a constant equal to the axial tensile force in the beam- Hence

we may introduce

tir"^-,,) (T"z*
1

I-
'10

?,ruu 
+ fitu,uu- fit,,,ru - fiPu"u. - fr,,'.)

EA.F:1(un-ut)*const

+ fir"3*nú*

and apply Castigliano's theorem to the strain energy expression (Equation F.10).

This results in the following element force-displacement equation:
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which may be written symbolically as:

k: (k" + kr)u

299

(F.13)



Appendix G

Testittg of Prograrrì

NE\MTONR

The testing of program NEI{ToNR is carried out by comparing results obtained

using the program with published analytical solutions for a cantilevered beam

and a portal frame.

The matrices given by Jennings(1968) have been used previously by other re-

searchers ancl found to give accurate predictions of the non-linear behaviour

of structures with geometrical nonlinearrities. As the matrices given by Jen-

nings have to be used together with'Newton-Raphson procedure for solving

non-linear equations, care has to be taken to ensure successful implementation

into a computer program. Therefore, the testing of the program is not only to

confirm the accuracy of using Jennings's matrices, but also to act as a check

to ensure that the program NEI¡T0NR has been coded correctly.

The matrices of Jennings have been used by Meek and Tan(1983) for post-

buckling analysis of elastic frames. Meek and Tan compared results obtained

300
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using this analytical approach with analytic solution to a cantilever beam with

a vertical point load at its free end. This structure was chosen as its simple

configuration allows 'exact' solutions to be obtained analytically' The analytic

solution is obtained by Frisch-Fay(1962) using elliptic integrals' Meek and Tan

observed that the solution using Jenning's algorithm agrees closely with that

obtained by Frisch-Fay. Results obtained from these two analytical apprpaches

are shown in Figure G.l reproduced from the report by Meek and Tan.

The same beam is also analysed using program NEI{TONR' The solutions for the

beam modelled by one, two and four elements, given in Table G.1, Table G'2

and Table G.3 confirm Meek and Tan's observation that Jenning's algorithms

can model accurately geometrical nonlinearities effect in elastic structures' In

these tables, u is the horizontal displacement, u is the vertical displacement

and d is the rotation as indicated in Figure G'l'

A portal frame analysed by Lee, Manual and Rossow(1968) is also chosen for

analysis using program NEWToNR. Results obtained are plotted as a series of

points in Figure G.2. Those obtained by Lee et al are shown as a continuous

curve. The plots show close agreement between the two solutions' The de-

formed shape of this frame at a load factor of 14.9 is obtained by Lee et al;

the shape is shown in Figure G.3

It is not possible to obtain solution point closer to the plateau of the curve

using a load control technique. Although the program CRISFIEL has been

developed to trace the entire curve caused by geometrical nonlinearities, it is

not used in the present study. The load control progtam NEI'¡T0NR is sufficient

for the purpose of the present study which is to carry out a middle-tier strength

analysis of frames-
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Figure G.1: Results for analysis of cantilevered beam (Meek and Tan,1983)
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Table G.1: Results from analysis of cantilevered beam (vertical deflection)

(L-u)lL
FRISH-FAY'S

SOLUTION

4 ELEMENTS2 ELEMENTS1 ELEMENTPL2IEI

1.00001.00001.00001.00000.0

0.94360.94380.94380.944r1.0

0.83940.83990.84010.84202.0

0.74560.74630.74680.75153.0

0.67110.67200.67280.68054.0

0.6L240.61330.61500.62755.0

0.56540.56650.56830.58136.0

0.527r0.52830.53050.54607.0

0.49520.49650.49900.51708.0

0.46820.46950.47280.49259.0

0.44500.44650.45000.471510.0
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Table G.2: Results from analysis of cantilevered beam (horizontal deflection)

,lL
FRISH-FAY'S

SOLUTION

4 ELEMENTS2 ELEMtrNTS1 ELEMtrNTPL2IEI

0.00000.00000.00000.00000.0

0.30170.30200.30180.30081.0

0.49350.49430.49380.48952.0

0.60330.60480.60400.59553.0

0.67000.67250.67080.65884.0

0.71380.71700.71500.69985.0

0.74460.74850.74600.72806.0

0.76740.77230.76900.74887.0

0.78500-79050.78700.76458.0

0.79910.80550.80130.77709.0

0.81060.81770.81330.787310.0
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Table G.3: Results from analysis of cantilevered beam (rotation)

306

d(radian)

FRISH-FAY'S

SOLUTION

4 ELEMENTS2 ELEMENTS1 ELEMENTPL2IEI

0.0000.0000.0000.0000.0

0.4610.4620.4610.4601.0

0.7820.7820.7820.7772.0

0.9860.9870.9860.9763.0

r.t2l1.123l.L2l1.1054.0

t.215r.2r7T.2T51.1935.0

L.2841.2851.283r.2546.0

1.3351.3371.335r.2997.0

L.3741.376r.3741.3328.0

1.405t.4071.4051.3569.0

1.430t.432r.4291.37510.0
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Appendix H

Ilser Manual for Progranr

SAFRAME

I{.1 Scope of the Program

The program sAFRAME numerically simulates the behaviour of reinforced

skeletal plane frames as they are progressively loaded up to and beyond the

peak load, into the softening range'

The program takes into consideration the efiect of geomet.i" ,roili'hearity

caused by the movement of the nodes under loading, but does not include

the efiect of geometric nonlinearity caused by the movement of the element

away from the line joining its ends. Therefore to accurately simulate the be-

haviour of members in compression, such members are modelled using a few

elements. This results in placing more nodes along a member and, therefore,

enables the geometric njnlnearity effect along the member to be included in
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Table H.l: Typical units for input data

length n1,

curvature nx -1

point load KN

distributed load IcNm-r

bending moment kNm

Young's modulus IcNm-2

yield stress IcNm-2

the numerical model.

Program SAFRAME was developed using standard FORTRANTT language to

run in a UNIX-based operating environment'

H.2 Data PreParation

Input data are in consistent units. The set of units used by the program is

given in Table H.2. An exception to the above is that the width and depth

relating to the section are in millimetres'

I{.3 Numbering of Nodes and Elernents

The numbering of nodes is in sequence starting from unity up to the total

number of nodes. Each element is assigned a number, starting from one up

to the total number of elements. For each element, the connectivity detail is
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declared. This connectivity detail specifies the initial position of the element

in relation with the position of the nodes. The specifi'cation of the connectivity

detail assists the interpretation of the directions of output forces in relation to

the element.

H.4 FixitY of Nodes

The support condition of each node is defined by using a group of three in-

tegers. The first indicates the condition of the restraint along the x-axis, the

second, along the y-axis, and the third, rotation about the z-axis. The input

required for each of the integers is either unity (for no restraint) or null (for

full restraint). Inputs required for nodes wiih different conditions of restraint

are shown in Figure H.1.

I{.5 Loading

The loading data are divided into two sets; the first defines the loading at the

nodes, and the second defines loading along the elements'

Loading at a node is defined by specifying each of the point loads for the three

possible degrees of movement. Even though a particular degree of movement

is restrained, a value "t íiff is still required for the corresponding point load.
,. ij i .r

Two different types of loading are allowed along an element- These are: (1)

transverse uniformly distributed load (UDL) along the entire element and (2)

a trànsverse point load anywhere along the element. An integer of 1 is required

to specify the former load type, and an integer of 2 is required for the latter.

Two further variables are required; for the UDL case, the first of these two

variables specified both its magnitude (in force per unit length) and direction,
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Figure H.1: Constraints of joints and supports
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and the second is not used by the program, but a value oL zeto is required; for

the second case, the first variable specifies the magnitude and direction, and

the second variable specifies the distant of this load from the left end of the

element. up to four different sets of loading can be applied simultaneously

to a particular element. This enables a combination of different basic loading

patterns within an element, €.8., uDL together with a few point loads.

E{.6 Dividing Elements into Segments

For each element, the program requires the input of the number of segments'

As a guide, the number of segment should be chosen such that the segment

length to depth ratio is between 0.5D to 1.0D, where D is the depth of the

element

Material properties are defined for each segment. The program limits the

number of layers of reinforcing steel to two'

H.7 Input Files

Input files are normal text files. No predefined format is used to read in the

input, and therefore input data within the same line are separated by commas'

For easy identification such files should have filenames with a suffix of "inp"'

The various data required are listed below in the order in which they should

be placed:

o FILENAME (type:string): For easy identification the output filename should

has a prefix of *t-". An examplefor the name to be placed in first line

for the input file with filename of "t-test.ioP" is "t-test".
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o TITLE (type:string): This is a one line description of the run. An example

is "Testing frarne : 9 metre taII column"'

o IpDEL (type:integer): If IPDEL : 1 then include geometrical nonlinearity

effect. If IPDEL : 0 then do not include this effect'

o IpRINM (type:integer): If IPRINM :1 then print detailed output for all

the segments in output fite with suffix "out". If IPRINM: 0 then print

only partial outPut.

o IDEGFRE (type:integer): This gives the degree of freedom to be used for

printing out the deflections in the output file with suffix "PdI".

o IpMEM, IPSEG (type:integer, integer): These specify the segment to be

used for printing out the deflections in the output file with suffix "Pdl"'

o IT0, JTo (type:integer, integer): These specify the segment to be used

as the key segment for controlling curvature. If they are zeros' then the

program will locate the segment that has the largest curvature during

the first step, and subsequently use this segment as the key segment.

o NHSECT (type:integer): This specify the number of concrete layers to be

used to model the sections.

o CURMAX (type:real): This specify the maximum curvature to be used for

the key segment to trace the behaviour of the structure.

o Np0lNT(type:integer); This specifies the number of incremental curvature

steps to reach peak curvature CURMAX'

o ToLSTR, TOLMEM (type:real, real): The first specifies the tolerance to be

applied to the structure for the measure of convergency. The second

specifies the tolerance to be applied to the section for the measure of

convergency.
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o NgDE, ELEMENT (type:real, real): Number of nodes and number of ele-

ments

oJ,X,Y,ND1,ND2,ND3(type:integer,realrreal,integer'integer'in-

teger): J specifies the node number. (X, y) is the co-ordinates of the

node. The last three integers specifies the restraints of the node' This

input is to be specified for all the nodes'

o J, N1, N2, NSEG, GAMMAI, GAMMA2, F6PEAK, EcPEAK(type:integer,in-

teger, integer, real, real, real, real): where

- J is the element number

- N1, N2 are the node numbers of the ends of the element

- NSEG is the number of segments to be used for this eiement

-GAMMA1isthematerialparameterylforthiselement

_GAMMA2isthematerialparameterl2lorthiselement

- FCPEAK is the peak concrete strength Í*o"

- ECPEAK is the strain at peak concrete strength e"-o"

This input is to be specified for all the elements'

o ESTEL, FSY (type:real, real): ESTEL specifies the Young's Modulus and

FSY specifies the yield stress of the reinforcing steel'

o I{IDTH, DEPTH, NST, AST(1), DT(1), AST(2), DT(2) (type:real,real'

integer, real, real, real, real): where

- ITIDTH and DEPTH are the width and depth of the segment

- NST is the number of layer of reinforcing bars

- AST(1) is the cross-sectional area of the top reinforcing layer

- DT(l) is the distance from the centre of the top layer to the top

concrete fibre
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- AST(2) is the cross-sectional area of the bottom reinforcing layer

- DT(2) is the distance from the centre of the bottom layer to the top

concrete fibre

This input is to be specified for all segments starting from the first seg-

ment of the first element to the last segment of the last element'

o NN (type:integer): this specifies the number of nodes with loads.

o NN, px(NN), PY(NN), PM(NN) (type: integer, real, real, real): NN spec-

ifies the node number, and Px, PY and PM specify the loads acting on

the node along X axis, the Y axis and Z direction. This input is to be

specified for all the loaded nodes'

o NL (type:integer): For each element, the number of element loads NL is

to be specified. If NL is not equal to zero, input lines following this line

is required to specified the loading within the element. The additional

lines for non zero NL have the following formats:

-LT,VL,A(type:integer,real,real):LT:lforUDLandLT:2lor
point load. If LT :1 then vL specifies the magnitude and direction

of the load in load per unit length, and A is to be zero- If LT :2

then vL specifies the magnitude and direction of the point load, and

A specifies the distance of this point load from the left end of the

element. Direction is positive upward along an element.

I{.8 OutPut Files

All the output files have the first part of their names set equal to the input

character string of the first line of the input file' The suffix of each file is assign

a unique three-character string by the program. This enables output files to

be easily located.
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The name of the input can be of any form, but for easy identification, it

should have a meaningful suffix such as *dat" or "inp"- If the first line of

the data file has a string "test", the output flles created by the pro8ram

are tttest.out","test.pd.Itt, *test.naPt' and "test'nkttt' The output file

with the suffix .,out" consists of the complete information of the input and

output data. The output file with the suffix of "pdI" is in a form suitable for

plotting of the load versus deflection curves. The file with a suffix of "map"

consists of information about the states of the segments' The file with the

suffix of ,,mkt,, consists of the complete moment-curvature information of all

the segments. Another program BREAK is required to process this file to

extract M-rc information and to create data files for segments selected by the

users. The data files created are suitable for input into standard plotting

programs.

Program PSPLOT has been developed using FORTRANTT to create corre-

sponding POSTSCRIPT test files from the individual moment-curvature file

of the segment. The PosTscRIPT file can then be sent to laser printers

supporting the PosTSCRIPT language to create a hard copy of the plot'

posTscRIPT (see Adobe system Incoporated,lg85) is a device-independent

graphic description language. Printer supporting this language has a built-

in interpreter to process incoming file with POSTSCRIPT instructions, and

translates these instructions to give hard copy plots'

To illustrate the input required for a typical frame using program SAFRAME'

a portal frame shown in Figure H.2 is analysed. To reduce the amount of

output only three elements are used, one for each member. Each of these

element is modelled using nine segments only. The number of segments is also

kept small to reduce the amount of output'

The input and output files are printed out onto the Apple LaserWriter- The

input data are shown in Figure H'3'
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1
0
1
1r 5
3.1
15
0.04
l5

saframe
sample input for safranre-f

Eem:outPut filename (no suffix! )

/ rem:TIÎLE,'notes.
rem:IPDEL (1 or 0).

rem:IPRINM (1 -comPlete, 0 -partial Printout) -

ren:IDEFGRE' DEGREE OF FREEDOM TO PRINT.
rem:IPMEM'IPSEG; DEFLECTION OF SEGMEMI TO PRINT
rem: ITO, JIO; CONTRO¡, SEGMENT.
Eem:NHSECT' No OF LAYERS.
rem:CURÞlAX,' M¡iiX CURVATURE EOR CONTROL SEGMENI.
rem:NPOINT; NO OF STEPS TO REACH !.fAX CURVATURE.

reIn:TOLSTR,IOLMEM' TOL.STRUCI' TOL.SECTION-
rem:NODE, ELE!{; NO OF NODES' NO OF bLEMENTS.
reml:J, X' Y. NDlr ND2 ,ND3.
rem2 : (NoDE NO, X-ORD. . Y-ORD -, RES-X' RES-Y, RES-Z I -

5.
5.
0.
0-
9.
9,
9,

0.01.0
4r3
1,0.0,
2,5 -4.
3,0.0.
4.5 -4.
]^rL.2,
2. L.3.
3.2,4.

.0 0

4

4

0

0
1
1
1

1r 1
L,L
0r0
0r0
,3-0
,3.0
,3-o
0

1

,L
,L
,o
.0

2.08+05,460
3OO . O, 6OO. O,2,1800.0, 50.0 ' 1800.0 

' 
550 - 0

300. 0, 600.0,2,1800. 0, 50. 0, 1800. 0, 550 -0
3OO. O, 600. 0,2.1800- 0, 50. 0' 1800- 0' 550- 0

3OO. O, 30O.0,2,900 - 0, 50 - 0, 900 - 0 
' 
250 -

3OO - 0, 300- 0 .2.9o0.o. 50- 0, 900 - 0, 250-
3OO. O,300 - 0,2,900.0,50 - 0, 900 .0 

' 
250.

300.0, 3oo -0,2,900 - 0,50 - 0. 900 - 0,250.
300-0, 3oo. 0,2, 900-0.50 -0,900.0,250-
3OO - O, 30O - 0,2,900.0,50.0,900 - 0,250 -

300. O, 300- 0,2,9OO -O.50- 0, 900. 0, 250.
3OO.O, 30O.O.2,900.0, 50. 0, 900 - 0,250-
300 - 0, 3o0 -o,2,900.0. , 900 - 0, 250

, 900 - 0, 250
, goo - 0,250

, N1 . N2 , GÀ.1{MÀ1, GÀ¡{1,Í42 , FCPEÀK. ECPEÀK .

ELEM, ER,1O. GA!4I441, GAMMA2, FCPEAK, ECPEAK)
<-----coNcRETE------- J----> -

reml: ESTEEL'FSY,.I,1ODUI,US, YIELD STRESS.
rEM:WIDTH,

DEPTH'
NSÎ,

Àsr (11 ,
DT (1' ,
Àsr (21 ,

DÎ (21 -

-99
-99
.99

,29.75.0 -o02
.29-75,O-OO2
.29 -75.O -OO2

reml: iI
re¡n2: (
Eem3:

3OO - O, 6OO. O, 2r 1800.0, 50 - 0,1800.0, 550 - 0

3OO. O, 6OO - 0,2,1800 - 0, 50.0, 1800 - 0,550.0
30O. O, 6OO. 0.2.1800.0,50 - 0, 1800.0,550 - 0

300.0.600 - 0 .2.L80o -0.50.0, 1800.0' 550 - 0

3OO. O, 6OO.0,2,1800,0 r 50.0r 1800.0r 550 - 0

30O - O, 6OO. O, ?,1800 ¡ 0¡ 50 - 0r 1800.0,550 ¿ 0

3OO. O, 30O - O .2.9O0.O.50- 0, 900 - 0, 250. 0

3OO. O, 3OO -O,2,900 - 0, 50. 0, 900. 0' 250. 0

.250 -

.25O.

.250 -

.25O.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

50
50
50
50
50

2 Íem:NN.' NO

L,21O.O,-2L60.0,0.0 re6:NN'Px(
2,0-0o0,-2160.0,0-0 -Y.I|LOVI-Z-
I rem:NL;NO 1-
I,-1OO-O,O-O ren:LÎrvL, RIABLE À'
0 rem:No OF

0 rem:NO OF

EÇþU

q
^,U
9r,

L1 
o"u

300 - 0, 300.0
300-0,300-0
300 - 0, 300.0
300-0,300.0
300-0,300-0
300 - 0,300.0
300.0,300 - 0

.2.goo -o.
,2.9OO -0,
.2.9OO -O.
,2r9OO -0,

,900 - o

,900 - 0

,900.0
,900-0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

,2, 9oo - 0, 50.
,2, 900.0, 50.
.2.9OO -O.50 - 0, 900.0,250

rem. t**trrt*tû*tr***ttttitû*tttltttttttrttta*tttti***t****ú**f *

rem:r IIiIS IS A SÀ¡IPLE INPUT EILE FOR PROGRAH SAFR'B.ÈIE *
rgm- rÊ*ûtr*t*ttr*ra*tttl*ttttiat*itltalttttli*ttitttt*********t

Figure H.3: Input data for portal frame G
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The output data from the file "test .PdI" are shown in Figure H'4' The output

data from the fite *test.maP" are shown in Figure H.5. The output data from

the file.test.nkt" are shown in Figure H-6 and Figure H'7' Owing to the

large number of pages of printout, only the first page and the last page are

shown. The output data from the file utest. out' are shown in Figure H'8

to Figure H.11. owing to the large number of pages of printout, only the first

four pages are listed.

The listings of output files, though not completely in a few cases' are sufficient

to give an idea of the output expected from the program'
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IFILENÀME OF TIIIS FII,E :

IFII,ENÀ}TE OF PROGR,AM USED

! CURTÀR(1/m) sE(x1001
o.0o0o0 0.00000
o.00261 7.809?8
o.oo533 L5.22912
o-00800 2L-2590L
0.01067 26 - 08938
o. 01333 29. 881?0
0.01600 32.16113
O.0186? 3¡1 .95599
0.02133 36 - 63934
o.02¡100 3?.20830
o .02661 36.9538?
0.02933 36.4567L
0 .03200 35 - 80833
o - 0346? 34.95486
0 - 03?33 34 - 01932
o. o4ooo 32 -79293

saf ranre. PdL
: saframe.exe
DEIÐF(¡t[n) MO!'rTAR(kNto)

o - 00000 0.00000
11 - 66?¡15 31.16089
23.0988s 60 - 15959
34-4L871 85.33136
46-20?01 L01.22L33
58.0406? 125.81378
69 - 65690 1{1.16955
81.001?0 153.98021
92.18530 165.0?696

101 - 33322 169 - 09291
108 - 5130? 168. ?8061
r]-s -L3228 166.86218
L2L-97652 L64.24329
L28.65622 160.95389
135 - 10124 156.77189
140.86952 151 - 65450

DELSEG (¡rúnl

0.00000
-0 - 93s88
-2 -31 660
-3.52100
-4 .4 8458
-5. 31807
-6.05987
-6.1 4462
-7.39810
-?.85576
-8 - 10069
-8.34?41
-8.52735
-8.65805
-8.754¡16
-8.81839

ICYCLE

1
0
9
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
5
5
5
7

Figure H.4: Printout of file "test.PdI"
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s:
s=
s-
s:

s=

s-

E:
E-
E-
E=
E-
E=
E:
E=
E-

I
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1

FILENA!4E OE THIS FILE : saframe-map
***************t*t**t*a****ttt****t*****************tt
* L - LCIÀDINGT U - (NLOÀ'DrNG, H - HINGE *
* S - SOFTENING : A HINGE IS DEFINED WHEN TttE ABS' t
* OF THE SI{'PE OF ÎTIE MOMENT-CURVÀÎT'RE REI'ÀTION AT i
* THE PRESENÎ SÎEP IS LESS ÎITAN O.O5 THÀÎ OE TTTE *
* FIRSÎ STEP. SOFTENING IS WHEN lfIE PRESENT SI'OPE IS *
* NEGÀTIVE ÀI{D THE RATIO OF lHE ABS. SIÍ}PES DESCRIBED*
* ÀBOVE IS GRE,ATER THAN 0.05. I
* NOTE TTIAT THIS OUTPUT IS JUST TO GIVE SOME *
* INDICATIONS OF THE BEHÀVIOUR OF THE SEGMENTS--- I
r FOR r.rORE ACCURÀTE DETERMINATTON OF BEHAVTOUR, ú

* MOMENT CURVÀTURE REI,ATIONS OF SEGMENTS HÀVE TO BE *
* PLOTTED. T

****t********Ê*********r****t*tii**t***t*********ti***

srEp No o o oo o0o o 011 LLLLLLLL22222222223333333333 4 44 44 4 4 ¡t 4 4 s5555555556
***r***t 123456?890123456189OL23456?8901234567890123¡t5678901234567890

S- 1 LLLLLLLLLLLLLTru
LLLLLLLLLLLI,HUU
LLLLLLLLLLLLT'UU
LLI,LLLLLLLLLt,tru
LLLLLLLLLLLLUtru
LLLLLLLLLLLLHIru
LLLLLLLULLLLLLL
LLLLLLIJI'LUUT'UTru
LLLLLLLLLT'UUT'(ru
o o 0 o o o o 0 0 1 1 LLLLLLLL222222222233333 3 3 3 3 3 4 { { 4 4 4 4 4 { 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6

1234 56? I 90123{56?8 90r23456? 8901234 56?8 90123¡156?8 901234 567 I 90

LLLLLLLLLLLLHHH
LL.LI'!,I",LI,I"LLL'LLU
LLT'LLLLr,LÍ,LLLI.II
LI,!.L',I!,I,,LI,',LLLLIJ
LLLLLLLLT'T'I'U(,tru
LLLLLLLLL(,I'T'U(ru
LLLLLLLLLLUHUTru
LLLLLLLLLLHTIU(ru
LLLLLLLLLHHHHHH
0 0000000 011 LLLLLLLL22222222223333333333¡[4 444 {44 4 4 55555555556
123{ 56?8901 23456789OL23{ 56? I 90I23¡t 56? I 90123{ 56? 8901234 56789()
LLLLLLLLLHHHHHH
LLLLLLLLLIIT'UUUT'
LLLLLLLLLUT'U'(ru
LLLLLLLLLT'UT'('tru
LLLLLT'UU(ruLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLUIruLL
LLLLLLLLLLUÍTUHH
LLLLLLL\,LLUUUW
LLLLLLLLLÍITIHHTTH

2
3
4

5
6
7
I
9

STEP NO
*******t

E-2 S=1
E-2 S*2
E-2 S-3
E-2 S-¡l
E-2 S=5
E-2 s-6
E-2 S-?
E-2 S-8
F,-2 s-9
SÎEP NO
tt*t*tt*

E-3 S-L
E-3 S=2
E-3 s-3
E-3 S-4
E-3 S-5
E-3 S-6
E-3 S:?
E=3 S=8
E-3 s-9

Figure H.5: Printout of file "test'naP'
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FILENÀ"!IE OF TNIS FILE :
ELEMENI= ISEGI{ENT=
KEYCUR[1/ûtl MOMIkNro]
o-2678-02 -0-2538+02
0.5338-02 -0.538E+02
0.800E-02 -O.1928+02
0.10?E-01 -0.1028+03
0-133E-01 -0.1218+03
0-160E-01 -0.1398+03
0.18?E-01 -0.15¿lE+03
0-2138-01 -0.166E+03
0.240E-01 -0.175E+03
o.2618-OL -0.180E+03
0.2938-01 -0.183E+03
0.3208-01 -0.1868+03
0.3478-01 -0.1878+03
0.3?3E-01 -0.1868+03
0.4008-01 -0.183E+03

ELEMENT: ISEGMENT=
KEYCURtl/ml MOMIkNnl
o.2678-02 -0-2888+02

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

saframe-mkÈ
1

Ct Rtl/m¡
-0.3s88-03
-0 - 75{E-03
-0 - 110E-02

EI [k¡üo^2¡
7062L-8'-72
71309.5238
719?1.8178
12429 -2946
12141 -54L2
72994.985L
?3021.0074
12794.2255
72579.OL42
72350.4227
12L17.4630
12073.1346
?1948.2139
718 86.3365
1r785 -2198

EI [kNn^21
1062L.8L72
?1309 - 5238
?19?1. 8178
12429 -2946
12't47.54L2
12998.6707
72737 -5678
12543.8432
72398.4860
122L5.7L84
?2085.5014
71963.7315
?1833. ?765
7L1 46.L492
1]-708 -7295

sI fkNm^21
1062L-8L72
71309. s238
?19?1.81?8
72429.2946
72747.54L2
73002-5026
72879.0224
?2684.8698
72524.L642
72369. 8556
12223.2322
72LL5.9L32
1L999 -7779
71912.8189
7L807 -0827

Er IkNn^21
1062L.8L72
71309.5238
71971 - 8178
12429 -2946
12747 -54L2
?299{ - 9851
?3234.6804
73L95.4274
?3048.381{
?2895 - 0103
127 43.8245
72638 -2499

SE. (x100)
7.8098

L5-2297
2L.2590
26.0894
29 -88L7
32.7677
34 - 9550
36.6393
37.2083
36.9s39
36.4567
35. 8083
34.9549
34.0193
32.7929

SE (x100)
7 - 8098

L5-2297
2L.2590
26 -O894
29.88L1
32 -7 677
34.9560
36.6393
37 .2083
36.9539
36.4567
35.8083
34.9549
34.0193
32 -1929

SF (x1001
?.8098

L5.2297
2L-2590
26.0894
29.881?
32-7677
34 - 9s60
36 - 6393
3? - 2083
36 - 9539
36 - 456?
35. 8083
34.95¡19
3{.0193
32-7929

sF (x100)
?.8098

L5.2297
2L-2590
26.0894
29. 881?
32.7671
34.9560
36 - 6393
31.2083
36.9539
36. {567
3s - 8083

THRUS1[kNl
12.3858
23.1805
31. 8?04
38.68{7
43.8476
47 - 5866
50.2540
52 - 1840
s2.L623
50 - 9?78
49.3892
41 -678L
45. 8686
¡14.0518
41 - 9048

THRUST IKN¡
12.3858
23.1805
31.8704
38.684?
43 - 8476
4?.5866
50.2540
52.18{0
52.L623
50.9??8
49.3892
47.678L
{5.8686
44.0518
41.90{8

THRUSTIKN¡
12.38s8
23 - 180s
31. 8?04
38.68{7
{3.8{?6
4?. 5866
50.25{0
52.18{0
52.'-623
50.9??8
49.3892
41.678L
45.8686
¡14 - 0518
.¡1- 90¿18

lflRUSrIkNl
12.3850
23.1805
31 - 8?04
38 - 68{?
{3 - 8{76
47.5866
50.25{0
52.1840
52.L623
50.97?8
49.3892
r7.618L

.1408-02

.L678-02

.190E-02

.2L08-O2

.2298-02
-24L8-02
-2488-02
.2548-02

598-02
608-02
59E-02
55E-02

2
2
2
2
2

533E-02 -0. 6008+02
8008-02 -0-872E+02
10?E-01 -0.111E+03

- 133E-01
.160E-01
- 1 87E-01
.213E-01
.24 0E-0

6?E-0
93E-0
208-0
4?E-0
?3E-01 -0-189E+03
008-01 -0-1868+03

.533E-02 -0.560E+02
008-02 -o.8028+02
0?E-01 -0.100E+03
33E-01
60E-0r

- 1878-01
.213E-01
-2¡¡08-01
-2618-OL
.2938-01
.320E-01

-0 - 131E+03
-0 - 14 8E+03
-0 - 162E+03
-0 - 1?4E+03
-0.182E+03
-0.186E+03
-0.1898+03
-0 - 191E+03
-0.1918+03

-0.11?E+03
-0 . 1 318+03
-0.142E+03
-0 - 151E+03
-0.156E+03
-0.1598+03
-0.161E+03
-0.1618+03

cUR[1/fnl
-0 - 407E-03
-0.841E-03
-0.L2tE-02
-0.153E-02
-0.180E-02
-0 - 203E-02
-0 -2238-02
-0.2408-02
-0.251E-02
-o -2578-02
-o -2628-02
-0 - 2658-02
-0.265E-02
-o.2638-02
-0 -2598-02

3
CUR[1/n¡

-0 - 416E-03
-0 - 852E-03
-o.L22E-02
-0 - 152E-02
-0 - 178E-02
-0.199E-02
-0.2L18-O2
-0 -2338-02
-o.2428-02
-0 -2478-02
-0.251E-02
-o.2538-02
-o -2538-02
-0 - 2508-02
-o -2468-02

¡t

CUR[1/ml
-0.385E-03
-0 - ?85E-03
-0.111E-02
-0 - 139E-02
-0.161E-02
-0 - 1?9E-02
-0.193E-02
-o.2068-02
-0 - 21¡¡E-02
-o.2L8E-O2
-o.22LE-02
-o -2228-02

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I
1
1
1
1

2
2
3
3
3
4

ELEMENT= ISEGMENT-
KEYCUR[1/m¡ ]rOMtkNml
o-2678-02 -O-2948+02
0-533E-02 -0.6078+02
0.8008-02 -0.8?58+02
0.10?E-01 -0.1108+03
0.133E-01 -0-129E+03
0-1608-01 -0.145E+03
0.18?E-01 -0-158E+03
0-213E-01 -0.169E+03
0-2{0E-01 -0.176E+03
o-2678-0L -0-179E+03
0-293E-01 -0.181E+03
0-320E-01 -0.182E+03
0.34?E-01 -0.182E+03
0-3?3E-01 -0-180E+03
0.400E-01 -0.177E+03

ELEHENT- ISEGMEI{I-
KEYCURIr/¡nl MoMIkNml
o-2678-02 -O-2728+02

I
I
I
1

Figure H.6: First page printout of file "test'nkt"
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0-800E-02 -0.206E+02
0.1078-01 -0-2608+02
0-133E-01 -0.3068+02
0-160E-01 -0.345E+02
0.1878-01 -O-3178+02
0.213E-01 -0.¡t06E+02
0.240E-01 -0.4208+02
o.267F,-OL -O.424E+02
0.293E-01 -O-4238+02
0-3208-01 -0.423E+02
0-34?E-01 -O.42LÊ,+02
0.373E-01 -o.4228+02
0.4008-01 -0.428E.+02

ELEMENT: 3SEGMENT-
KEYCUR[1/fnl MO¡{[kNml

0-2678-02 -0.152E+02
0.5338-02 -0.3048+02
0-800E-02 -o.423E+02
0.1078-01 -0-525E+02
0.1338-01 -O.6L7E+02
0.160E-01 -0.695E+02
0.187E-01 -0-760E+02
0.2138-01 -0.816E+02
0-240E-01 -0.8468+02
0-267E,-OL -0-851E+02
0-2938-0r -0-845E+02
0-320E-01 -0.8408+02
0-3478-01 -O.8298+02
0.3738-01 -0-821E+02
0.4008-01 -0-813E+02

ELEMENT: 3SEGMENT=
KEYCUR[1/nl MOMIkN¡ul
o-261E-02 -0-2298+02
0.5338-02 -0.¿151E+02
0.800E-02 -o.6288+02
0-107E-01 -0.?898+02
0.133E-01 -O.9288+02
0.160E-01 -0.10¿tE+03
0-187E-01 -0.11¡lE+03
0.2138-01 -0-1238+03
0.2408-01 -0.127E+03
0-2678-01 -0.128E+03
0.2938-01 -0.12?E+03
0.3208-01 -0-126E+03
0.3{7E-01 -0-124E+03
0-373E-01 -O.L22E+O3
0-¡t00E-01 -0.1208+03

ELE$ENT- 3SEGMENÎ-
KEYCUR[l/nl MoMIkNnl
o-2678-02 -0.3068+02
0-533E-02 -0.589E+02
0.800E-02 -0.838E+02
0-1078-01 -0.105E+03
0-1338-01 -0.12{E+03
0.1608-01 -0.139E+03
0-1878-01 -0.1528+03
0-213E-01 -0.16¡¡E+03
0.240E-01 -0.169E+03
0-2678-01 -0.169E+03
0-293E-01 -0.168E+03
0.320E-01 -0.1668+03
0-3¡¡?E-01 -0.15{E+03
0-373E-01 -0.161E+03
0-400E-01 -0-159E+03

1936¡[.5479
2017{.018?
20244.869L
1996{.88,t5
L9742.207L
19566. 5320
19503.5294
L9524.3974
19520 - 64{6
19519.152?
19508.8932
19514.2031
19553.1897

2L.2590
26 - 0894
29.88L7
32.7677
3¡¡.9560
36 - 6393
37.2083
36 - 9539
36.456?
35. 8083
34 - 9549
34. 0193
32-1929

547.6600
673 - 4535
772.8702
849.1439
907.5519
952 - 9878
969 - 13?3
963.7824
952.03?0
936.3591
915.0494
891.3314
859 - 940?

SF (x100)
7.8098

L5.2297
2L.2590
26.0894
29 -88L7
32 -7 677
34.9s60
36. 6393
3?.2083
36. 9s39
36. 4567
35 - 8083
34.9549
34.0193
32.1929

-0.106E-02
-o -L298-02
-0.151E-02
-0 - 1738-02
-0.191E-02
-0.2078-02
-0 .215E-02
-0.2L78-O2
-o -2L78-02
-0.2L78-02
-o.2L6E-02
-o.216B-02
-o -2L98-O2

7
CURtl/¡tt¡

-0.1158-02
-0. 1?5E-02
-o.2288-02
-0 -2948-02
-0 - 360E-02
-0 -42L8-02
-0 - 4778-02
-0.s278-02
-0.55?E-02
-0.565E-02
-0.564E-02
-0.5658-02
-0.56¡tE-02
-0.565E-02
-0.571E-02

I
CURtl/¡ol

-0 -L14E-02
-0.3218-02
-o.462E-02
-0. 611E-02
-0. ?58E-02
-0 - 898E-02
-0.103E-01
-0.116E-01
-0.1238-01
-0 - 1258-01
-0.125E-01
-0.12{E-01
-0.123E-01
-0 - 123E-01
-0 - 123E-01

9
cun[1/ul

-0 - 260E-02
-0 - 5168-02
-o -1148-02
-0 - 103E-01
-0 - 130E-01
-0.156E-01
-0. 182E-01
-0 - 209E-01
-0.233E-01
-0.256E-01
-0.2?9E-01
-0. 3028-01
-0.3258-01
-0.3478-01
-0.36{E-01

EI [kNm^21
13173.1133
1?380.1961
18519.0794
L7874.7442
L1L28.0237
1649?.8379
159s1. ?031
154 83. 892s
15191.6651
15067.3183
1{96{.0596
L4859 -2272
L4699.Os22
1{520.0014
1{2{8.885?

EI tk¡¡n^21
131?3 - 1133
1{072.9554
13596.1206
L29L2.44L5
L2237 -7L9L
LL623.9431
11088.3065
1060{ - 3598
L0297.0396
10208.1{7¿t
10182 - 5180
10110. {793
10018 . ?6?s

9942.9907
9789.4623

EI IkNn^21
LL?94 -3L21
11¡131- 713¡t
10825 - 0561
10185.1{18

9551.0752
8927.0285
8346.1166
7822-563''
7251.6915
6624.0890
6027.4325
5{97. 7563
503?.0?52
{655. 63{0
{373.731{

sE (xl00)
7.8098

LS-2297
2L.2590
26.0894
29 - 8817
32-7677
34.9560
36. 6393
37.2083
36.9s39
36.4567
3s - 8083
34 - 95{9
3¡l .0193
32-1929

THRUSÎ[kNl
200.4025
391 - 5657
54?.6600
673.4535
712 -8702
849- 1439
907 - 5519
952-9878
969 - 1373
963.7824
952-O370
936.3591
915. 0494
891 - 3314
8s9- 9407

THRUSÎ[kNl
200-4025
391.5657
5¡[?.6600
573 - 4535
712-8102
84 9.1439
907.5519
952-9878
969 - 1373
963 -7824
952.03?0
936.3s91
915.0¿194
891. 3314
859 - 9¡10?

ÎHRUST IKN¡
200 -4025
391.5657
54 ? . 6600
673. ¡t535
772-8102
8¡[9 - 1{39
90? - 5519
952.98?8
969.13?3
963.7824
952.0370
936.3591
915.049¡l
891.331¿l
859.9{07

sF (x1001
?.8098

Ls.2291
2L.2590
26.0894
29 - 881?
32 -7677
34.9560
36 - 6393
37 -2083
36. 9539
36. 4567
3s - 8083
3¡l .9549
3{ -0193
32.7929

Figure H.7: Last page printout of file "test.mkt"
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FILENÀI.IE OF ÎHIS FILE : safra¡r¡e.out
TIÎLE :saruple inPut for saframe.f

IPDEL - 1

IPRINM - 0

DEGREE OF MOVEMTNT OF NODE TO PRINI:
DEFIÅ¡ OE ELEI{'SEG 1O PRtNl: L.
KEY ELEMENT - 3
KEY SEGMENT - 1
No oF IÀYERS FOR SECTION - 15

1
5

ITAXIMUU CIJRVÀTUR.E - 0-040000
NO OF DIVISION FOR CURVÀTURE - 15

ToLERANCE- 0.010000

ToLERENCE (SECTION) - 0.001000

NODE X-VALUE
0.000000
5- 400000
0.000000
5.400000

Y-VÀLUE
s.400000
5.400000
0 - 000000
0.000000

t¡D1
1
1
0
0

ND2
1
1
0

0

ND
1
1
0
0

3

1
2
3
4

ELEMENT FROM 1O NSEG
L29
139
249

GÀMMÀ1
1.9900
1.9900
1 - 9900

GÀ¡û.IÀ2
3.0000
3. 0000
3 - 0000

FC!{AX ECT4AX

0 - 0020
0 - 0020
0.0020

1
2
3

29
29
29

1
1
7

500
s00
s00

SÎEEL DATA
MODUTUS OF ELÀSTICITY -0.2000E+06
YIELD STRESS - 460-0000

SEGMENÎS DETAIL
**rr***ft*****t

ELEMEI{T NO -
NSEG WIDTH

1 300.00
2 300.00
3 300.00
{ 300-00
s -300.00
6 300-00
7 300-00
I 300-00
9 300.00

1
DEPTK
600.00
600.00
600.00
600 - 00
600.00
600.00
600.00
600 - 00
600 - 00

NBÀRS
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

ÀST-TOP
1800 - 00
1800 - 00
1800.00
r800.00
1800 - 00
1800 - 00
1800 - 00
1800 - 00
1800.00

DSl-10P
50.00
50-00
s0.00
s0.00
50.00
50.00
50-00
50-00
50.00

AST-BOT
1800.00
1800.00
1800 - 00
1800 - 00
1800 - 00
1800.00
1800 - 00
1800 - 00
1800 - 00

DST-BOT
sso.00
sso.00
5s0 - 00
550.00
550.00
sso.00
5s0.00
550 - 00
5s0 - 00

ELEMENT NO -
NSEG WIDÎH

1 300-00
2 300.00
3 300.00
{ 300.00
5 300.00
6 300.00
7 300.00
I 300.00
9 300-00

2
DEPlN
300 - 00
300.00

NBÀRS ÀSÎ-ÎOP
2 900-00
2 900-00
2 900.00
2 900-00
2 900-00
2 900.00
2 900-00
2 900.00
2 900-00

DSl-10P ÀST-BOT
900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900 .00
900 - 00
900 - 00
900.00

DST-BOT
250.00
250.00
250 - 00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
2s0.00
250.00

300.
300.
300.
300 -
300.

00
00
00
00
00

50.00
50-00
50-00
50.00
50.00
s0.00
50.00
s0.00
s0-00

300.00
300 - 00

ELEMENT NO -
NSEG ÍIIDIH

1 300.00

3
DEPlH
300 - 00

NBÀRS ÀSÎ-ÎOP
2 900-00

DST-ÎOP
50.00

ASl-BO1
900 - 00

DSl-AO1
250.00

Figure H.8: First page Printout of file "test ' out'
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
3
¡t

5
6
1
I
9

300 - 00
300 - 00
300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
300 - 00

300 - 00
300.00
300 - 00
300 - 00
300. 00
300.00
300.00
300 - 00

900. 00
900.00
900.00
900. 00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00

50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
s0.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900.00
900. 00

250.00
250.00
250.00
2s0.00
2s0.00
250.00
250.00
250.00

NODAI. I{'AD

NODE
1
2

MEM LT

PX
270 -Oo

0.00

PY

-2160 - 00

-2160.00

PZ
0.00
0-00

VL À

1 1 -100 - 00 0.00

TARGETED EI,EMENT NT'UBER = 3

TARGETED SEG!{ENT NIÈ{BER = 1

TARGETED CURVATURE : 0'0027
SCÀLE FACTOR: 0.1359 ICONGE :

TARGETED EI,EMENT NT'MBER = 3

TARGETED SEGMENT Nt TBER - 1

TÀRGETED CURVÀTURE = 0'002?
SCÀLE EACTOR- 0'1111 ICONGE =

TARGETED ELEMENT NtlrBER - 3

TARGETED SEGMENÎ NUMBER - 1

TARGETED CURVATURE - 0'002?
SCÀÛE FACTOR- 0'0996 ICONGE -

TARGETED ELEHENT NI''UBER : 3

TÀRGETED SEGMENT NT,MBER = 1

TARGETED CURVATURE - 0'002?
SCÀLE FÀCTOR- 0'0925 ICONGE -

ÎARGETED EI,EME¡rI NUMBER - 3

TÀRGETED SEGMENT NU¡TBER - 1

TARGETED CttRvATttRE - 0'002?
SCALE FÀCIOR- 0'08?? ICONGE -

ÎÀRGETED ELEMENT NITITBER - 3

TARGETED SEGMENT NUIIBER - 1

ÎARGETED CtRvÀlIrRE - 0'0027
SGALE FACIoR- 0.08{6 ICONGE -

TARGETED ELEUENT NUI1BER - 3

TÀRGETED SEGMENI NUMBER = 1

TARGEÎED CURVATUR.E - O.OO2?

SCALE FACTOR- 0'0824 ICoNGE -
TARGEÎED ELE!'TENT NTN'TBER = 3

TARGETED SEG!{ENT NU¡{BER - 1

TARGETED CURVÀTURE = 0'0027
SCÀLE FACTOR- 0'0810 ICONGE -

TARGETED ELEMENT NT,MBER - 3

TÀRGETED SEGMENT NU!'IBER - 1

TARGETED CURVATURE - O'O021
SCÀLE FACIOR- 0'0801 ICoNGE -

TÀRGETED ELEHENT NT,MBER - 3

TARGETED SEGHENT NUI{BER - 1

ÎARGETED CTRVATURE - 0'002?
SCALE FÀCIOR- 0'0794 ICONGE =

ÎARGETED ELEMENT NUUBER = 3

TARGETED SEGUENT NITUBER = 1

ÎÀRGETED CURVÀÎURE - 0'0027
SCÀLE FACtoR- 0'0?90 ICONGE -

ÎARGEÎED ELEMENT NUMBER - 3

TARGETED SEGMENT NTMBER - 1

ÎARGETED CURVÀÎURE - 0'002?

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure H.9: Second page printout of file 'test . out'
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SCALE FACIOR- 0-078?
ÎÀRGETED ELEUEIIÎ NIJMBER =
TARGETED SEGMENT NTIMBER -

TARGEÎED CTJRVATURE -
SCÀIE FÀCloR- 0-0785

TARGETED EI,EUENT NUTIBER -
TARGETED SEGMENT NTJMBER -

TARGETED CIIRVÀTURE -
SCALE FÀCTOR- 0-0784

TÀRGETED ELEMENT NUMBER -
ÎÀRGETED SEGME}¡:T NT'UBER -

TÀRGETED CURVATURE.
SCALE FAetOR- 0-0783

ÎÀRGETED ELEMENT NIIMBER -
TARGETED SEGMENT NT'MBER -

TÀRGETED CTJRVAÎURE -
SCÀLE FÀCTOR- 0-0182

TARGETED ELEMENT NTJMBER -
TARGEÎED SEGMENT NUMBER -

TARGETED CURVATT]RE =
SCÀLE FÀCTOR- 0.0781

TARGETED ELEMENT NUI4BER =
TÀRGETED SEGMENT NUMBER :

TARGETED CURVATURE:
SCÀI,E FÀCTOR= 0.0781

TARGETED EI,EMENT NUMBER -
TARGETED SEGMENT NTJMBER -

TARGETED CURVAIURE -
SCALE EACTOR- 0.0781

ICONGE -
3
1

o -oo21
ICONGE -
3
1

0.oo21
ICONGE -
3
1

0.0027
ICONGE =
3
1

o -0027
ICONGE =
3
1

o -0027
ICONGE :
3
1

o -0027
ICONGE =
3
1

0.002?
ICONGE =

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

ÎARGETED CURvATttRE - 0-0027
IÆÀI) FÀCTOR - 0.0?81

ELEMEI{I DEFORMATIONS
MEM DEL1X DEL1Y
1 0.0117 0.0000
2 0.0000 0.011?
3 0-0000 0.0132

ROTl
-.0009
-.0009
0.0001

DEL2)(

t11

-22-53
22-53
35-01

î2x
-L2-39
-179.1
-200 -4

ROT

-- 0009
0.0001

0.
0.

DEFN (!ll Ct R (l/t¡l
-0.2?D-03 --36D-03
-0.9{D-03 --31D-03
-0-79D-0{ 0-3?D-03

0 - 0001
0.
0.

0.000L32
0-
0.

0

-35
26
3¡t

DEj,,,2Y

E2Y
31 .?{

-9.088
-L2-81

ROT2

t't2
-01
-54

00
0-
0.

ELEMEIfI FORCES
uE!{ FlX
L L2.39
2 L79.L
3 200-{

NODAL DEFORI.IATION
NODE DEI,(
1 0-0117
2 0.oL32
3 0.
4 0.

Flr
10.43
9-088
L2-81 -51

DELY
0.0000
0.0000

0-
0-

ELEMENT NO - 1
DIST (tnl l{Ol{(kN¡ul ROT (radl
0.300 -25-32 -0-65D-03
2.700 -22.23 0.2?D-03
5-1oO 25-86 0.12D-03

EI (kNm^21 STR-ÎOP SIR-BOT
0-71D+05 0-32D-03 0-11D-03
0-?1D+05 0-32D-03 0-14D-03
0-?1D+05 -0-8?D-03 -0.66D-03

ELEUENT NO -
DISÎ(tnl HOM(kNúl
0.300 19.78
5.100 -23.80

2
RoT(rad¡ DEFN(m, CUR(1/n)

-0.18D-02 0.11D-01 0-16D-02
-0.1¡lD-l? -0.35D-17 -.19D-02

EI (kN¡¡^2) STR-TOP STR-BOT
0.13D+05 -0-30D-03 0.17D-03
0-13D+05 0-30D-03 -0-2?D-03

ELEMENT NO - 3
DIST(m¡ nOü(kNml ROT(radl
o.30o 31.16 -0.15D-02

DEFN(Bl CI'R(1/8, EI (kNn^2, STR-TOP
0-13D-01 0.21D-02 0.12D+05 -0.43D-03

STR-BOT
0.3?D-03

Figure H.10: Third page printout of file "test'out''
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TÀRGETED CttRVATtRE - 0'0053
LOÀD FÀCTOR = 0.1523

EI,EMENT DEFORMATIONS
ME!{ DEL1X DEL1Y
1 0.0231 --0005
2 o. ooo4 0 - 0231
3 o. oo0{ 0 - 0245

DEL2X DEI",2Y.RO11

-.0018
- - 0018
0.0003

M1
-48.56

48. s6
68.0¿1

000550 024
0
0

000
0
0

E2Y
62.11

-19 - 43
-24 -96

ROÎ2

t42
-68.04

s6. 35
66 -76

03
0-
0-

ELEMENT FORCES
MEM FlX

NODE DEI,)<
0 - 0231
0.0245

0-
0.

ELEMENT NO =
DIST (tn) Mol'f (kNm)

o .300 -s3. ?5
2 -100 -45 -79
5.100 50.01

ELEMENT NO -
DIST(¡n) HOM(kNm)

o - 300 43.05
5.100 -¡r9.71

1
nor (rad)

-0.13D-02
0.56D-03
0 - 31D-03

2
¡ga lrad)

-0.3?D-02
0 - 69D-17

-34 I

ROT

- - 0018
0 - 0003

0.
0.

DEFN (tt) CLJR(1/nìl

-o.1oD-02 -.?5D-03
-o-24D-O2 -.6¡lD-03
-0.59D-03 0.?0D-03

DEFN(¡n) cuR(1/n,
0.23D-01 0.32D-O2
0.15D-16 -. ¡t1D-02

F1Y
19.53
19.43
24 -96

E2X
-23 18

-4
.6-391

1
2
3

23 -L8
348.4
391-6

NODÀL DEEORMÀTION

1
2
3
4

DELY
-. 0005
-. 0005

0-
0.

ELEMENT NO -
DIST(m) HoM(kNm)
0.300 60-16
5.100 -58 - 93

DEFN (n) CUR (1/nt)
o-25D-01 0-53D-02
0-29D-16 -.52D-02

EI (kNm^2) E-TOP E-BOT

0.?1D+05 0.33D-03 -0-12D-03
0.71D+05 o-33D-03 -0-55D-0¡t
o.?1D+05 -o-8?D-03 -0-45D-03

EI (kN¡n^2) E-ÎOP E-BOT

o-13D+05 -0.¡t{D-03 0-52D-03
o-12D+05 0.61D-03 -0-63D-03

EI (kNllt^2l E-TOP E-BOT

0.11D+05 -0.84D-03 0-76D-03
0.11D+05 o.?4D-03 -0-81D-03

3
ROT (rad)

-o.29D-o2
0. ¡l8D-1?

SCALE
SCÀLE
SCÀLE
SCÀLE
SCÀLE

FÀCTOR-
FACTOR-
FÀCTOR=
FACTOR-
FAClOR:

0 -2272
0 - 2195
0.215'¡
0.2138
o.2L26

ICONGE -
ICONGE -
ICONGE -
ICONGE -
ICONGE -

0
0
0
0
1

TARGETED CtRVATURE - 0'0080
rpAD FACTOR - O.2L26

ELEMENÎ DEFORT¿ßTIONS
MEü DEL1X DEL1Y ROTl

-. 0025
-- 0025
0 - 0004

M1

-12.24
12:24
96.7¿l

DEf,2x

E2](
-31 - 8?
-¡185.1
-541 -1

DE'L2Y
0000-0

ROT2

1 0-
2 0-
3 0.

03¡l¿t -.0008
0006 0 - 03{4
0oo6 0.0358

358
0-
0-

0.09 004
0.
0-

0-
0-

ELEMENT FORCES
ttEM FlX
1 31- 8?
2 {85.1
3 541 -1

F1Y
26.LL
25.64
35-53

E2Y.
88.69

-28 -64
-35.53

t'12

-96 -74
82.44
95.14

5.100 -30-62 0-81D-18 o-24D-L1 -.26D-O2 o-12D+05 o'3?D-03 -0-41D-03

TCONGE -
ICONGE -
ICONGE -
TCONGE -

SCÀLE EACTOR:
SCÀLE EACIOR-
SCÀI,E FACIOR-
SCALE FACIOR-

0.1s62
0.1540
0 - 1528
0 - 1523

0
0
0
1

Figure H.l1: Fourth Page printout of file "test'out"



Appendix I

Programs for Bottom-tier

Method of AnalYsis

A suite of computer programs has been developed to facilitate design and

ultimate strength calculations for slender reinforced concrete frames based on

the moment magnifier method of the Australian concrete standard 453600.

All the programs were developed using Fortran77 language to run in a UNIX

operating environment. The advantage of having all the programs within one

operating system is that users can execute the programs without having to

change over to another system. This also enables all the input and output files

to be kept together, therefore, easing the task of interpreting the results'

The programs developed to carry out the moment magnifier method of analysis

are listed below:

LINFRAME : A standard first-order, linear elastic frame analysis program using

a stiffness approach.

328
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NMAUSTD and. NMAUST : Programs to generate data points used to define the

strength column interaction diagram. Program NMAUST produces N-M

points for the ultimate strength condition, whereby the strength reduc-

tion factor { is assumed to be unity. Program NMAUSTD produces N-M

points for the design strength condition, whereby all strength reduction

factors are included.

LoADCURVD and, LoADCURV : Programs to generate data points used to de-

fine the loading curves for individual column and for the column taking

into consideration storey stability effect. Program LOADCURV generates

loading curves for ultimate strength condition and program LOADCURVD

generates loading curves for design strength condition'

INTERSECB : A program to locate the intersection point between the linearised

curve fitted to data produced by program NMAUST and that fitted to

data produced by program LOADCURV, or between the curve fitted to

data produced by program NMAUSTD and that fitted to data produced by

program LOADCURVD-

Program LINFRAI'{E is a standard first-order elastic analysis program' Algo-

rithms used in this program can be obtained from numerous texts on structural

analysis(Hall and Kabaila, 1977; Cheung and Yeo, 1979)'

Programs NMAUST and program NMAUSTD are used to generate the strength

interaction diagrams of reinforced concrete columns with symmetrically placed

reinforcement. The section analysis is based on the use of the rectangular

stress block as outlined in 453600. A description of program NMAUST is given

in Appendix D.

Programs LOADCURV and LOROCURVD generate output files consisting of N-M

values which define the loading curves based on the "braced" moment magnifier

of braced column, ó¡, and on the "sway" moment magnifier, 6". The former file
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is automatically assigned a filename with suffix "nmc" and the latter a filename

with suffix ,,ntns". The equations used to generate these files are Equation 7.11

for the former and Equation 7.13 for the latter'

Program INTERSECB first reads in the M-N points defining the interaction

curve for the column section generated by program NMAUST(or NMAUSTD). The

loading curve data, in the form of M-N points, stored in the file with suffix

,,nmc,, is then read in. To obtain complete curves from individual data points,

straight lines are used to connect neighbouring data points' The error brought

about by this approximation is small provided the data points are not too far

apart. An intersection point between the two linearised curves is obtained.

The eccentricity of the solution point is then checked to see if it is greater

then eccentricity e2. If. it is less than e2, the intersection point does not satisfy

the minimum moment magnifier of unity as stipulated by 453600. If this is

the case, a revised intersection point is chosen to be that between the loading

line with a constant eccentricity value of e2 (which is the loading line with

a moment magnifier of unity) and the interaction curve. The loading curve

with suffix ,,nms" is then read in, and another intersection point with the

interaction curve is obtained. Of the two intersection points, the one with the

lower N value gives the ultimate strength of the column. The N value of the

lowest intersection points is obtained from the output of this program' which

is automatically given the same file name as the input file but with the sufÊx

changed to "mett'.

The suite of programs has been developed to enable maximum interaction be-

tween the different programs. Therefore, in some cases, the output files gener-

ated by some programs are in turn being used as input files for other programs'

The users, therefore, need not reproduce these data, hence eliminating human

errors caused by keying in incorrect data. For proper documentation of the

output data files, input data are printed out in the output files' The print-

ing of lines of input data in the output files enables ease of checking by the
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users. These lines are ignored by those programs which use these files as input

data files. In order to keep tab of the numerous input and output files pro-

duced during analysis, each of them is identifiable by using a filename with an

identifiable prefix ("g. "t", "m" and "b" where t:top-tier, n:middle-tier and

b:bottom-tier) and an identifiable sufÊx at the end (eg. "ioP', uout", "PdI",

*Dmc", "nms', "int', etc.). An example of the filename for the input file of

run *runl" using the bottom-tier method is t'b--runl.inp". The automatic

assignment of suffix for names of output files prevents the users from keying in

the wrong suffix which can create confusion later in locating the output files.

This also safeguard against the possibility of accidental deletion of existing

files cause by not using the correct suffix'

The inter-relation between different input and output files, and their relation-

ships with the programs listed earlier, are illustrated in the schematic diagram

in Figure I.1.
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NOTE: FOR DESICN STRENGTH CONDIIION: PROGRAM NMAUSTD REPLACES PROGRAM NMAUST'

PROGRAM LOAOCURVO REPLACES PROGRAM LOAOCURV

Figure I.1: schematic diagram showing the relationship of files and programs

for the bottom-tier method
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Appendix J

Programs for Middle-tier

Method of Analysis

A suite of computer programs was developed to allow the determination of

ultimate and design strengths of slender reinforced concrete frames based on

the middle-tier method of the Australian standard A.53600'

The programs developed to carry out the middle-tier method of analysis are

listed below:

NEï¡TONR : A complete second-order elastic frame program using the nonlin-

ear equilibrium equations proposed by Jennings(1968), and using the

Newton-Raphson technique to solve these equations'

CRISFIEL : A complete second-order elastic frame analysis program using the

nonlinear equilibrium equations proposed by Jennings(1968)' and using

the Newton-Raphson limit-point traversal technique of Crisfield(lg80).

NMAUSTD and NMAUST : Programs to generate data points used to obtain strength

column interaction diagrams, as described in Appendix I'
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INTERSECM : A program to locate the intersection point between the linearised

curve fitted to data produced by program NMAUST and that fitted to data

produced bY Program NEI{TONR'

program NES¡TSNR is a nonlinear elastic analysis program which takes account

of all geometrical nonlinearities present in a framed structure. The matrices

to account for second-order effects are those proposed by Jennings(1968) de-

scribed in Chapter 3. The program uses a Newton-Raphson technique, also

described in chapter 3, to solve the nonlinear equilibrium equations proposed

by Jennings. The behaviour of the structure is obtained by controlling the

load. The accuracy of this program has been checked by comparing analytical

results obtained for a simple cantilever and a portal frame (see Appendix G).

Even though a more advanced program CRISFIEL was developed to allow

traversing of limit points, it was not used as program NEI{ToNR was found

to be sufficient to carry the present study.

The inter-relation between different input and output files, and their relation-

ships with the programs listed earlier, are illustrated in the schematic diagram

in Figure J.1.
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for the middle-tier method
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